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. ABSTRACT N 
Consideration is given to the solution of the highly exothermic 
fixed bed catalytic reactor problem taking into account heat and mass 
transfer resistances inside the catalyst pellets and across the external 
fluid film., as well as radial temperature and oonoentration gradients in 
the fluid phase. 
Comparison of the model with the simpler quasi homogeneous repre- 
aenation is made. In the region where the quasi homogeneous case predicts 
temperature "run-away", the added refinements assume some importance. 
Very significant; differences in behaviour are predicted. Indeed no 
temperature "run-away" is apparent. 
Inolucling simply a film mass and heat transfer resistance is no 
guarantee that temperature "run-away" will not be predicted. In fact, 
it is the particle diffusive resistance whioh is the main factor limiting 
the temperature effects. Since the region of temperature "run-away" is 
often in the practical range it is essential to use a more detailed model 
for design such as the one described here, especially if optimal operating 
conditions are being sought. 
Even on large digital computers, the computation time is excessively 
long if the sets of differential equations are solved simultaneously. 
By examining the intrapartiole equations in detail for a practical range 
of physical properties and operating conditions, it is shown that they 
may be reduced, to a lumped parameter form. While still retaining the 
characteristics of the general problem, the lumped parameter approximation 
can be solved in a substantially shorter time, thus taking its use 
in optimization and control studies feasible. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION TO THE DESIGN OF 
PACKED BED REACTORS : RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 
1.1 Introduction 
The packed bed chemical reactor is a long established method in 
the chemioa3. industry of contacting gaseous reaction mixtures with solid 
catalysts. Commercial applications are numerous and varied, e. g., the 
oxidation of 502, the synthesis of ammonia, a multitude of hydrocarbon 
transformation processes ranging from the cracking reactions of the 
petroleum industry to the important partial oxidation reactions such as 
the manufacture of phthalic anhydride from o xylene or naphthalene. 
Such reactors normally consist of a cylindrical tube packed with 
catalyst particles. The reactants are passed through the tube and 
converted into products in an amount which is governed by parameters 
of the system such as feed concentration and. temperatures flow rate, 
tube length etc. 
Many gas-solid reactions of industrial importance are accompanied 
by the liberation of large amounts of heat. A highly exothermic 
reaction raises the temperature of the system as conversion progresses 
which is desirable from the point of view of reducing the size of the 
reactor, but for other reasons is undesirable. Too high a "hot spot" 
temperature in the reaction mixture may lead to the promotion of unwanted 
side reactions or cause damage to the catalyst or the tube itself. In 
these oases provision is made for removing heat from the system in order 
to keep the "hot, spot" temperature within a reasonable bound. 
Conventionally, this is achieved by building up-the reaetor. with, a 
number of small diameter tubes (1" is not uncommon) encased in a single 
body through which is circulated a cooliizr nodiu:. Some, novel innovations 
in design have been undertaken in an attempt to achieve better control 
-1- 
over the "hot spot" temperature., PARIS and STEVENS 
124 
proposed a 
jacket design comprising several sections, with different rates of 
cooling in each. CALDMBANK, CALDüWELL and ROSS 
1 25 
studied the effect of 
mixing pellets of catalyst and inert material in such a way as to achieve 
a particular optimum temperature profile. An important consideration 
in the design of reactors to carry out highly exothermic reactions is, 
therefore, the "hot spot" temperature. 
It is well known in practice that such reactors sometimes go out of 
control. Thus, the temperature at some point may rise rapidly after a 
minor upset and burn out a tube. Or a system may be set into strong 
thermal oscillation due to temperature perturbations and rapidly 
deactivate the catalyst. Recognition of the circumstances which can 
cause such effects and knowledge of how to prevent them are important 
aspects of reactor design. With the increasing importance of exothermic 
reactions in industry the need for a reliable method of designing packed 
bed reactors is apparent. 
1.2 -Design methods : experimental vs. theoretical 
The most obvious basis for design of a commercial reactor is the 
pilot scale model. Experiments can be carried out on the model to 
determine the region of "safe" operation. The commercial reactor is 
then built and operated within this region. This technique is usually 
successful but is both time-consuming and. expensive. Also, scale-up 
problems may be troublesome. 
In view of the disadvantages of this method a theoretical treatment 
is required. The approach adopted in the thesis is a theoretical. one. 
At present-the field of reactor design is in a period of transition 
between the extremes of pilot plant experimentation and theoretical 
analysis. The state of affairs inexistence requires the following 
strategy: - 
-2- 
(1) A mathematical model is set up which contains what are believed to 
be the important mechanisms necessary to give an accurate description of 
a commercial reactor. Some of the parameters of the model might be 
reasonably estimated from existing correlations. Others have to be 
obtained experimentally. 
(2) Laboratory scale units are constructed which are designed to 
measure the unknown parameters. The basic postulates of the mathematical 
model are made use of in formulating an experimental programme. Since 
the assumed controlling processes are identified individually they can 
be measured in isolation from the remainder. Thus a series of experi- 
ments is set up in which one particular effect is studied. These 
experiments may be designed, for example, to procure surface kinetic 
data, thermodynamic data, mass and heat transfer data, etc. 
(3) The data, some measured, some estimated, are then used in the 
mathematical model and theoretical predictions of the reactor performance 
are obtained by solving the energy, momentum and material balance 
equations. 
(4) As a final stage the experimental reactor is run under reaction 
conditions so as to confront the mathematical results with actual 
experimental data. This confrontation is very important in establishing 
the validity of the mathematical treatment. Depending on the outcome 
it may be necessary to return to the first stage and update the 
mathematical model. 
The ideal situation, of course, is one in which a reliable 
mathematical model is available, and all the relevant kinetic, thermo- 
dynamic and transport data are at hand. In practice, this ideal is 
rarely in existence and is unlikely to be for some years. 
Most design problems involve only a steady state model, but the 
increasing importance of optimization and control has emphasized the 
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need for dynamic models. A pre-requisite for the latter is certainly 
a good steady state model, and because time constants on large plants 
tend to be relatively large, the transient can often be approximated, by 
a sequence of pseudo steady states. A reliable steady state model is 
therefore a useful step forward. 
11.3 Theoretical design methods : current status 
No review can be undertaken without acknowledgement of HOUGEN'S47 
classic presentation which outlines the status of engineering aspects of 
122 
solid catalysis (1961). More recently, CARBERRY (1966) reviews in 
depth some of the problems confronting the designer. A further invaluable 
review article is, presented by FROwid9O (1967). Recent books in the 
fields of catalysis and reactor design include SATTERFIELD and SHERWOOD15 
(1963), PETERSEN27 (1965), THOMAS and THOUAS126 (1967) 
A summary of the more significant advances in theoretical design 
methods is given at this point in order to set in perspective the 
objeotives behind this research. 
The need for external cooling of exothermic reactors was stressed 
in Section 1.1. In these oiroumstances it is inevitable that temperature 
gradients must appear perpendicular to the direction of flow. Since 
the extent of conversion is dependent on-temperature, radial concentration 
gradients must also appear. Gradients in the axial direction must, of 
course, exist due to the convective flow. It follows, therefore, that 
a mathematical model of the non isothermal reactor must be at least 
tiro-dimensional. However, a preliminary design is often based on a 
one-dimensional approximation in which only longitudinal gradients in 
concentration and temperature are considered. It'is assumed that radial 
transport of heat and mass in the reactor itself is instantaneous and 
that resistance to heat transfer maybe lumped at the tube'wa11.. With 
the assumptions of no, resistance to heat or mass transfer within theL 
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packing or between fluid and packing and no axial diffusion or conduction, 
BL W127 (1959) studied the stability of packed bed reactors and 
developed some empirical correlations on the basis of steady state 
equations. 
The general availability of high-speed digital computers in the 
last decade was undoubtedly instrumental in providing a new incentive to 
these mathematical studies. Thus, FROMENT37 (1962) considered a two- 
dimensional model in which radial transport of heat and mass were 
assumed to occur by conduction and diffusion-like processes. Again, 
however, no allowance was made for transport between the phases or 
within the catalyst pellets. He demonstrated that serious radial 
gradients may occur and, when this is the case, the one-dimensional 
model cannot be accurately applied. Further, he observed the phenomenon 
of "parametric sensitivity", a type of behaviour which exists when small 
changes in a parameter induce large changes in steady state conditions. 
A similar behaviour was observed earlier by BARKELEW, and BILOUS and. 
A1UNDSON128 . LIU and AMUNDSON76-78 (1962-3) studied the stability 
problem by analyzing the transient response of the system to some 
fluctuation, but were restricted to a one-dimensional dynamic model by 
ccaiputatiohal limitations. However, they did account for transport 
between the phases., albeit in an elementary manner, by lumping the.. 
-heat. 
and mass transfer resistances at the particle surface with the only_ 
intra. -particle effect being that of chemical reaction. CARBERRY-and- 
NENAEL-C (1963) considered a one-dimensional steady state model including 
axial dispersion of heat and mass for a complex reaction scheme, - 
A --w i. C. Their treatment of the processes occurring between the 
fluid and the interns]. 'active' surface of the catalyst was - the, most 
ambitious yet attempted at that time. Intrapartiole diffusion of 
reacting species as well'as interparticle heat and mass, transport was 
-5w 
taken into account, but the existence of a temperature gradient inside 
the porous catalyst was ignored, probably to simplify the solution. 
The results showed that axial dispersion-of heat and mass exerts a 
negligible effect on performance unless the bed is extremely shallow. 
By far the most important detriment to high yield of desirable inter- 
mediate B was due to "pore" diffusion. MICI and IaTTS92 (1963-4) 
extended the two-, dimensional model to the case of multiple reactions with 
arbitrary rate expressions and stoichiometry. 
The developments described above have one common denominator; - 
they lead to continuum models, i. e., the dependent variables of the 
system are continuous functions of the reactor axial and radial 
coordinates. Even the analyses of LIU and AMUNDSON, CARBERRY and 
VIENDEL which introduce the idea of discrete particles into the physical 
model lead to a mathematical system which itself is a continuum model. 
While the physical picture is rather simple, the actual calculations 
are complicated, especially for the non-isothermal reactor. The main 
reason is that the mathematical models which simulate the physical 
situation lead to a simultaneous system of partial differential equations 
which have to be integrated numerically in a two-dimensional network, 
at least for the -more realistic* models. 
In order to overcome the difficulties of solving boundary-value 
partial differential equations DEANS and LAPIDUS12 (1960) proposed an 
altogether different type of primary representation of the reactor. It 
is based on the fundamentally heterogeneous nature of the packed bed; 
particle diameter becomes the natural measure of length, and the void 
volume associated with a particle is taken as the volume element for 
the balances. Known as the "finite stage model", this representation 
views all transport in the fluid phase- other than by the bulk flow to 
occur as a result of a sequence of mi d. ng events in a two-dimensional 
-6-- 
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array of perfect mixers. The steady state equations, written for each 
stage, are algebraic and seemingly altogether more tractable than the 
case of nonlinearly coupled partial differential equations. McGUMB 
and LAPIDUS39 (1965) used this model to study the stability of a 
detailed packed bed reactor which included transport mechanisms both 
within the packing and between the fluid and the external surface of 
the packing. They concentrated attention on a very limited range of 
conditions and found computation times to be excessive unless the bed 
was made very short (e. g., 15 particle diameters). Recently, VANDERVEEN, 
LUSS and AMDSON129 (1968) studied the stability of adiabatic packed. 
bed reactors using first a simple cell model and then one 4th coupling 
between the particles. With a cell approach they were able to gain more 
insight into the stability problem than with the continuous model proposed 
earlier (76). Of further interest is the fact that the ecmputation time 
was decreased by a factor of twenty. CALDERBANK, CALDWELL exact ROSS 
1 25 
(1968) explored the possibilities of the dilution of the catalyst by 
inert particles for the control of the temperature profile in an 
exothermic reactor. Their tyro-dimensional mathematical model can be 
considered to be a refinement of the mixing cell system of DEANS and 
LAPIDUS. Here, the continuous mixing and splitting of streamlines, which 
is essentially the origin of radial dispersion in fixed beds, is 
simulated by a sequence of triangular matrices of mixing cells representing 
the sequence of single layers of close-packed. spherical particles. 
1. Research obeotiyes rrýr r 
A oharaoteristic feature of the so called "quasihomogeneous" model, 
detailed by FRO1 NT37 and others, is its tendency to exhibit "parametric 
sensitivity". Small changes in the temperature of the feed or the, 
jacket may produce temperature "run-aways" or "hot spots". A similar 
tendency may occur with small adjustments in the heat transfer data 
_7,. 
. g-". 1 
which may be required over a period due to changes in the heat transfer 
characteristics of the bed and the tube wall itself. Much research has 
been undertaken to recognize'the conditions under mich "parametric 
sensitivity" can occur. Novel innovations such as the "diluted. -catalyst" 
reactor of CALL »1K et 83125 ana, oamplementary to it, the work of 
PARIS and STEVENS 
124 
on jacket design have been introduoed in an attempt 
to overcome the problem of temperature "run-aways". 
This critical region, in which temperature "run-away" oocurs, is a 
very important one from a commercial standpoint. For a conventional 
reactor displaying -constant conditions along the 
tube wall, a high 
conversion can only be obtained if at the same time a "hot spot" is 
accepted. As a compromise the reactor is usually operated in a sub- 
, critical region 
in which conversion is lowered and the temperature is 
such that the catalyst does not deactivate too rapidly or have its 
selectivity adversely affected. It is , ýsoncei, va'le smeday that economic 
oonsiderationi will dictate that a reactor be operated in the critical 
region with a tight control system to prevent "run-away" . The problem 
of regeneration of the catalyst is a serious one. Often the catalyst 
is too valuable to discard. Frequent shut-down and start-up of the 
reactor is an expensive procedure. Even if regeneration can be carried 
out with the catalyst in place, continuous operation demands auxiliary 
reactors-which adds to the initial cost of installation. 
With these economic factors in mind the following consideration is 
relevant, namely: 
9. What level of sophistication is needed in a model of the packed 
bed reactor to describe all essential characteristics quantitatively, 
while still using well-defined physical parameters to represent the 
phenomenological processes? 
Heretofore, no Practical mathematical modal has been available for 
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combining the environmental and reaction phenomena. To carry out the 
first objective a number of models of increasing sophistication are 
constructed, ranging from the quasihomogeneous representation to a 
detailed model including both finite rates of heat and mass transfer 
inside the particles and between the fluid and the external surface 
of the particles. This then leads on to the fo3-lowing consideration: 
2. Is the detailed model suitable in terms of availab], e high-speed 
digital computers for evaluation of solutions? 
If it is to be of practical as well as academic interest the model 
must be mathematically tractable. Solutions must be obtainable either 
analytically or by numerical means at acceptable cost and in a fairly 
short time. 
Looking further ahead to the use of mathematical models in 
optimization and control, a further profitable avenue of research is 
opened up in the development of model reduction techniques. Clearly a 
sound basis for this is a detailed knowledge of the properties of the 
basic model. 
The requirement of a satisfactory model reduction technique is 
that it should lead to a simpler model which permits the retainment o± 
the essential features of the system, but removes much of the mathematical 
complexity associated with the detailed model. 
The enquiry made here, in this respect, forms the first step in a 
research programme designed to eventually integrate mathematical models 
of the packed bed reactor into optimization and computer control 
strategies. 
". 9- 
CHAPTER 2 
FORiATULATTON OF THE GENERALIZED MODEL 
In formulating a generalized model of a packed bed reactor particular 
attention must be paid to its compatibility within the framework of 
current knowledge in the field. If the model is to be of practical 
value it must only contain parameters which are well-defined in the 
sense that they may be determined from independent experiments or from 
correlations available in the literature. Consequently, attention will 
be confined to a restricted set of equations but one which is sufficiently 
general so as to contain all the mechanisms believed to be necessary to 
accurately describe the behaviour of a ocmmeroial reactor. 
2.1 Conceptual1ob lems 
Fixed bed processes are inherently discrete in character and as such 
do not lend themselves readily to rigorous mathematical modelling. 
In a real bed of particles the concentrations and temperatures do 
not vary smoothly throughout the confines of the bed, but rather there 
are concentration and temperature structures around and within each 
particle with a scale of the order of a particle itself. This short range 
structure is superimposed upon a longer range structure which more closely 
approximates the progress of the reaction as the reacting gases pass 
through the bed. A rigorous mathematical description of this type of 
behaviour, which is typical of all fixed-bet). prooesses, is intractable. 
Instead, a statistical description appears to offer more promise. 
As the statistical description depends on some kind of averaging 
to represent the properties of the bed as functions of position, the 
property is averaged over a representative region of the bed having the 
same order of magnitude as a particle of packing. For the solid, this 
region is simply the volume of a particle. For the fluid, the region 
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is more obscure but may be thought of as being bounded by constrictions 
in the passages among the particles, or, more vaguely, as simply a "hole" 
in the packing. In practice, these regions vary in both size and shape 
throughout the bed, so that at best the average of a property is only 
approximately a smooth function of position. 
The fomulation of the equations is based on the assumption that it 
is possible to choose the size of the differential volume sufficiently 
large to contain a considerable number of particles, and yet be consistent 
with the requirement of uniformity of temperature and concentrations 
within the differential volume. V/hile these two assumptions are to some, 
degree self-contradictory, similar assumptions in the field of turbulence 
theory have met with notable success. It is to be hoped that knowledge 
of the structure of packed beds will develop sufficiently to allow 
consideration of spatially fluctuating properties. At the present time 
understanding, in this area is minimal. 
2.2 The mathematical mode]: 
For the purpose of illustrating the physical significance of the 
various terms which make up the design equations, this section will be 
broken down into 3 parts. The first sub-section V ill deal with the 
mathematical description of the global (fluid) phase. This section will 
be followed by a discussion of the transport and reactive processes 
occurring in the particulate phase. Finally, something will be said 
about transport between the two phases. Wherever applicable, definitive 
statements will be corroborated by experimental findings. Further 
discussion of the physical properties of porous catalysts and the 
phenomenological parameters of packed beds is to be found in Chapters 
3 and 9" ., ýý 
-a1 
2.2A Hod. ei of port in the fluid. phase 
Consider a differential volume of a packed bed reactor. Then the 
Fourier-Poisson equations for heat transfer and mass transfer of species 
i in the fluid phase are given by 
ý/3Q(e°fTf) 
-aiv(k' grad Tf) -div(G cfTt) 
(2.1) 
ýx Cf i/a9 
= -div(D grad C ft) -div(V>. C£i) + 2a *ýi Ri 
(2.2) 
(i = 1,2, .... N, where N is the number af' chemical species present) 
The actual velocity iat any point in the bed may be expressec. asý 
the vector sum of the superficial velocity and a fluctuating velocity 
v; 
characteristic of the point in question and caused largely by 
deflections of the fluid by catalyst particles. ' Then 
V +v 0 (2.3) 
Similarly, the actual point concentration Cfi is expressed in terms of 
the concentration averaged over the differential volume Cfi, and a 
concentration fluctua. tioa, fi, 
'due to the fluctuating velocity. 
cfi 
.= 
ýfi °fi (2.4+) 
Using equations (2.3) and (2.4) in equation (2.2) and averaßLng 
over the differential volume and. assuming steady state, it follows that 
-div(D grad C£i) -div(ý 
C 
fi) --dßv 
vo 
ff 
+ eB1i Ri 0 (2.5) 
since the average of gradients of velocity and concentration fluctuations 
disappear. 
The term -div 
vc fi is the one which gives rise to the flux due to 
the fluctuations caused by the catalyst particles. The axial component 
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of this flux may be gens-rally neglected compared with the much larger 
flux due to the convective flow. An assessment of the lateral flux 
follows fron methods analagous to those used in the elementary kinetic 
theory of gasest' 
27, 
Consider three parallel planes perpendicular to the lateral direction, 
x 
the distance between the planes being /2, where A is a"suitable mean 
free path. Suppose the cen'cral plane is situated at a lateral position 
r and assume that material crossing this plane in a positive (or negative 
sense) originated from the plane at r- 
X/2 (or r+ 
A/2). 
Let vl denote 
the average of the absolute values of the lateral velocity fluctuations. 
The flux originating from any plane is proportional to vl. Cfi. Thus the 
flux crossing the central plane in a positive sense is proportional to 
(vi'Cfi)r , 2. radl(vl. Cý, i), while the flux crossing the central plane 
A 
in a negative sense is proportional to (v1. Cfi) + A/2. gra (v C) r 
dl l fi 
where terms of second and higher orders in X are neglected. Hence, the 
net flux due to fluctuations is 
f0 
fi o(, - gradl(v1 Cß, 1), 
or sinoe vl oG V0 and assuming that, thr mean fr--e path is proportional to 
pellet diameter 
vc K. l. gradl(V c fi), 
(2.6) 
viere K is a constant characteristic of the packing only. Substituting 
equation (2.6) into (2.5), it follows that 
-div(-D gradl C) -äiv(K. l. gradl(V0 
Cam)) ýcliv( 
öC 
fi) , 
+eB71i i"0 (2.7) 
A similar treatment of equation (2.1) leads to 
-div(4c 
t 
gradl T f) -di. v(K. 
1. gradl (uo cf Tf)) -div(ö cf3, ) 
eB(- i)_h13 Ri =0 
(2.8) 
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Equations (2.7) aaz"1 (2.8) each consist of four terms ancl- an 
appreoiatLon of the physical significance of each -term is presented 
below in order to solidify a mental image of the processes involved. 
-div(-kg gras T f), -div(D grad., 
Cf1) ; 
These terms represent, respectively, lateral fluxes of heat and mass 
in the fluid within the differential volume of the packed bed owing to 
molecular conduction and diffusion processes. k and. D represent the 
molecular thermal conductivity and diffusivity of the fluid. Subscript 
indicates lateral flux component, and - over a symbol denotes a space - 
averaged. property. T., and Cfi designate fluid temperature and point 
molar concentration (on volume fluid basis) of component i. 
-div K. 1. gradl(Goo fT f) 9 -div K. 1. gradl(V0 fi) S, 
Accumulation of heat and mass may also occur by a transverse flux 
due to the fluctuations caused by the catalyst pellets. This lateral flux 
results from an eddy diffusion process, a process so named because of the 
apparent similarity in the mathematical forms of the eddy diffusive and 
molecular diffusive fluxes, it is generally understood that transverse 
eddy diffusion results from a random walk of elements of fluid through 
the passages in the bed1, or equivalently, from mixing of converging 
streanms2,3. Experimental data are available'' 
5 
which substantiate 
the usefulness of the eddy diffusion concept. It will suffice for present 
understanding to say that K is a constant characteristic of the packing 
only, and 1 represents some characteristic pellet length. The determi- 
nation of these quantities is discussed in the tent of PETERSEN27 Go 
and V0 represent the superficial mass flow rate and velocity. " of is 
the mean specific heat of the reaction mixture in the differential volume 
of the bed. 
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A: , a1 fluctuations in the direction of flow lead to an effective 
axL diffusion term. This term arises primarily from the stagewise 
mixing in the interstices of the bed6' 
7, 
with a contribution due to the 
variation in mass velooity with radial position' 
9 
. It is usual to 
neglect this diffusive flux in comparison with the much larger axial flux 
due to the convective flow. While this rule of thumb is undoubtedly a 
good one, it is important to be aware of the conditions under which it 
will fail. CARBERRY and IENDEL10 considered the consecutive reaction 
ArB -9ýº 0 in a tubular packed bed reactor operating adiabatically. 
They showed the influence of axial dispersion of heat and mass upon 
conversion and the "hot spot" to be negligible so long as the bed depth 
is greater than about 50 particle diameters. Similar conclusions are 
drawn from the isothermal case 
11. The neglect -of axial mixing effects 
seems to be permitted in industrial reactors where the flow velocity is 
high and where the ratio of tube to particle diameter is sufficiently 
large to have nearly uniform velocity profiles. Furthermore, while axial 
mixing effects may be thought of as generally being unimportant, the 
extra effort needed to aooaunt for them is large. 
In cases where axial mixing must be taken into accouir e. g., short 
beds, the Dell model of DEANS and LAPIDUS12 provides a useful representation 
of the behaviour of a packed bed. It also obviates the conceptual 
_ 
difficulties of the continuum model. Little more will be said about this 
alternative formulation since, as a generality, axial mixing rarely 
requires consideration. Under these conditions it is the practice to find. 
the time required to compute individual cases to be substantially reduced 
if the continuum model is used in preference to the cell model. In 
addition, the conceptual difficulties mentioned. earlier rarely lead to 
differences in predicted performanoe greater than the inherent errors in 
the kinetic data. 
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-a__V( al airs., ) TJuv( . cý. ý) ; 
The most oo=cn: ir enoouritered transport mechanism, and generally the 
most : important, is caused by convective flow. Material and energy may be 
transferred fran point to point by convective processes in an amount equal 
to the product of some scalar intensive property and the component of the 
superficial velocity vector ö 
in the direction of flow between the two 
points. Note that ö= V04 
:B (-6H ) ý'ý j 
Rj 0B T) i 
Ri 
The final terms of equations (2.8) and (2.7) represent accumulation 
. max rates due to chemical reaction. The reaction rate, Rip denotes the rate 
of production of species i by chemical reaction per unit mass of catalyst, 
and QB represents the mass of catalyst per unit volume of bed (assumed 
constant). More will be said in the ensuing section with regard to the 
definition of RI and (-AHj). It is sufficient here to say that` the heat 
release due to chemical reaction is based upon the jtth component, the 
choice of which is arbitrary. 
In many oases, kncrrleige of QB, Ri (i - 1,2,.... N) and 
alone Js insufficient because ths pseudo-rate, Rip is based upon the bulk 
phase properties such as temperature and concentrations. The magnitude 'of 
these properties at the reaction site on the 'internal' surfaoe of the 
catalyst may, in general, be different from-the bulk values becauseTof 
gradients in these properties owing to finite resistances to the transport 
of energy and mass. Thus, 'in these circumstances, the pseudo-rate"used 
in the design calculations must be modified to' account for the effects 
of finite transport rates between the bulk phaso and the reaction site. 
The concept of the pseudo-rate is so appealing that it 
is customary, 
to retain it and account far finite transport rates between the bulk 
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fluid. and reaction site by defining a quantity, fl , known as the 
effectiveness factor. By definition, the effectiveness factor is the 
ratio of the actual rate of reaction on a catalyst pellet to the rate at 
which reaction would occur if the temperature and concentrations through- 
out the pellet were constant and, equal to their respective values in the 
bulk phase. By the very nature of the definition the actual reaction 
rate is obtained by multiplying the pseudo-rate (i. e., observed rate) by 
the effectiveness factor. In the limiting case of infinite overall 
transport rates, the actual reaction rate per unit mass of catalyst and 
the pseudo-rate become equal and the effectiveness factor is unity. This 
special case may be identified with the "quasi-homogeneous" formulation 
so widely used in design studies at present. 
In order to proceed further it is necessary to elevate the definition 
of effectiveness factor to a quantitative level. This will require the 
formulation of a model describing transport between the phases and a model 
characterizing the transport and reactive processes occurring, within the 
particulate phase. 
A further" form of energy transport which has been neglected is due 
to conduction through one particle to the next. SINGER and `RILBM1 
have shown this form of transport to be insignificant for porous catalyst 
particles. 
2.2.2 Model of transport andreaction, in the particulate phase 
For surface catalysis to be effective, the reactants present in the 
ambient fluid must be transported to the surface of the solid, and_ reaction 
products then transported back from surface to fluid. The diffusion path 
may be broken down into two parts: bulk fluid to outer surface of _ 
the 
particle, and. partiole surface to active 'internal' surface of the porous 
solid. This section deals with the resistance to transport between particle 
surface and active internal surface. 
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The struo ure cCa catalyst par ; idle is chara3terized by a complex 
syst m of interconnected channels that is formed by compacting microscopic 
toarticles. The wicroscepio particles, themselves, may be porous and 
contain pores much smc. ler than the macro-pores among the particles. It 
is, therefore, e common occurrence to find catalysts possessing a bimodal 
distribution of pore sizes. 
It is inrnossibl3 to describe the transport of material within such 
a porous structure by rigorous mathematical means. Instead, idealized 
models have been proposed in order to render the problem amenable to 
analysis. It will become apparent later that even with the crudest of 
models the mathematical problem is difficult to handle. 
The importanoe of internal transport in the field of catalysis has 
been recognized for a number of years. THIELE13 and ZELDO VITSCH14 
simultaneously laid the analytical foundations in 1939, and since that 
time many applications of simultaneous mass transport and reaotion have 
been reported. 
15. It has become apparent that the process of mass transport 
within a porous solid is unques; ionably related in some way to the nature 
of the porous str. ýoture itself. Attempts to describe this relationship 
have resulted in the oonoelpt of "effective" d ff usi-i ty definition 
which is then used in the normal diffusion equation. 
Several, workers have tried to relate in quantitative fashion-the 
"effective" diffusivity to properties associated with the porous matrix 
16,17,18 For catalysts having a bimodal pore size distribution, MINGLE 
and SUM 
19 
and HABRIOTT20 developed a mathematical model which views 
diffusion as ooourring in the main macropore from whioh mioropores branch 
out along the wall. Diffusion in the mioropores is predominantly of the 
Knudsen type, while that in the maoropores is either in the bulk or 
transition range. This model has been used in a considerable amount of 
21,22 
work dealing with catalytic effeotivenass and selectivity , but 
-l$- 
the relationship of "effective" dif'fusivity. to the individual pore struot, =e 
is i. dt defined by the model. 
Experimental results seem to indicate that the main mechanisms of gas 
transport in small pores are those to be expeoted on classical grounds. 
However, DACEY23 points towards an additional mode-of transport due to 
surface migration of species becoming. important if sufficient surface is 
available. Surface transport rates may be sufficiently large at-low 
temperatures to obscure the results of counter-diffusion experiments 
designed to measure "effective" diffusion coefficients24' 
25. 
Recently, 
FOSTER and BUTT carried out a theoretical investigation of the influence 
26 
of surface diffusion on catalytic activity. They showed surface transport 
of mass to affect both rate and temperature dependence of rate in 
diffusionally-influenced systems, even though measured values of surface 
diffusivity may be small in comparison to gas phase transport coefficients. 
The question of mechanism will not be belaboured. any further. In 
the analysis which follows, transport by surface migration of physically 
adsorbed layers is ignored. This assumption seems reasonable-at high 
temperatures. Although such transport may be of ämportanoe, there is 
clearly an optimum to be met between the level of sophistication roherer 
in the model and the requirement to solve the equations - rapidly,, since 
in 
the overall design procedure these equations must be sol. ved. many. times 
during the progress of the computation.; The -final- results, of -oourse, 
must be viewed with a certain degree of suspicion. It isoften the case 
that analysis of a simplified version of the problem proves invaluable in 
deciding on a suitable strategy of attacking a, moire complex' version of 
basically the same. problem. Reference-to the paper of FOSTER and BUTT26 
reveals that even fare their grossly idealized system the mathematical 
formulation is highly oomplex and seemingly intractable if the intention 
Is to . synthesize- it into design, studies. 
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Consideration is givon to a simple reaction scheme of the-type- 
i =N 
ai i0 
i=1 
(2.9) 
where, by convention, a1< 0 is a reactant and. a> 0 is a product. 
The rate expression may be written as a function of the N-dimen- 
sional vector of scalar intensive concentrations and the temperature. 
Thus 
Ri = Ri(Cs, Ts) (2.10) 
where Cs of equation (2.10) is given by 
Os - ßs1' 0s2, ....... 
C(2.11) 
sN 
From the stoiohiometrio equation (2.9) 
-2 
pt. 
= 
(2.12) 
al aý 
where R represents the specific rate of reaction per unit area of pore 
surface. The bar superscript again indicates a space-averaged quantity. 
The averaging is carried out over a region small with respect to the 
size of the catalyst pellet but large with respect to the dimensions of 
the passages within the porous solid. Subscript s indicates a solid 
phase scalar property. Thus, Csi represents the space-averaged molar 
concentration of component i in the solid phase and Ts denotes the 
temperature. 
The mathematical model which follows is based on a homogeneous pore 
structure. That is to say if the pellet were divided into many thin 
sections then all sections would be identical, independent of the 
direction or location of the slice. It is also supposed that the pore 
structure is completely random, with no preferred directions. Let 
1, 
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be the interior of the catalyst pellet, and its external surface. 
The steady state equations describing mass and heat transfer in the porous 
solid are given by 
-div(D. grad 
c3) + SvK. =0 
(z = 1,2,.... N) 
and. 
-d: i. v(-Kp grad T. ) - (_ Hi). SvIi =0 
for rE 
12 
, tivhere r is the position vector. 
(2.13) 
(2.111. ) 
The first term of equations (2.13) and (2.14. ) represents the rate of 
accumulation due to "effective" diffusion and conduction processes 
respectively. Di is the "effective" diffusivity of species i, or that 
value which gives the true flux of i in the porous solid through a unit 
of geometric area when multiplied by the actual concentration gradient 
of i. The definition ofI, the "effective" conductivity, follows by 
parallel reasoning. A discussion of these two properties of porous 
catalysts is given in Chapter 5 of Peterson's text. At the design stage, 
the relationship of these properties to the pore structure, the properties 
of the transported. speoies, temperature and pressure is assumed to be 
known. 
The seoond term of equations (2.13) and. (2.11f) represents the rate 
of accumulation due to chemical reaction. SV is the available pore 
surface per unit volume of porous solid. QH is the enthalpy of reaction 
based upon the conventional stoiohianetrio equation in which the j th 
species appears as a reactant. Thus, & is based upon a. moles of the 
j'th species and, in accordance with convention, it is numerically 
negative for an exothermic reaction. 
Equations (2.13) and (2.14) are of general applicability in the 
Knudsen diffusion region, i. e. Whenever the mean free path between 
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molecular collisions is large in comparison with pore radius, irrespective 
of volume change during reaction. V1hen the mean free path is considerably 
less than the pore radius (bulk diffusion region), the equations are 
strictly applicable only to reacting systems without volume change i. e., 
i=N 
4V 
ai = 0. Systems which do not conform to this condition are subject 
to a second transport process due to Poiseuille flow. In many commercial 
catalysts, Knudsen diffusion prevails up to gas pressures of about 10 
atmospheres 
28 
so, within the framework of the assumptions already made, 
equations (2.13) and (2.14) are of some generality in describing transport 
in most catalysts. 
2.2. Model of transport between the phases 
Transport resistances external to the catalyst pellet give rise to 
differences between the bulk and external surfaoe valueä of the temperatures 
and conoentratioiA. When these resistances are accounted for it becomes 
necessary to include equations describing the processes occurring external 
to the pellet. These equations, in effect, couple together the transport/ 
reaction models describing the behaviour of the fluid and particulate 
phases. The particular form of these coupling equations is the subject 
of much conjecture at the present time. 
The various film theories which have been put forward as a basis for 
the analysis of transport between phases in flow systems are appealing 
because of their simplicity. While, in principle, the practice of 
correlating heat and mass transfer coefficients between fluids and non- 
reacting boundaries is correct, the extension of this idea to reacting 
boundaries is, in general, not feasible since the convective properties 
are inextricably related to the kinetics of the surface reaction. Never- 
theless, this approach has been used successfully by ACRIVOS and CHABABRE29 
to predict overall reaction rates well within the accuracy. cf the kinetic 
information. Since the method lacks a firm fundamental. basis the results 
may be somewhat fortuitous. 
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Strictly speaking, the analyses of flow systems using film theories 
or more fundamental concepts, for that matter, have considered the particle 
to be non porous. The employment of such theories to porous catalyst 
pellets is therefore questionable. Fortunately, the conditions under which 
external transport dominate the overall rate lead to the reaction being 
confined to the external surface, so that in effect the pellet is behaving 
as though it were non-porous. Furthermore, as the thickness of the 
reaction zone decreases to its limiting value, the effects of curvature of 
the surface are minimized. Both the mass and thermal fluxes normal to 
the surface become independent of position on the surface and independent 
of the geometry of the pellet. In fact they approach the values on a 
flat slab of similar material. Each element of external surface is 
uniformly accessible to reactants -a vitally important condition, since 
FMNK-KA1flENETSKI13° demonstrated that when this condition is fulfilled 
external transport phenomena are not influenced by the complexity or the 
non-linear character of the rate expression. Filch coefficients determined 
in the absence of reaction may then be exactly utilized to predict the 
performance of a similar system in which reaction is occurring. 
The fundamental inadequacies of the various film theories direct 
attention towards a more rigorous treatment of the processes involved. A 
difficulty of a different kind is now encountered - that of solving the 
resulting fluid mechanical problem. One class of problems which has 
yielded to fundamental treatment is that of laminar boundary-layer flows 
around streamlined catalytic surfaces. Even for this idealized case the 
resulting equations are_of the partial differential type, and bearing in 
mind that these equations only form boundary conditions between distributed. 
parameter models of the fluid and particulate phases, this approach is 
likely to prove too time-consuming., It, is also limited in application to 
systems wherein the fluid mechanical problem can be solved. 
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There seems : Little e ternati. xe, therefore, but to aöopi a simpl. if'iedL 
treatment v ii. oh is powerful, in genera],, and likely to lead to an answer, 
albeit an approximate one. 
Following FRANK IWdENBTS T. Z30, local aoeffioients of heat and mass 
transfer may be defined. Thus, for mass transfer, the normal component 
of the surface flux per unit external surface area is equated to the 
product of a film resistance, ki, and a concentration driving force, 
(C - Csi)s i"e", 
i?. (Di grad Csi) = ki. (Cfi - Cs i) 
(i 
_ 1,2,..., N) r¬ 
(2.15) 
By parallel reasoning, a similar equation may be -written for heat transfer: 
rg) = n. (rý-ýý> n(p grad 
rEý 
(2.16) 
where h is the heat transfer coefficient between fluid and solid.. 
Flow in a direction parallel to the surface is neglected. This is 
in accord with the assumption of a uniform accessible surface. It will 
be demonstrated, quantitatively at a later stage that this condition is 
met in external transport-i. xf uenced systems. 
The definition of effectiveness factor may now be put on a quantitative 
basis. Noting the qualitative äofirition given in Section 2.2.1, it 
follows from equation (2.15) that 
= Di grad CUp i -/J. ", S1 .n2.17) 
p 
@p. Vp. Ri 
(i = 1,2,.... N) 
where Ap and Vp represent the external surface area and volume of the 
pellet respectively. Qp is the apparent density of the catalyst pellet. 
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The success of the synthesis of the particulate problem, posed by 
equations (2.13) and (W4) subject to boundary conditions (2.15) and. 
(2.16), into the overall design procedure will depend among other things 
upon the requirement of the boundary layer to fully develop and destroy 
itself in a length scale of the order of a particle diameter. Axial 
dispersion data3l indicate that this requirement is met in gas-solid 
fixed bed systems. 
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CHAPTER 
AN APPLICATION OF TH G-MRALIZED MODM 
it is true to say that while the general problem may be formulated, 
suecessful applications are limited to idealized systems in which the 
reactor and particle geometries are such that: 
(a) The relevant phenomenological parameters are well-defined. ' 
(b) The mathematical difficulties involved., coupled with available 
computing facilities, allow a solution to be obtained in a reasonable 
time. Preferably, this time should be sufficiently short so that 
calculations can be made on a routine basis. 
The specific application considered in this chapter is, therefore, 
but a gross simplification of the events as they actually occur in a 
real bed of particles. Nevertheless, in comparison with the corresponding 
and widely used "quasi-homogeneous" model, the representation proposed 
is highly sophisticated and considerably more complex in mathematical 
detail. 
One of the objectives of this research is to illustrate clearly 
the importance of physical rate-influencing factors without.., at the same 
time, introducing undue mathematical difficulties which tend. to obscure 
the issue. To achieve this aim certain practically based assumptions 
are made which render the problem amenable to mathematical analysis 
without significant loss in generality. 
3.1 The simplifying assumptions 
I. Consideration is given to the conventional tubular-type reactor 
packed with spherical catalyst particles, as . shown 
in Fig. 3.1. The 
individual particles of packing are of uniform diameter and are both 
physically and chemically identical (see Fig. 3.2). They. are assumed 
to pack together to produce a homogeneous assembly with no preferred. 
flow directions. 
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F16.3.1 Two-dimensional fixed bed-reactor of 
cylindrical shape . 
f 
ýs, Ts (x, T, W) C. 
S , 
T5 b) 
"- - c. ý ,r'X., 'r 00000 
s 
ý. 
-Fluid 
boundary Iayer_ 
see AssumpF+on 2 
see Assumphhon 6 
FIG. 3.2 One -dimensional CCLW4st parEicle of spherical Shape. 
2. The reactor is'immmersed in a coolant -bath at constant temperature. 
3. Molecular transfer processes transverse to the direction of flow 
may be neglected in comparison with eddy diffusive processes. For the 
range of flow rates typical of-industrial operation, 'this assumption 
is based on sound experimental evidence32' 
33. 
1. 'G has only one non-vanishing component, namely the superficial 
mass velocity in the direction of flow (t axis), and from Oontinuity 
0. div Gö = 
iN 
For reactions in which ai k 0, Go is not constant everywhere in 
the system. Although Go is invariant with conversion, radial conversion 
profiles tend to set up radial pressure gradients. Then secondary flows 
occur to relieve these gradients. Despite this possibility, it is the 
usual practice to assume constancy of Go since a more detailed-analysis 
is impracticable at the present time. 
5" Both fluid and packing properties, heat of reaction are considered 
to be insensitive functions of temperature and concentration, at least 
when compared with the reaction rate. 
Probably the weakest assumption made here is the negleot of the 
radial variation in fluid density and its axialderivative caused by 
variations in temperature and reaction rate, especially where the reaction 
is proceeding with a nett change in the number of moles present. ' , 
The 
possibility of significant radial variation in gas, density_tends. to 
invalidate assumption l., thereby introducing Harther. complications. - 
6.. The external surface of . the . catalyst -particles. 
is . uniformly 
accessible to reactants. This requirement-has been considered in some 
detail in Chapter 2. 
7. , An irreversible -reaction , of the, form aA. -,, A --? B 
(a..,, =Is 2,... ) is 
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occurring on the pore walls. The specific reaction rate, R, is'defined 
by an Arrhenius type rate law, 
R= o(. exp(E/R T3). C31 (3.1) 
where oC = Arrhenius frequency factor. 
E= activation energy of reaction. 
Rg = gas constant. 
n= order of reaction. 
0S and Ts represent the concentration of reactant, A, and temperature 
respectively averaged over a neighbourhood of some point in the solid. 
For convenience, bar superscripts on space-averaged quantities will be 
omitted from now onwards, and it will be taken as understood that the 
concentrations, temperatures and reaction rates which appear in the 
design equations are space-averaged rather than point quantities. 
Consideration of an irreversible reaction in which there is only 
one reactive component in no way limits the generality of the design 
methods, since it may be shown (see Appendix 1) that the system equations 
pertinent to the reaction scheme given by equation (2.9) may be written 
in terms of the concentrations of an arbitrarily chosen limiting reactant. 
It is traditional, however, to base the choice upon tue reactant which is 
present stoichiometrically in least amount in the reaction mixture. 
The rate expression given by equation (3.1) is absolved of 
adsorption influence. It is true to say that treatments whioh-ignore 
surface occupancy of reactants and products are of limited. -. utility 
in 
the analysis and design of -catalytio systems. However, in-view of the 
large number of parameters required to characterize typical-surface 
rate laws of the. Langauir Hinshelwood, HougenWatson, type,. it is not 
surprising to find the simple power-law model being-in such: wide, usage. 
For the present, the use of a power law model is in keeping with the. 
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exploratory nature of the design study. More realistic rate models 
might perhaps be most conveniently studied at a later stage in the overall 
research programme when the sophistication of the model has been reduced 
to a level which includes all important effects. That is, of course, 
assuming such a process of model reduction is possible without signifi- 
cant loss in generality. 
It follows as a consequence of assumptions (4) and (5) that plug 
flow conditions prevail throughout the volumetric confines of the 
reactor. Radial variations in velocity have been noted experimentally 
by SMITH and coy-workers34' 
35,36j* but the experimental work does not, 
as yet, lead to a'satisfaotory prediction of the velocity profile in a 
given situation. SCHWARTZ and SMITH35 show that plug flow conditions 
are approached for ratios of pipe diameter to pellet diameter of more 
than 30. This simple rule of thumb is often used to justify the use of 
a plug flow model in a particular application but, in reality, the only 
justification for ignoring the actual radial variation in velocity is 
that the uncertainty about the velocity distribution is as large as the 
correction that would be made by accounting for it in the model. 
In addition, axial variation in velocity is ignored. Although this 
assumption is divoroed. from reality in some instances (e. g., reactions 
iNý 
for which 
I 
ai N 0), its relaxation may introduce an extensive 
\ 
increase in the complexity of the design equations, thereby making their 
solution more difficult (see, for example, the paper by CARB]R Y and 
1ENDEL10). Such a step may be ultimately necessary in a specific case 
but prior work on a simplified model, one which neverthelessýpossessea 
many of the features common to the complex model, may allow some of the 
issues to be resolved without the introduction of overtaxing mathematical 
problems. It will become evident later that the complexity of the 
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simplified model is still sufficient to produce mathematical problems 
which can only be described as aoute, if not entirely unmanageable. 
Particular form of the design equations 
As a result of applying assumptions (1) to (7) to the generalized 
set of equations (2.8)., (2.7), (2.13) to (2.16) the following system of 
equations is obtained: 
FWd: 
o f. 
( a2Tf + 1. )Tf)-("Qg)"(l. ).,. RA (Cf, Tf) -G. af Alf +K 
ax 
(r -A -r) 
=o (3.2) 
V0.3Cf + Df. ( 
2Cf 
+ 1. Cf} + (1-e). 7l. RA (Cf, Tf 
ýx 
(ä rý ra) 
_0 (3.3) 
S olicl: 
D 
A"( 
2Cs 
+ 2. C) + RÄ (C3, Tý) =0 (3.4) 
' (-' w ;, wg) 
P. ( cý2TS + 2. ýTs) - (-dx). RAý (CgýTs) =0 (3.5) 
G1 77 W_ 
Int eerfface: 
D; "d ca = kA . 
(C 
f- Cs 
jw 
b) 
(3.6) 
3 root er=b 
p. dP8 = h. (Tf - Ts 
Iw 
b) 
N w=b 
(3.7) 
0f and CS refer to local concentrations Cf(xr) and CS(x; r, w) of 
reactant A in the fluid and solid phases respectively. " Csý iw b and 
Tsiw b are the catalyst external surface values of Cs and Ts, i. e., 
Cs Iw b= Cs(x, r, b); Ts 
Iiv_b = Ts(x, r, b). The "bed- 
voidaße, e, has been 
introduced into the fluid conservation equations by use of the relationship 
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0B= (1-e) .fp. Rk is a modified reaction rate, based upon unit gross 
volume of catalyst pellet. It is related to the previously defined 
r 
rate (equation 2.12) by the equation RA Sv. RA = aA . Sv. R , where 
t 
R is given by equation (3.1). Thus, RA may be expressed as a function 
of Ce and Ts by the equation 
RA = aA . kvcsn (3.8) 
where kv, the intrinsic reaction rate constant per unit of gross volume 
of catalyst pellet, is given by 
CE 
ky = cG SQ. exp Rg TS (3.9) 
The parameters Kf and DV viioh appear in equations (3.2) and 
(3.3) respeotively, represent radial eddy oonduotivity and diffusivity 
coefficients. Since the transport of heat and mass are by the same 
mechanism, it is not surprising to find a direct relationship between 
Kf and Df. Available data for radial mass transfer rates are correlated 
in the form of Pe)4 - Re plots, where the Peolet number for mass transfer, 
Pell, is defined by PeM = Vo. dp/D f, dp being partiole diameter. For 
turbulent diffusion being the dominant mode of radial transport of heat 
and mass (see assumption 3), the Peolet umbers based upon heat and mass 
transfer are identical arnd are related to the constant K, introduced in 
Chapter 2, by the equation 
P®H = 
ý/ (3.10) 
where the Peclet number for heat transfer, Pex, is given by PeH 
Goo fdp/Kf. pram the defirdtion of Pe, axn PeH and equation 
(3.10), it 
follows that Kf =@ fof. Df. 
Experimental measurements. reveal a considerable-decrease , in-11f 
near the tube wall, probably as a result of variation in, fluid properties, 
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system geometries and flow velocities. To account for this behaviour, 
all the variations that affect heat transfer close to the wall are 
lumped. together in the form of an apparent wall heat transfer coefficient. 
On the other hand, material transport close to the wall is not very 
important, because the diffusion barrier at the wall makes the radial 
variation in concentration small. 
Boundary conditions 
The specification of the design problem is completed by defining a 
pertinent set of boundary conditions. 
It is clear that assumption (2) renders the boundary conditions on 
equations (3.2) and (3-3) independent of the angle 8, thereby leading 
to a two-dimensional representation of the continuous fluid phase. 
Events in the particulate phase are one-dimensional as a consequence of 
assumption (6), ioh leads to boundary conditions independent of the 
angles 9 and A. 
Boundary conditions on equations (3.2) and (3.3) are thus: 
Tf = Tto; x=0, OL rý ro. (3.11) 
Cf=C fo; x=0,0 t r< ro. (3.12) 
= 0; r=0 (3.13) aTt 37 - 
0< x< Le 
Ký. a Tf U. (TrI 
ro- 
Ta), r= ro (3.1 k) 
ar 
) ý3"ý5):.... 
.f_0; r=0 dr )0 xle L. 
r= ro ) 
Condition (3.11) idealizes the situation'somemhat sine, in practice, 
a certain radial temperature profile may be established in the pre-heat 
section. So as not to obscure the results in the reactor, -: abstraction 
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of the pre-heat section has been made. Conditions (3.13) and (3.15) 
indicate rotational symmetry of the profiles about the axis, (3.16) 
expresses the requirement of zero mass flux at the tube wall, and (3.14) 
gives the conditions of heat transfer with the reactor surroundings. 
U is an overall heat transfer coefficient that contains the apparent 
wall heat transfer coefficient, hw, introduced to account for the 
variation in Kf near the wall, the conductivity of the wall itself and 
the outside film coefficient. 
Boundary conditions on the particulate problem, posed by equations 
(3.1) and (3.5), are already given at the interfaoe by equations (3.6) 
and (3.7). Additional conditions arise from symmetry. Namely, 
acs 0; w=0 (3.17) aw 
0<x< L, 0<r< ro 
DTs 
= 0; w=0 (3.18) 
äw 
The effectiveness factors , appearing in equations (3.2) and 
(3.3), is obtained by simplifying the general definition given by 
equation (2-17). Thus, 
)+7'b2 
'ý - -DAA . 
C; -w )vr b 
_....... 1/31tb3. RA (CtlTf) 
( _CS 
_w - . DYwb 
b . R; 
(C 
f, l!: 
d 
(3.19) 
. ,_ 
t 
where Rp Ri = RA . 
} The technique of solution Initial considerations 
The development has now reached the stage where oonsideration must 
be given to the implementation of an effective means 'öf'solütiön. A 
few preliminary observations indicate some of the difficulties likely 
to be involved. 
Non-linear kinetic schemes and non=isothermality vithin`the catalyst 
demand approximate solution or' digita)Janalogue s;. mulätion. " Often the 
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two avenues of approach are supplementary. Digita2/analogue simulation 
techniques will generally provide the design engineer with accurate 
solutions, but often only at the expense of much programming effort and 
machine time. On the other hand, approximate methods of solution will 
allow answers to be obtained quickly, but the degree of approximation 
is 
impossible to predict without some knowledge of the "accurate" solution. 
Evidently, an optimum overall strategy, which falls somewhere between 
the two extremes, is sought. 
In the special case, 11 = 1, the model reduces to the "quasi- 
homogeneous" representation. Digital simulation, based upon finite 
difference methods, has been successfully employed by PROMENT37 to 
obtain solutions to this limiting case. If all derivatives are replaced 
by their difference approximations, a two-dimensional array of mesh 
points results. The initial-value character of the problem in the 
x-direction facilitates a step-wise solution along the axis, whereas 
the boundary-value character in the r-direction requires a simultaneous 
evaluation of the radial temperature and concentration profiles. 
Inclusion of kinetic and physical interactions within the packing 
introduces another dimension, since it is required to now evaluate 71 
at each mesh point by solving the equations for the associated sphere. 
Inspection of equations (3.4), (3.5), (3.8) and (3.9) reveals that 
this evaluation is likely to prove difficult. Not only is the particulate 
problem distributed in character, but also it is non-linear and of 
coupled form. Furthermore, the boundary conditions, (3.6), (3.7), 
(3.17) 
and (3.18), are such that it is two-point boundary value in character. 
Experience in the adsorption field. suggests that analogue 
simulation is unattractive for problems as complex as the one at 
hand. 
Unfortunately, it is impossible even to estimate the time requirements 
for a numerical solution of the design equations, since 
the stability 
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(and rate of convergence where iteration is required) of applicable 
procedures cannot be predicted. Certainly, the introduction of a third 
dimension will aggravate the stability and/or convergence requirements. 
Moreover, the coupling between the two fields may necessitate their 
simultaneous solution, thereby introducing storage limitation as a 
potentially important consideration. 
Evidence obtained by McGUIRE and LAPIDUS39 lends support to the 
idea that the particulate problem forms the major obstacle to the 
advancement of sophisticated models in design and subsequent optimization 
and control studies. If the current research is to be elevated from a 
purely academic level to one with practical implioations, this hurdle 
must be overcome. 
The following two chapters will be concerned, therefore, with a 
detailed study of the behaviour of a single particle bathed by the 
continuous phase. Initial attention will be centred upon an accurate 
assessment of the issues involved by the use of digital simulation 
techniques. From the information obtained attempts will be made to 
develop lumped-parameter analogues, which approximate real behaviour 
but also lend themselves to rapid evaluation, with a view to implementation 
in the design procedure. 
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CHAPTER /, 
THE SINGLE PARTICZS PROBLEM : 
(1) ANALYSIS OF RATE-INFLUENCING PHENOMENA 
tA. l Introduction 
Following on from the early analyses of mass transfer in an 
isothermal catalyst particle, WIE: EIER16 and subsequently PRATER. 
40 
have observed that substantial temperature gradients can sometimes 
occur. Experimental verification of such gradients has recently 
been reported by CUNNINGHAM et alb", MILLER and DEANS 
42 
, IRVING and 
BUTT43. 
There have been a number of publications describing mathematical 
analysis of this effect. TINKIER. and I'IETZNER '', CARBMRY45, WESSZ and 
HICKS46 give families of curves correlating the effectiveness factor or 
the maximum temperature rise with other parameters for flat'plate and/or 
spherical geometries in which first order and/or second order irreversible 
reaction is occurring. Their analyses, however, have largely been 
restricted to the class of problems'for which rate alteration is due only 
to gradients in concentration andý; temperature within the iritraphase. 
In practice, gradients must also be established within the fluid inter- 
phase regime by virtue of finite transport rates of heat and mass between 
the bulk fluid phase and the catalyst external surface. Recent 
evidence47' 4g, 49 suggests that these gradients may not be. insignificant 
in comparison with those present in the intraphase. 
Current conception-of the, issues involved in determining the overall 
rate of reaction may, therefore be' somewhat'limited. -Inthe'light of 
the above findings amore unified. treatment is sought, capable of 
accounting for rate-influencing factors in the iiiterphase_'-as ., well as =_the, : 
intraphase regime. The-following4study'is-designedt_to, elucidate the 
question of rate-controlling mechanism(s) in this, situation, ' particular 
attention being paid 
to physically realizable systems. 
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Describtion of the System 
Equations (3.40 and (3.5), combined with (3.8) and (3.9), are 
written in dimensionless form for a single particle in isolation by 
defining. the reduced variables 
Y-WA; c=alor s t=T8ITr, 
Thus, 
c+ 2"ge + aA. Sý2exp if (1-h/t) 
3 
en =0 
dy y dy 
72 
dt 
- aAß02exp (( ö (i-1/t) cn ý0 (4.2) 
d3' YdY 
where the definition of/g.. 'and O follows on the lines proposed ' by WEISZ 
and HICKS, 
p=cf (4H) . D; Ap. T f 
EAgx 
f 
Jk 
n-1 
Fý = b/ý vf. C£ A 
kvf 
=aC. v. exp (E/RgTf) 
Boundary conditions on equations (4.1) and (4.2) are obtained from 
equations (3.17), (3.18), (3.6) and (3.7). 
y 
de 0-) (4.3) 
yý0 
dt _0 dy (4.4) 
de 
_ 
Sh'(1-c) ) 
dy (4.5) -2 
y=1 
at 
- 
Alu' (Z-t) ) (4.6) 
dy -2 
Sh' and Nu' represent modified Sherwood and Nusselt numbers defined by 
Sh' = 2. kAb/D$ and Nu' =2 hb/Kp. 
The effectiveness factor, 7t, is related to the concentration gradient 
at the external surface and the reaction-diffusion modulus, . 
$1 , by the 
e quat ion 
_ _adcd y_1 , 
ýý4"'ý)- 
ýi -- 02 
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Inspection of the boundary conditions brings to light an interesting 
point regarding the behaviour of the equations describing the system. 
By an analysis similar to that of PRATER, it may be shown (Appendix 1) 
that a direct link exists between local values of temperature and concen- 
tration. This relationship may be stated in the form 
t=1 +0 Sh'/Nu' -13 c- ßcß (Sh'/Nu' - 1) (4. S) 
where cs refers to the value of c at the external surface (y = 1). 
Equation (4.8) enables the maximum permissible temperature rise between 
the pellet and the bulk fluid to be predicted. A knowledge of this 
upper bound is clearly important in relation to the physical temperature 
'limit of the pellet. For systems of practical origin, evidence is 
in Section I+. 5 which suggests the ratio 
Shy 
presented /ý1u l>, -, - 1. In this 
instance, the maximum temperature rise will be approached as ce tends to 
zero. The upper bound is then given by 
A tmax = tmax -1= (3 . Sh'/Nu r (4.9) 
The class of problems considered in the literature may be identified 
with the special case, Sh' = Nu l= coy and Sh'/Nu' =1 orp equivalently, 
with an alternative statement of the boundary conditions given by 
equations (4.5) and (4.6) for the former special case 
i. e. c=1, t=1, aty=1 
For this case, PRATER has shown the maximum temperature rise to be 
At 'max = 13 
This is also true when 
Sh h/Nu I=1. 
From (4.9) and (4.10), 
(4.10) 
Zýtnax%t'm Sh'Au 1)ti> 1 (4.11) 
While equation (4.11) indicates that a much larger maximum tempera- 
ture rise is to be anticipated in the presence of fluid film transport., 
the question at issue must be concerned with establishing whether or not 
such conditions can prevail in practice. The precise influence of the 
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phenomena involved on the rate of reaction and the temperature rise 
remains undefined until the problem posed by equations (4.1) to (4.6) is 
solved. 
I Mathematical Considerations 
An assessment'of the relative importance of the factors involved in 
the diffusion-reaction case in a non-isothermal particle requires, even 
in the most favourable circumstances, the solution of two simultaneous 
ordinary differential equations involving conditions at two points. The 
non-linear dependence of the reaction rate on both concentration and 
temperature precludes analytical integration. In the first instance 
numerical methods have, therefore, to be employed. 
Bearing in mind that the local regime is coupled and distributed 
throughout the reactor, the evaluation of bed behaviour demands integration 
of the single particle problem many times over. In choosing a numerical 
technique for the latter particular attention must be paid, therefore, 
not only to the obvious stability requirement but also to the speed of 
computation. Computing times will be influenced by several variables 
among which the most important are likely to be (a) the type of integration 
procedure used and where appropriate (b) the logic behind the iterative 
strategy of the method. The sophistication of the logic determines the 
rate of convergence of the iterations. Additional factors such as the 
storage requirement and the flexibility of the numerical scheme, with 
regard to integration into the overall computational framework, also 
require consideration. 
1-3-1 
_Current 
Methods 
There area number of numerical methods for finding the solution of 
two ordinary differential equations describing a simple reaction in 
porous particles. For the class of -problems, Sh' = Nu' =ao., (and 
Sh'/Nut 
= 1) reported in the literature the analysis is relatively simple., 
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because, as shown by PRM'ER, the concentration of reactant can be expressed 
as a function of temperature so that only one equation - i. e. the energy 
balance, has to be solved. SCHTISOi'T and AMUNDSON50 first solved this 
equation by an iterative integral technique which required fairly accurate 
initial approximations (one or two straight lines) of the heat generation 
function. Further publications on the same problem were given by 
TTNKIER and METZNER, who employed analogue simulation and CARBERRY' who 
developed a relaxation solution of simultaneous difference equations. 
WEISZ and HICKS later simplified the numerical computations by transforming 
the boundary value problem into an initial-value one. LIU51 obtained 
solutions for the consecutive reaction A-B-0 by integrating the 
corresponding transient equations. Being interested in only the steady 
state solution he was able to accelerate the dynamics by using positive 
arbitrary capacity terms, few nodes and large time increments. 
The efficiency of the elegant "quasi linearization" technique of 
BELLMAN and KALABA52 is illustrated by IEE53 for the backmixing-reactor 
in the continuous fluid phase. The marked similarity of backmixing or 
dispersion-reaction in the fluid phase and diffusion-reaction in the 
particulate phase provides a basis for fruitful application of this 
procedure in the field of catalysis. 
2 Protosed Strategies 
It might seem at first sight that an obvious step to take 3s to use 
equation (4.8). 
- the counterpart of MATER'S relationship, to de6ouple 
equations (4.1) and (4.2) and so produce a single differential equation. 
This move is unwise., for the resulting equation contains cs as an 
unknown in the non-linear reaction rate. In theory, the problem is 
soluble by combining iteration-on`an initial assumed value for (dc%) 
at y=1, with a backward integration scheme. 'The iteration is'termi- 
nated when a Value -'o'f (do/dy) y-1 is -found whichproducesa" computed 
. _, _ýa, ý_ .... 
boundary condition (at y= 0) satisfying equation (4.3). Numerical 
experiments show that an approach of this type is beset by severe 
stability difficulties, a finding endorsed by COSTE, RIJDD and AMUNDSON54 
for Taylor diffusion-reaction in the continuous phase. Faced with the 
task of having to solve simultaneously the material and energy balance 
equations, it is difficult to see how the simple transformation proposed 
by WEISZ and HICKS can be utilised to produce a more tractable initial- 
value problem. An indirect solution, involving some form of iteration 
scheme, seems the only alternative. 
(a) Boundary iteration approach 
Perhaps the most obvious basis for iteration is at one of the 
boundaries. The strategy here is to assume additional conditions at one 
boundary (in this instance c and t, at y= 0), use some initial-value 
integration technique to integrate to the other boundary, and then in 
some logical way adjust the assumed conditions so that the requirements 
at the latter boundary are ultimately satisfied. The method used here 
is an adaptation of that given by MoGINNIS55 for the non-isothermal 
partially mixed reactor. To improve the original estimates a Newton 
iteration process, hence second-order convergence, is used. A compli- 
cation which arises concerns the evaluation of the partial derivatives 
appearing in the Newton algorithm. Rather than court the dangers 
inherent in numerical differentiation, the derivatives are found exactly 
by solving two additional equations which are derived from the material 
and energy balance equations. 
This type of approach has several attractive features: 
(1) It allows the use of an explicit integration formula, and, of 
course, there are several such techniques with low truncation error. 
In this study use was made of B-Library 3003, Leeds University Electronic 
Computing Laboratory. This procedure integrates an n-dimensional set 
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of 1st order ordinary differential equations using the fourth-order 
Runge-Kutta-Merson process, with facility for automatic step length 
adjustment. 
(2) Storage requirements are low., since only information at the 
boundary, y=1, is used in the updating of the assumed conditions. 
(3) Convergence occurs by a second-order process. That is to say, 
for the convergent case, the error in the (k + 1) st iteration tends to 
be proportional to the square of the error in the k th iteration. 
On the other hand, computing time and programming effort appear to 
be doubled by virtue of solving the two additional derived equations. 
In fact, this is not true. The derived equations are of the same 
general form as the conservation equations, and simplifications result 
so that the programming and computing effort is reduced. More specifi- 
cally, the same explicit numerical technique can be used to solve all 
four equations, and the non-linear terms in the derived equations are 
simply related to those in the conservation equations. 
There is no a priori reason to expect that convergence of the 
process will occur. This is particularly likely in the event of the 
computed boundary conditions exhibiting sensitivity to small changes in 
the assumed conditions. In non-linear systems especially, accuracy at 
one point does not necessarily imply the same accuracy at other points. 
If convergence is conditioned by the choice of initial estimates, the 
method is not directly applicable, in general. Presumably it would 
form part of a hybrid scheme supplementing the initial search for 
accurate estimates in the two-dimensional "assumed conditions" space. 
However, in this situation an alternative philosophy, free from sucha 
crippling constraint, is demanded. 
Further details of the method are given in Appendix 2. 
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(b) Finite difference angroach 
An alternative method, used by CARBERRY and WENDEL, has received 
considerable attention in the literaturela'45., 
56 
, and would seem to be 
of broad applicability to boundary value problems involving simultaneous 
transport of heat and mass with chemical reaction. The approach works 
on the principle of replacing the differential equations by their central 
difference approximations, and including the boundary conditions in 
differenced form in the respective matrix of finAe difference equations. 
Two sets of equations arise, each having a tridiagonal coefficient matrix. 
It is well known that inversion of such a matrix is easily accomplished 
by the Thomas57 method. Non-linear terms in the equations are included 
in the coefficient matrices and are approximated so as to allow an 
iterative matrix inversion procedure. The solution is obtained by 
iteration upon initial assumed concentration and temperature distributions. 
While the technique of handling the non-linearities is somewhat crude, 
the efficiency of the Thomas method of solution compensates to some 
extent for the iterative procedure required. It is generally necessary 
to use a small integration step size to keep the truncation error down 
to a tolerable level. Because of this requirement, and the fact that 
the logic behind the iterative scheme draws on knowledge concerning the 
entire distributions of concentration and temperature., more information 
must be stored than is the case with the boundary-iteration method. 
The increased storage, while inconsequential for the single particle 
problem, may be important in relation to the use of this type of approach 
for the particulate field in a digital simulation of the design problem. 
Further details are given in Appendix 2. 
hh The Poliay 
In planning the approach at this stage it is important to bear in 
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mind both the immediate and the long term objectives. The immediate 
concern is that of gathering together information regarding the inter- 
actions of the physical and chemical processes occuring both within, 
and at the external surface of the catalyst particle. As a result it 
is hoped that simplifications will be permitted which allow the particu- 
late problem to be integrated into the design programme so that calcu- 
lations may be carried out on a routine basis. Whilst a quantitative 
appraisal of any approximation rendered to the single particle model is 
relatively straightforward, it is difficult to see how such effects 
interact in the general multi-particle design problem without having, 
as a basis, a solution obtained by digital simulation. Since the 
efficiency of the numerical strategy is likely to be critically influenced 
by the approach adopted for handling the pellet, a fruitful avenue of 
research lies in assessing the relative merits of techniques suitable 
for solving the particle model with a long term objective of implementing 
one into design calculations. 
Consequently, solutions are to be obtained by utilising both the 
boundary-iteration method and that of CARBERRY and WENT EL. Agreement 
between such contrasting strategies, supplemented by asymptotic checks 
on the model, would seem to provide a satisfactory way of establishing 
the validity of the solutions. In addition, an early indication of the 
philosophy most suited for the particle simulation in the design 
procedure is facilitated. 
l Ran e of oarametegs 
A description of the non-isothermal simple reaction-diffusion event 
in a catalyst particle., subject to finite rates of supply of reactant 
and removal of heat, requires the specification of five parameters. 
It is assumed that the required kinetic information is available by the 
time the design stage is reached. Three of these parameters, ß , 
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and 0, are common to the previous analyses and results are reported for 
variations of these groups probably well beyond the range of applicability 
to real systems The additional parameters, Sh' and Na', are introduced 
by virtue of allowing for finite mass and heat transfer rates across the 
fluid film separating the continuous fluid phase from the particulate 
phase. It is instructive, at this stage, to examine the expected range 
of variation of the additional parameters in physically realizable systems. 
In practice, Sh' and Nu' are related through the j-factor correlation - 
UI -Shy s(Sg)2/3 _PfcfýD Kp (Pr Kp 
for gases and vapours. For most porous catalysts 
DÄ = 10-2-10-3 cm2/sec., 
15 
and Kp = 1073-107" cal/cm. sec. °0; 
58,59,60 
therefore, DA/Kp = 1-100. Taking as a typical case a gas of molecular 
weight 50, at 500°K., 1 atmosphere, then 
l)t! =5x10-4for 
P=1 
W =5x102 for 
DA=100 
Kp 
On the other hand, for a hydrogen-rich gas 
Dý 
1/) 1.7x10`"for =1 
(r = 1.7 x 10'2 for 
n 100 
Kp 
The absolute values of Sh' and Na', however, are of particular importance. 
Consider, by way of illustration, the following example taken from a 
paper by BEEK61. 
G° (molar) = 4.3 x 107'3 gm. moles/cm. 
2sec, ", `. 
Tfo = 5po°g 
Av, molecular wt, = 104.7, gm. /mole 
Inlet 
. gas pressure = 10 atmospheres 
Bed voidage, e. ý 0.4 
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Spherical catalyst particles, dp = 0.5 cm. 
DÄ = 0.16 D=9.75 x 10-4 cm2/sec. 
Kp =6x 104 cal/cm. °0. - 
Schmidt number, Sc = 1.339. 
Prandtl number, Pr = 0.771. 
Reynolds number Re Godp 1090 
molar) 
For the first row of particles in the bed it follows, from the 
correlation postulated by CARBERRY62, that kA = 0.8 cm/sec., and 
h=1.73 x 1072 cal. /cm. 
2 oC. Substituting the values of and h into 
the definitions of Sä' and Nu' gives 
Sh z= kA. dp = 408 . Nut = h. dp = 14.4, 
D Kp 
with Y= 3.5 x 10-2 
Suppose now that the reactor were fed with a gas largely laden 
with hydrogen under the same conditions of temperature, pressure and 
molar flow rate. Assuming (Sc)h = Pr = 0.67, and taking D=0.16 DH2 = 
2.3 x 10'2 cm /sec., Re = 34, then kH2 = 7.12 cm/see., and h=1.22 x 
1072 cal. /cm2. °C. 
Consequently, 
ShI = 155, Nuß = 10.2, with T= 6.6 x 10-2 
The comparison of Sht and Nu' and estimates of their absolute 
magnitude suggests that the interphase region may be-the seat--of. 
appreciable heat transfer resistance. Rwthermore$ neglect of-fluid 
film considerations on the basis of negligible interphase concentration 
gradients, could well be a dangerous. practice. A fine example of, this 
"faux past' is to be found in a recent publication by IRVING , and. 
BUTT4. - 
For the hydrogenation. of benzene_on. 1" cylindrical pellets, formed by 
compressing a nickel on, kieselguhr powder, the--authors measured interphase 
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temperature gradients as large as 700C. even though j-factor correlations 
and generalizations for mass and heat transfer in multi component systems 
indicated a change in concentration across the fluid film of less than 1%. 
4.6 Discussion 
To facilitate an understanding of the interaction of the processes 
involved it is desirable, in the first instance, to examine each effect 
separately, when permissible, and demonstrate its influence on the 
solution by undertaking a series of "parametric sensitivity" tests. It 
is instructive to begin with the simplest situation which can arise - 
i. e. reaction - diffusion in the absence of reaction heat release. 
Thermal effects, which tend to complicate an appreciation of the inter- 
action between mass transfer and chemical rates, are therefore removed 
at present from the sphere of rate-influencing phenomena. 
h. 6.1 Isothermal Case : Interbhase y2 sins Intranhase mass transfer rate 
limitation 
In the isothermal case ß=0, and the effectiveness factor, for a given 
reaction and reaction rate expression, is determined solely from a 
knowledge of the two parameters 0 and Sh. Evaluation of effectiveness 
factor for zero and first order kinetics follows from analytical inte- 
gration of the equation corresponding to (4.1). For second order 
kinetics, the equation is non-linear in c and has, therefore, to be solved 
numerically. 
Two questions immediately arise s (1) For what range of-values of 0 
and Sht is the reaction essentially. kinetically controlled? (2) Under 
what conditions does interphase mass transfer become important in relation 
to "pore"diffusion in significantly influencing the overall reaction rate? 
The answers to these questions, among others, have particular importance 
in design synthesis and in.. guiding the experimentalist interpreting rate 
data from an experimental reactor. In fact, the uses of the 
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effectiveness factor concept are discussed in an article by McGREAVY and 
CRESSWGLL68, 
The first point is considered by IILMGINS69 who presents a general 
criterion for absence of diffusion control in an isothermal catalyst 
pellet, regardless of the form of the kinetic rate expression. If it is 
required that the overall rate be within 5 per cent of the rate obtained 
if the particle were completely accessible to the external concentration, 
then 
0<l (ist order reaction) 
0 <0.5 (2nd order reaction) 
Inspection of Figs. 4.1 and 4.2 confirms the usefulness of the criterion. 
Note that in these regions any lowering of effectiveness factor is almost 
entirely due to "pore" diffusion, as shown by coincidence of the curves 
for finite and infinite values of the Sherwood number. 
An assessment of the importance of "pore" diffusion in limiting the 
reaction rate is found by solving the special case - i. e. Sh' = co. 
By way of illustration, the effectiveness factor for a first-order 
reaction is given by 
3 
7 (Ocoth 0- 1) (4.12) 
When )lie plotted as a function of X., the curve corresponding to 
Sh' = co in Fig. 4.1 results. For finite values of Sh', rate limitation 
is caused by both "pore" and gas-film mass transfer. In this instance, 
the effectiveness factor becomes a function of- Sh' as well as . 
0. 
Analytical integration for the first order-reaction gives 
3. Sh'. (-Ocoth 0 -1) (4., 13) 
20Ocoth 0+ 1) 
Curves are presented in Fig. 4.1 for finite values of Sh' as, =10w-as 100, 
a very low value for gas-film mass transfer. It is evident that, the =_ 
lowering in effectiveness factor due to . gas-film 
transport-is, always less- 
- 
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FIG. 4.2 I$ofhermal Case : Influence of Parameters T 
Second order retchion" and Sh` on effectiveness fact-or, . 
than that produced by "pore" diffusion. This means, in effect, that if 
mass transfer to the external surface influences the reaction rate, then 
"pore"' diffusion must also influence the rate and an analysis which 
includes both effects is required. The dotted lines in Figs. 4.1 and 
/+. 2 represent bounds on the effectiveness factor obtained by considering 
the overall reaction rate to be completely dominated by gas-film mass 
transfer. Significant deviation of the actual curves from the asymptotes 
is indicative of appreciable "pore" diffusion influence, and this behaviour 
is present over a range of 0 values probably well beyond that applicable 
to real systems. Nevertheless, it is clear that interphase mass transfer 
can appreciably influence the overall rate in an isothermal system and an 
indication of when it must be considered is desirable in answer to 
question (2). 
Dividing equation (4.13) by (4.12), noting that for practical 
purposes 
Shy/2 
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Sh'/2, the following equation arises 
ý'ý = 
1ý 1 +(Sh t) 
Ocoth O] (4.14) 
A suggested criterion for the absence of gas-film mass transfer effect 
is obtained from equation (1.14), 
i. e., 
St .ý coth jý< 0.1 
(4.15) 
Thus, setting Sh' = 100, it follows from equation (4.15) that, Providing 
0S5, interphase mass transfer is unimportant in relation to "pore') 
diffusion in limiting the overall rate fora first order-reaction. --,, It 
follows that for Sht>l00, which is normally the case,. the bound on ýl 
increases and in these circumstances: since. coth. 
0 ^' 1, equation=(4.15)- 
simplifies to 
0ý0.05. Sh'. (4.16) 
A similar approach for-', the second order reaction iss unfortunately, 
prohibited by virtue'of the.. non-linear'form of the kinetic rate expression. 
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However, in the absence of a more detailed analysis, it is tentatively 
suggested that the criterion (4.15), developed specifically for the first 
order reaction, can be applied to give useful results for the second 
order case. An indication of the accuracy is provided in Table 4.1. 
Table /.. 1 
Sh' 0 values 
Equation (4.15) Actual 
100 5 
500 25 L 20 
An indication of the accuracy of equation (4.15) in 
predicting 0 values for the reaction 2A 4B below which gas film 
transport need not be considered. 
The need for caution in generalizing criteria developed for a 
specific system cannot be overstated. An excellent example is provided 
by the shortcomings of the Weisz-Prater70 criterion for diffusion control 
in intraparticle reaction when applied to reactions involving strong 
product inhibition 
71'49'72; 
and, more recently, by the application of 
Petersen's asymptotic solution to the carbon carbon dioxide reaction, 
involving product inhibition for an external atmosphere of pure carbon 
dioxide7i, 73,69,74, 
6.2. Temperature sensitivity effects ' 
The more interesting and relevant cases are accompanied by reaction 
heat release (or abstraction). Attention will be focussed here on 
exothermic reactions (J3 > 0) for it is these cases which bring into play 
the interactions between the physical transport phenomena and the surface 
kinetics. 
Removing the restriction that/ =0 now means that the xate of 
reaction is governed by 5 parameters ?f, A, 
0, Sh' and Nu',. Moreover, 
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the non-linear relationship of kinetic rate to temperature excludes 
analytical integration of the balance equations. Rather than try to 
cover all the potential ranges of interest attention will be focussed 
on a nUrnber of cases from which, it is hoped, some generalizations can 
be drawn. 
In figure 4.3 are summarized the results of effectiveness calcu- 
lations for two cases (ö= 10,20) for a range of /3 values up to 0.1, 
which ± presents a probable bound for most systems of interestä The 
calculations are carried out for a 1st order reaction under practically 
realizable values of the film parameters, Nut and Shf. Also shown by 
dotted curves are the corresponding profiles in a system free from film 
transport limitations (Nut = Sh' = co) . 
Catalyst effectiveness : 
The novel aspects in this work arise from the influence of film 
transport limitations upon the overall rate of reaction and the temper- 
ature rise accompanying reaction. 
The curves shown in Fig. 4.3 are of a type not previously reported 
and inspection shows them to be made up of three regions, schematically 
represented in Fig. 4.4. Region I corresponds to kinetic control and: 
'fi't ! 1. As 0 increases further, mass transfer in the pellet leads to 
rate retardation in region II until eventually film mass transfer is the 
dominant resistance in region III, which actually results-from a large ` 
film heat transfer resistance. This large heat transfer resistance 
prevents the heat of reaction being removed sufficiently. rapidly, so 
that the temperature rises to such an extent that the reaction essentially 
takes place in the surface layers of the catalyst at a rate that maintains 
the concentration at a value approaching zero. Clearly, the limiting 
rate at which reactant can be supplied is'determined by the maximum 
concentration driving force across the fluid film under a 
, 
given bulk 
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fluid concentration. For this condition an explicit expression for 
effectiveness factor follows from combining equations (4.5) and (4.7)., 
setting c=0 : - 
i. e.., 71 =3 
Sh'/292 (4.17) 
fora 1st order irreversible reaction. 
Equation (1.17) represents the asymptote of all curves, irrespective 
of Y,, (3 and Nu', since ultimately the overall rate of reaction will depend 
only upon the external surface area of the catalyst, the bulk fluid con- 
centration and the film mass transfer coefficient. The agreement of 
equation (4.17) with the exact solutions in Fig. 4.3 is seen to be very 
good in region III. Since this is likely to be a practically important 
range for highly exothermic reactions, equation (4.17) is particularly 
useful in leading to a rapid evaluation of effectiveness factor. 
A quantitative interpretation of the relative importance of the 
various rate-influencing phenomena is provided in Table 4.2, where a 
typical curve (Y=20., 3 =0.02, Sh'=500, Nu'=10) is broken down into a 
number of special cases. 
TABLE l+. 2 Analysis of rate-influencing factors 
, 
/3 =0 
Na '= CO 
Sh'= co 
(i) 
/3 =0.02 
NU I= CO 
Sh'= oo 
(2) 
t 
/3=0.02 
Nu 1= oo 
Sh'=500 
(3) 
13=0.02 
Nu 1=10 
Sh'=500 
(4) 
Equation 
(4.17) 
(5) 
r 
Effectivenes s factor va lues (A_B; n=1 ) 
1 0.939 0.960 0.959 0.983 750 
5 0.480 0.516 0.507 0.651. 30 
7 0.367 0.395 0.384 0.565 15.3 
15 0.187 0.200 0.188 2.87 3.33 
20 0.143 0.153 0.14-1 1.69 1.88 
50 0.059 0.064 0.052 0.289 0.3 
100 0.030 0.034 0.023 0.074 0.075 
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KEY 
(1) "Pore" diffusion influence 
(2) "Pore" di`fusion + thermal conduction influences 
ý3) "Poreff diffusion + thermal conduction + file mass transfer 
influenc®a 
(4) "Pore" diffusion + thermal conduction + film mass and heat 
transfer inhluendes 
(5) Film mass transfer controlling 
The first column represents the retardation from kinetic control 
( 1) due ýo "pore" ditfüsion only. In the second column an increase 
in the late is observed due to the existence of a temperature gradient 
in'the pellet. The increase is generally small. In the third column 
allowance is made for fltid film mass transfer. A comparison of results 
in the third and first cdlumns reveals that by far the greatest single 
effect in limiting the rate of reaction is "Doren diffusion. The 
interesting results r6e. 11y arise in Column (4), where an influential 
film heat transfer resistance is in evidence. Here, the rate is 
significantly enhanced, the effect being particularly pronounced in a 
critical region between 0=E. 5 and 0=11.5 (see Fig. 4.3), where a change 
in the rate-controlling mechanism of more" diffusion to film mass 
transfer occurs. Column (5) shows effectiveness factor values predicted 
from equation (4.17) on the basis of a fluid film mass transfer controlled 
process. Agreement of the results with those in column (4) is satisfac- 
tory beyond 0=15. 
These findings conform rather well with the experimental results of 
CROSSER and FULTON48 for the hydrogenation of ethylene on a nickel/ 
alumina catalyst. It was found that a three-fold increase in particle 
diameter through a critical size range (0.03 - 0.09 cm. diameter) 
produced a 30-fold increase in reaction rate per unit external surface area. 
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Such a steep rise in reaction rate could only be due to thermal effects.. 
From calculations, the internal AT) max is less than 0.01°C. If these 
effects are not internal, then they must be external. 
Temperature distribution: 
The analysis presented in Section 4.2 revealed that a much larger 
maximum temperature rise is to be expected in the presence of fluid film 
transport; the ratio of temperature rises for the Neumann and Dirichlet 
(Nut=Sh'=o) cases being given by equation (1.11) - i. e., 
A tmaxAt imax 
Sh'/N1u I, where Lt 'mex=13. 
OARBERR. Yts122 illuminating treatment of this problem suggests that 
while the largest concentration difference will exist in the catalyst 
phase the gas film will probably be responsible for the major portion of 
overall temperature rise. Insight into the distribution of overall 
temperature rise between the catalyst particle and the gas film can be 
gained from Table 4.3. In the kinetically controlled region (0 L1) the 
temperature rise is small and mainly confined to the catalyst pellet. 
At higher values of V, the temperature rise is more pronounced. 
TABLE 4.3 fluid film and overall temperature rises 
Atex t0v 
1 0.0013 0.0045 
5 0.0217 0.0411. 
7 0.0369 0.0562 
15 0.860 0.862 
20 0.902_ 0.904 
t 
m6 
=1 dm zin 
ICY Overall. temperature rise,, 
6to t (y=0) -1 
Film temperature risey tex: =. t (y=1) -1 
= 20, f3= 0.02, Sh tNu 10 
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and now tends to reside more across the film rather than within the 
pellet. In the critical region, between (6 = 8.5 andO = 11.5, the 
temperature experiences a dramatic rise and a switch from "pore" 
diffusion to film mass transfer control occurs. The entire 
tomDeräture rise occurs across the film anti the ronatr, nt if; 1g `gd` 
c. nsur, od on the extern J. surf ; VIo of the _pollot. 
t I. 
Such extreme conditions can only be interpreted in terms of an 
influential film heat transfer resistance. There is no tendency for a 
sudden temperature rise to occur when the limitation on heat transfer 
across the film is removed. 
L. 6.3 The critical region : its relevance in reactor design 
The curves in `i. g. 4.3 pass through a maximum which may lx§ consider- 
ably in excess of unity, depending upon the values of 'and f3. For a 
given reaction occurring in a specific catalyst at set operating 
conditions changing the pellet size sufficiently might force the system 
into this critical region. The actual picture is by no means as clear 
as that shown in Fig. 4.3, however. Increasing the pellet size will 
increase Vbut also Nu' and Shl, since it can be shown from j-factor 
correlations that both Nut and Shl(>r-dp q(q <1). Actually finding an 
optimum pellet size., if one exists, is therefore extremely difficult. 
Because of the sharply peaked nature of the maxima a slight-decrease 
in the magnitude of 0, due to changes in fluid temperature for-example, 
will cause a large reduction in reaction rate. Operation 
ata maximum 
rate is therefore equally difficult. Furthermore, the large- temperature 
rises which occur between the catalyst and the bulk fluid nay-cause 
degradation or promote unwanted side reactions. Obviously_, 
design 
conditions must be well removed from the regions of these maxima. 
No 
evidence is available for giving general rules. Much more information 
on specifia systems needs to be collected. 
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Jk. 6a Hydrodynainic effects 
In practice, the film transport parameters, kA and h, are determined 
from j-factor correlations, a review of which is given by NUSSEY 
3. For 
illustration, consider the correlation given by CARBERRY62 
jH= im = 1.15 (Re t )" 
where jgh 
(Pr)* 
, iNI = *A 
(Sc)s 
Gi. cf G. 
i 
and Re '= 
Gi' dp/µ 
. 
Substituting the definitions of h and kA, given above, into the 
parameters Nu' and Sht gives 
Nu' = 1.15 effG.. dp. (4.1gß 
and Sh t=1.1 Gi. dp" (4.19) 
pf. DÄ (Sc)3 
For a given reaction, occurring in a specific catalyst under a 
specified bulk fluid concentration and temperature, the magnitude of 
the parameters Nu' and Sh' is influenced only by 
(a) the particle diameter 
(b) the mass flow rate past the particle. 
The ratio ly = 
JTUI/Sh' 
is uninfluenced by either (a) or (b) 
(i) influence of mass flow rate 
Implicit in the curves of Fig. 4.5 is the effect of mass flow rate_-' 
on the overall rate of reaction. Changing the flow rate-has, little"' 
if any, effect in the kinetically controlled region as, is to be 
expected. However, in region II of Fig. 4. "4 decreasing the flow 
velocity may produce a significant increase in reaction rate. .- The`-. most 
noticeable increase is demonstrated by curve 1 where Nu' and Sh' values 
are in the region where transport processes in the fluid film are 
Section 9.1.2. 
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dominated by molecular conduction and diffusion. Here, the rate 
retarding influence of "pore" diffusion is not apparent, rather rate 
enhancement is in evidence: This can only be explained in terms of 
the low value of the Nut number. All the curves in region III are 
parallel and of slope -2. They can be predicted accurately from 
equation (lß. 17). 
(ii) inf luence of particle size 
Changing the particle size will alter not only the magnitude of the 
film parameters Nut and Sh' but also the modulus O. A general picture 
is, therefore, not easily constructed. Instead, consider the following 
example taken from an article by BEEK61. 
Conditions around the pellet: 
Tf = 500°K ; Gi = 0.449 gm. /cm. 
2see. 
; 
Total pressure = 10 bar ; Mole fraction of reactant in the mixture = 0.5 ; 
Properties of the gas s 
Avge. tnol. wt. = 104.7 gm/mole ;cf=2.15 j/gm. deg; ", M= 2.06 x 10-4 
gm/cm. sec. ; K' = 6.55 x 10 
4j/cm. 
sec. deg. ;D=6.11 x 10-3 cm2/sec. ; 
Properties of the catalyst 
Kp = 2.51 x 16-3 j/cm. sec. deg. ; DÄ = 9.78 x l04 cm2/see. ; 
Description of the chemical process : 
lst order irreversible reaction, A -ý B(ag= -1) n= 1)-, H 
2.054 x 105 j/mole ;ESx 104 j/mole ; 
kvf is exaggerated from 0.133 sec. '1 to 1 sec 
l. 
_ 
ran these data, 
. '" .,.. _ =19.24,3=0,019, 
Pr 0077.1 
and Sc = 1.339.. rthermore, 
Sý = 16. dp 
Nu'- 12. SIB 4dp 
Sh'= 369.7 ''ýAp 
1 
Zf ý 19.24-, ß= 0-019, 
ib. dp, 
-; -Nu -12.81+-J8p 
Sh' = 369-7i 
., 
'l 
NEUMANN CASE 
0- (; 
"e. 
NuI 
)sh, 
ýiniEe } 
f I ' 
DIRICHLET CASE 
' ý, -(i. e. NLL'_ 
Sh _ oo ) 
lxi 3x2 s3 
0.3 0.9- 1"5 2ý1 2.7 
PARTICLE DIA METER 
FIG. 4.6 Influence of particle size on effecFiveness facto r. 
where Nut and Sh1 are obtained from equations (4.18) and (4.19). Now 
consider the effect on the overall rate of reaction of increasing the 
particle size from 0.3 cm. to 2.7 cm. diameter in steps of 0.3 cm. 
The relevant values of "0, Nu' and Sh' are given below in Table 4.4. 
dp Nu' ShI 
0.3 4.8 7.03 203 
0.6 9.6 9.95 286 
0.9 14.4 12.2 351 
1.2 19.2 14.1 405 
1.5 24 15.7 453 
1.8 28.8 17.2 496 
2.1 33.6 18.6 536 
2.4 38.4 19.9 573 
2.7 43.2 21.1 607 
ZBIE 4.4 Values of parameters o, Nu l and Sh' for 
the investigation of the influence of particle 
size on overall rate of reaction. 
Some observations: 
(a) as an aid to the experimentalist. 
The bottom curve of Fig. 4.6 shows what happens to the effectiveness 
factor, and thus the overall rate of reaction, as the particle diameter 
is increased from'0.3 cm. to 2.7 cm. for the case in which there are no 
film transport restrictions (Nut = Sh' =co).. The, rate of reaction is 
seen to fall progressively with increase in particle size as a result 
of increasing internal mass diffusion. Although not evident here, it 
is possible for this curve to display a maximum value of effectiveness 
factor greater than unity- for a more severe value of /3 (say 10.2r. On 
*Weisz, P. B., Hicks, J. S. G. E. S. 17 265 (1962) 
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this basis, therefore, a useful guide for indicating whether a simple 
reaction is diffusion-influenced. is to observe the rate of reaction for 
three particle sizes under identical reaction conditions. If the rates 
of reaction/unit mass or vol. of catalyst are the same, then transport 
properties are not influencing the overall rate. This criterion is, 
is fact, a well established one in catalytic studies. 
The intermediate curve shows what happens when the mathematical 
model is generalized to include film transport limitations. A 
completely different situation is in evidence. Now the effectiveness 
factor can exhibit a minimum and a maximum for values less than unity. 
It is possible to choose three particle sizes: xl, x2 and x3 of Fig. 4.6 
which give the same overall rate-of reaction even though the rate is 
seriously influenced by either internal or film mass transfer. The 
possible existence of two maxima has not been isolated for the range of 
7( and (3 values considered to be practically realizable. It would seem, 
therefore, that, in theory, one more experiment is necessary to confirm 
whether or not the reaction is influenced by transport limitations. In 
practice, the situation is unlikely to be so simple. If experimentation 
is carried out in the region between particle sizes x1 and x3 then, due 
to experimental errors, this region may be flattened to an extent that 
no matter how many particle sizes between xl and x3 are used the rate is 
essentially the same) hence, the inference of kinetic control. Clearly., 
much experimentation is necessary to identify the bounds of this region. 
An attempt might be made to remove the film resistances from further 
considerations by, say, increasing the fluid flow around the catalyst 
pellet. This would seem to be the obvious step to take, of course. 
Achieving this objective may not be as straightforward as is imagined, 
especially for a highly exothermic reaction. A good example is provided 
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by IRVING and BUTT43. Using a newly developed experimental technique 
these authors claim to be able to measure the temperature at the particle 
external surface. They give the surface temperature as a function of 
the temperature upstream of the catalyst for a highly exothermic reaction, 
the hydrogenation of benzene on cylindrical pellets. It is evident 
from this plot that surface temperatures were considerably higher than 
gas stream temperatures. For an upstream temperature above 80°C a 
pronounced dependence of surface temperature on flow rate was found to 
exist, indicating the presence of a fluid film resistance. Increasing 
the superficial flow velocity to over 1 ft/sec. had little effect in 
removing this resistance. Both simplified j-factor correlations and 
generalizations for mass and heat transfer in multicomponent systems 
indicated a concentration difference across the film of less than 1% . 
It is not sufficient, therefore, to demonstrate that interphase 
concentration gradients are negligible, for though this may be the case 
an appreciate film heat transfer resistance can be present. Great 
care is needed in interpreting rate data from an experimental reactor. 
Clearly, the interpretation can become considerably more difficult if 
film transport effects tend to mask themselves in the manner described 
above. 
If the particular system under study is troublesome in these 
respects it is suggested that an attempt be made to operate the experi-; 
mental reactor isothermally by diluting the feed with inert. The 
problem then becomes easier, in a sense, since only mass transfer effects 
can affect the rate of reaction. This procedure lowers the overall 
rate of reaction thereby reducing the extent of conversion in the reactor. 
In the extreme, practical difficulties may be encountered associated 
with the measurement of a small conversion. 
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(b) relevance in reactor design. 
It is apparent from Fig. 4.6 that at low values of dp(=0.3 ems) rate 
retardation is largely due to internal mass transfer, but at high values 
(= 2.7 ems) the intermediate curve tends towards the asymptote given by 
the upper curve and film mass transfer is controlling the overall rate. 
Between these extremes of particle size there is a gradual transition 
in rate-controlling stage with both a weak minimum and maximum in 
evidence. For more extreme conditions around the pellet - e. g", pure 
reactant feed ;a higher temperature: - Fig. 4.3 indicates that over a 
narrow range of particle size the reaction rate can vary dramat±ca]i'. 
Further, the curve may possess a non-unique region in which, for a given 
particle size, there exist three reaction states. It is important to 
be avaze of the conditions under which catalyst particles exist in non- 
unique states, and there is an urgent need for criteria which will 
inform the designer whether such a phenomena can exist in a detailed 
packed-bed reactor and, if so, under what conditions. Further thoughts 
on this problem are presented in Chapter 11. 
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Conclusions 
1. For the isothermal case the predominant mass transfer process leading 
to rate retardation is "pore" diffusion. Film mass transfer can be 
influential but never predominant. 
2. The results obtained for the non-isothermal case demonstrate that 
the reverse situation can occur. Now,, film mass transfer can be the 
rate-controlling mechanism resulting from high film resistance to heat 
transfer. Analysis of the temperature distribution shows that the firn 
is responsible for the major portion of overall temperature rise. Thus, 
the assertion that the pellet itself is isothermal is relevant to 
experience. This finding is of considerable significance in the develop- 
ment of lumped parameter anaolgues for use in design synthesis 
(cf. Chapter 5). 
3. Following on from the second conclusion, the effectiveness factor 
curves are generally of the form shown schematically in Fig. 4.4. 
Three regions are apparent: - 
REGION I Kinetic control 
REGION II «Pore" diffusion control 
REGION III Film mass transfer control, resulting from a high film 
heat-transfer resistance. 
The transition from region II to region III can be accompanied by a 
dramatic increase in the overall rate of reaction and the temperature 
rise accompanying reaction. The transition region may even be non_ 
unique (cf. Lg. 4.3)ß in which case three steady states are potentially 
attainable although not all are stable. In region III the overall rate 
and the temperature rise can be evaluated exbl_,,,. icit-1 in terms of 
measurable quantities. 
No criteria are available for distinguishing between the three 
regions. More work is required on this problem. 
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4. The observations made in Section 46.4 (ii) reiterate the need for 
caution in interpreting rate data from an experimental reactor, particu- 
larly the assurance that film heat transfer as well as mass transfer 
effects are absent. 
5. The preferred approach of solving the balance equations is to use a 
finite difference method, in conjunction with iteration on the concen- 
tration and temperature profiles, rather than a method which relies on 
boundary iteration. Some improvement in the present technique is 
envisaged by 
(a) increasing the rate of convergence by, perhaps, adopting the 
Il quasilinearization« algorithm of BELLMAN and KALABA52. 
(b) using a non-uniform step method tailored towards a more 
accurate approximation of the steep gradients near the particle 
surface. 
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CHAPTER 5 
THE SINGLE PARTICLE PROBLEN s 
(2) DEVELOP)IENT OF APPROXIMATION METHODS 
Evidence presented in. Appendix 3 suggests that while the 
particulate problem may be euooeaefully solved, by numerical methods 
the speeds of computation are not conducive to similar approaches 
being used in the reactor simulation. Furthermore, the type of 
numerical procedure best suited to the particle is one which could 
lead to exdeäsive storage requirements if implemented into design 
daloulatiohs. There is, therefore, a need for approximate methods 
of analysis which allow a rapid prediction of catalyst effectiveness 
and temperature rise without the encumbrance of numerical integration. 
The essential feature of any simplified treatment must, of course, 
be oonoerned with ultimate aoouraoy of prediotion. This requirement 
is inherently related to the validity of assumptions made in the 
course of obtaining the solution. Commensurate with the aoouraoy 
objective is the need for rapid evaluation of the effectiveness 
factor. As ever, flexibility of application is a prime consideration. 
, 
5.1 Previous treatments 
Since current ideas are largely centred about the analysis of 
intrapartiole mass diffusion and thermal conduction effects on 
activity and selectivity it is hardly surprising to find that much 
of the literature concerned with simplified methods is directed 
towards the special vase,. i. e., Sh' - Nuß - oo. The limited utility 
of the intraphase event in explaining activity in real systems, in 
which appreciable interphase influence is present leads to the 
conclusion that current approximation techniques are certainly not 
I 
applioable, without modification to the general problem i. e., Sh 
and Nu' finite. A brief description of the more important techniques 
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at present available t presented below. 
SCHILSUN and AIV1UNDSON50 (1961) evaluated the heat generation 
function over the maximum temperature variation permissible between 
pellet centre and pellet surface. They then proceeded to replace 
the function by either a single line or two lines, according to its 
shape, and integrated the resulting linear equation(s) analytically. 
In the case of the two-line approach, the position in the particle 
corresponding to the temperature at which the two lines intersect 
is found by solving a non-linear algebraic equation derived by 
equating temperature gradients at the unknown point. Agreement 
with their rigorous method is satisfactory providing the actual 
temperature at the particle Centre is near to the maximum value 
predicted from the PRATER relationship. BEEK61 (1961) approximated 
the reaction rate by its Taylor series about the reference rate in 
the bulk fluid phase, taking the expansion as far as terms linear in 
concentration and temperature. The method is very similar to the 
single line approach of SCHILSON and AMUNDSON, and is of quantitative 
value over a limited range of parameters. Indeed, its range of 
usefulness for exothermic reactions is restricted to "Q 'M 1. 
TINKLER and PIGPÜRDd3 (1961) set up a perturbation solution for 
the effectiveness factor using the heat effect parameter E (_ ß13 
in present notation) to form the perturbation series. The zeroth' 
perturbation, lie, corresponds to the isothermal effeotiveness. factor 
of THIELE. A correction for heat effects is added by evaluation of 
the first perturbation function. Subsequent terms, -prove 
to be time- 
consuming to calculate and in order not to violate the objective of 
a rapid method of analysis the series is teximinated at, -711, t the 
first perturbation., Consequently, the perturbation technique is 
found to be useful in allowing for heat effects when the temperature 
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difference across the pellet is small but not regarded as negligible. 
By far the most powerful technique was developed by PETERSEN 
(1962). His asymptotic method has received usage in many engineering 
applications27. The physical basis of the asymptotic approach is 
centred upon the assumption that reaction is confined to a thin 
surface layer of catalyst under conditions of strong diffusional 
resistance to the transport of reactant through the porous matrix. 
In this situation, the mathematical complexities of the model are 
greatly reduced. More particularly, the concentration of reactant 
at the centre of the particle drops effectively to zero, thereby 
permitting the specification of an additional boundary condition. 
Furthermore, all pellet shapes may be treated as slabs because the 
curvature of the important part of the reaction zone is small. The 
problem now becomes initial value, and the calculation of 
effectiveness factor requires, at worst, the evaluation of the 
exponential integral. Solutions appear satisfactory for spherical 
catalyst geometry beyond 6, and become asymptotically rigorous 
as A --'cc. 
More recently, GUNN65 (1966) obtained analytical expressions 
for temperature and concentration profiles in terms of Airy functions 
when the reaction velocity constant is a linear function of the 
particle radial variable. A comparison of the effectiveness factors' 
calculated in this way with other work shows that for reactions of 
low to moderate exothermioity, the linear approximation is adequate. 
For reactions of stronger exothermicity appreciable disagreement 
is found., 
In order to gain some idea of. the accuracy of the various 
methods consider Fig. '5-1. Curves are presented of-'p`vs. for an 
exothermic (', 3 6) first order irreversible reaction. It -'is. clear 
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FIG. 5.1 Comparison of approximat on methods for special case (Nu'=Shy=oo) 
10, 
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0 2ý 
that no one method gives an entirely satisfactory estimation of 71 
over-the range of 0 values extending from the chemically rate- 
controlled situation ('1-# 1) to the diffusive-dominated region 
('\ G< 1). The technique due to PETERSEN is seen to converge 
asymptotically to the exact solution for increasing 0 values. On 
the other hand, poor agreement is found in the kinetically- 
controlled region. However, in this region the approach of BEEK 
gives ä satisfactory representation of the solution. The method 
developed by SCHILSON and AIvTUNDSON is the most flexible technique 
oonsidered, but this advantage is appreciably offset by a 
computational load considerably in excess of that of either of the 
two previous methods. There appears to be no easy route to the 
solution in the region of steep rise in 71 ' associated with the 
onset of an appreciable thermal-gradient. 
_l 
6 few comments about the computational aspects of the methods 
considered may be in order. In the computation of effectiveness 
factor from the PETERSEN approach employing the exact form of 
Arrhenius rate law, the integral is replaced by the difference of 
two exponential integrals. Computer-oriented approximations of 
the exponential integral are given in the literature66. The 
particular one used in the present case is of the form 
x. eX. E1(x) x4+a, x3+a2x2 +a3x+a4 + fi(x) 
. 
x4+b1 x3+b2x2+b3 x+b4 
(1 Gx Co (x) 
I 
ýG 2x1 
An automatic procedure is used to locate the optimal point of 
intersection of the two-line approximation to the heat generation 
function in the method of SCHILSON and AMUNDSON. The point of 
intersection is found by minimising a function, identical to the 
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integral of the square of the error between the heat generation 
function and its two-line approximation, taken over the domain of 
maximum temperature rise attainable within the pellet. The 
unimodality of the function in question suggests the use of a 
sequential search plan of the Fibonacci type. In general, a 
precise knowledge of the optimum is not required since deviations 
of the order of + 5% have little effect on the magnitude of the 
effectiveness factor. As a rule of thumb, between 5 to 10 experi- 
ments are suffioient to locate the minimum using a Fibonaoci searoh. 
5,2 
The. physical basis of approximation methods fox the general case 
It is indeed difficult to conceive of any one approximation 
method extending over the diverse operating states compatible with 
kinetic control as one extreme and interphase mass transfer control 
of the overall rate as the other. This is by no means a disastrous 
circumstance, but clearly much effort is required in building up a 
file of methods, each one being applicable over a certain range of 
specified conditions. 
Evidence presented in Chapter 4 points to the faut that inter- 
phase temperature gradients may be more common than hitherto 
anticipated. In brief, an appreciable portion of the overall 
temperature rise is found in the interphase, the result being that , 
the catalyst is operating in 'a quasi-isothermal state, Furthermore, 
the presence of the influential thermal resistance aoxoss 'the film-_ 
accentuates the withdrawal of reactant to the surface layers of the 
catalyst leading to a reaction zone of "essentially slab-type geometry 
and a reactant concentration of effeotively . zero at 
the centre of 
the -pa: rticle. An illustration , of -this 
behaviour is given in 
Fig. 5.2. 
Tejo approximation techniques are presented in the following 
-6$-. 
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section. The first method, applicable dir eotly only to the first 
order reaction and termed the "lumped thermal resistance" method, 
views the catalyst particle as being at a uniform temperature, and 
therefore conduction within it is neglected. The resistance to 
heat transfer is assumed to lie entirely in the surface film. Both 
interphase and intraphase mass transfer resistances are accounted 
for in the model. Effectiveness factors oalculated from this model 
must display the desire. oharacteristios At the two extremes of 
kinetic or interphase mass transfer domination of the rate process 
as a result of the physical basis of the formulation. In regions 
intermediate between these extremes a certain rate-influencing 
temperature gradient may exist within the particle. This gradient 
is, in general, appreciably less than that across the interphase and 
its effect on the reaction rate can be accounted for by extending 
the technique due to BEEK61, basing the linearization of the reaction 
rate about the external surface value. 
A second approach is considered which is capable of handling 
reactions of arbitrary order. It is fundamentally an application 
of PETERSEN'S method to the inter-intraphase event, and as buch 
displays the desired characteristics over a wide range of operating 
conditions, ranging from the onset of intraphase mass and heat 
transfer influence through to eventual film mass. transfer control. 
Approximation methods 
5-3.1 Lumped thermal resistance model 
Employing the nomenclature used in Chapter'3, the material 
and energy balance equations may be written for a first order 
irreversible reaotion as 
-D. (ýd2C. g + 2. dQ4) - c(. SV. exp( -E- 
) CS =0 (5.7) 
(dry zr dv ) Rg T8 
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b 
h. (T-T 
8) + 
(-Aq). o(. Sv. exp(R-ET) I2. cs dpi =U (5.2) 
b2(g e) o 
For ease of comparison with the fully distributed model, equations 
(5.1) and (5.2) are varitten in dimensionless form by using reduced 
variables given in Chapter 4. The following equations arise: 
d20 + 2, do - O2+exp4 '(i - 1). 0 0 (5.3) 
dy y dy 
c21 
N+ /3 iý2. exp ý(, ý ) y2. ö. dy =0 
(5.4) 
2i 
fo 
Boundary oonditions on equation (5.3) are given by equations (4.3) 
and (4.5) i. e., 
do/dy 
=0, ya0 
doýdy 
a 
52 (1-o), Y1 
(4.3) 
(4.5) 
As a further aid to oomparison with the more oomplex model equation 
(5.4) has been derived by dividing equation (5.2) by the effeotive 
thermal oonduotivity, Kp. This operation separates the groups 
ITu1 and /3 , familiar to the fully distributed model, from a single 
group given by Cf(-AH). D* /h. b. Tf. 
This set of equations may be solved in a straight forward 
manner, since equation (5.3) is linear in c; although t is unknown, 
it is constant. Note, however, that for a second order reaction 
the material balance equation analogous to (5.3) is non-linear and 
cannot be solved analytically. The simplicity of the "lumped 
thermal resistance" model is not carried over to the second order 
case. 
The solution of equation (5.3) subject to equations , 
(4.3) 
and (4.5) is 
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(Sh 
0= .1.2). sinh6x 
(5.5) 
y , ý. oosh L. 
[1 
+ (ST)2 - 1). tanh a/6] 
y>0 
where 
lrN2 . 02expý ö(1 - t') 
is an unknown constant. Substitution of equation (5.5) into (5.4) 
gives 
Nu': (t-1) -13. (-2 
4) 
11 
- 
tanh] (5.6) 
+(-1). 
tan /A 
2 
The left hand side of equation (5.6) is proportional to the 
rate at which heat can be released from the partiole surface, while 
the right hand side is proportional to the rate at which heat is 
generated in the particle. When the right hand side is plotted as 
a function of t, a sigmoidal shaped curve as shown in Fig. 5.3 is 
obtained whose intersections with the heat release curve gives the 
temperature of the steady-state particle. It is evident that there 
may be combinations of parameters which lead to the possibility of 
multiple steady states. 
The effectiveness factor, t is found by differentiating 
equation (5.5) using the result in equation (4.7). Thus, 
too 
rý a 3Sh Ii_- tann & (5-7) 2A +S h' 
At large values of 69 equation (5.7) predicts the desired- 
characteristic 3 Shý'/2g2, asspoiated, with interphase 
mass transfer dominance. In this circumstance, equation (5.6) 
_ .., reduces to 
(Qt) =t-1 --! t, 
ß Sh' 
Nu 
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the a lxiraum temperature rise: At the other extreme, 1, very small, 
equation (5.6) shows that t -i 1, so that, in faot ,& -3 
0. From 
(5.7), the 4 
m"I'ý-ý 
1 after some manipulation, -which is the chemical 
rate controlled situation. 
The solution of the non-linear algebraio equation given by 
(5.6) is föund by iteration upon an assumed value of t. Convergence 
of the Newton-Raphson algorithm, for an assumed value of t in the 
domain 1et4 (1 + 19. Shf\, is unoonditional in the region of 
Nu 
unique solutions. In the multiple solution region the final root 
depends upon the assumed value of t. Thus, the lover steady state 
is isolated by approaching from the lover bound t=1, while the 
upper state is found by starting with ta1+ ýt. The intermediate 
state is shown to be metastäble by AMflNDSON and RAYMOND 
67, 
and sinoe 
every steady state is the result of a transient state the inter- 
mediate state will never be attained in a natural way. 
Knoting the value or values of t satisfying equation (5.6)ß 
the evaluation of effectiveness factor follows directly from (5.7). 
The concentration distribution within the pellet, if required, 
follows from equation (5.5). At the pellet centre (y a 0), 
yin0 
( sinn ) and y 
a(y = 0) - 
(52 )1 
nosh 
[1+(S2 
-1) . tanhA/a] 
A consideration of the bounds of the unique regions of 
solutions is important in relation to reactor stability and a 
discussion is presented in Section 11.4" 
9.3.2 General solution for Petersen's assumptions 
Extensive computations on the pxoblem in which there are no 
fluid film transport limitations led PETERSEN64 to' the" conclusion 
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that in the region of appreciable mass and heat transfer resistances - 
a region of particular importance to the design engineer - the 
penetration of reactants is restricted_to the surface layers of the 
catalyst, which in turn means'that all pellet shapes may be treated as 
slabs since the curvature of the important part of the reaction zone is 
small. Restriction in penetration is a consequence of a large particle, 
a rapid reaction or a slow diffusion of reactants. 
The presence of an influential thermal barrier at the particle 
surfaoe serves to heighten this effect as a result of rate-enhanoenment 
over the film transport free case. An approach similar to that due to 
PETERSEN64 is suggested. 
(a) The assumption of slab geometry 
Putting g= ßö. (1 y); neglecting the effect of curvature on the 
reaotion rate, then equations (4.1) to (4.6) are written as 
2 d c/aF 2+ r'(o, t) _0 (5-8) 
d t/d. 9 2-(. r'(C, t) =0 (5.9) 
dc/dg 
=0 (5.10) 
dt/ds 
-03 (5.11) 
/d _'(a-1), 5=0 (5.12) 
dt/d. 5 = 
""ýt-1), 5=0 i5.13) 
where r'(c, t) is given by 
r'(o, t) = a. exp( ä('1 - 
t) 
.o 
(5"ýý) 
Manipulation of equations (5.8) to (5.13) by an approach detailed in 
Appendix I leads to a relationship between t and. c of the form previously 
stated - i. e., 
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t=1+ (3. Shr/Nur -, 3c -/3cg. (Sh /Nur = 1) (i.. 8) 
where cs refers to the value of o at = 0. Letting 
tm =1+0 . Sht/Nu' -- 
(. cs. (Sh /Nur - i), equation (4.8) may be 
written as 
3c (5.15) t= tm -/ 
Using equation (5.15) in equation (5.11. ), there results the relationship 
r (ct) r44(c, c$) = aA. exp 1''. f(c, ýg)l cn (5.16) 1+fc, cý 
where f(c, cs) bm-1-13c = 13. Sh -f3cs'(N+ - l)-/30 (5.17) 
Nu 
Writing p= 
do%ag 
; making use of equation (5.16), equation (5.8) is 
expressed as 
) p. dpYdo + r''. (a, oS) =0 (5.78 
Equation (5.18) may be integrated easily to give 
c 
2 : -*( p=2 -r (x, x3)äx, 
fo 
0 
where equation (5.10) has been used and co refers to the value of c 
at 5=0. Using the definition of p, the concentration grads ant at 
any ,0, g 0' is given by 
0 2 
dc/dS Jr *(x, xs)ax (5.19) 
0 
An implicit solution for the unknown cs follows from equation (5.19) by 
setting ý=0, and using the boundary oondition (5.12). 
2d8 x` I1 cs = 'i - -r (x, x3)dx (5.20) 
c 0 
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Equation (5.20) cannot be solved without a knowledge of the unknown oo. 
In theory, co may be obtained by integrating equation (5.19) to obtain 
the implicit equation for the concentration profile 
I 
cz 
* 
-r (x, xs)dx äz (5.21) 
NG 0 
foSetting 
= 9l, equation (5.21) gives an implicit value of co, 
I 
cc 
z2 
s 
Ä= 'l -r 
"t (x, x$)dx dz (5.22) 
co co 
Assuming for now that the integrals in'equation (5420) and (5.22) are 
easily evaluated, two equations arise which are simultaneous in oo and 
os. In general, it is to be expeoted that these equations can only be 
solved by iteration. Having extracted the pertinent values of co and cs, 
the problem is solved completely. 
The effectiveness factor, 11, is found in terms of cs by transforming 
equation (Z., 7) in terms of the new co-ordinate, I, and using equation 
(5.12) to give 
7t = -ý . Sh' . 
(1'os) 
2aA. ýf2 
(5.23) 
In principle, no other computation is necessary on the particle 
problem for it to be implemented in design. However, the design engineer 
is also interested in the temperature rise occurring within the pellet 
from the point of view of physical stability, deactivation or process 
selectivity in complex reactions. An assessment of the fluid film 
temperature rise and the overall temperature rise between bulk fluid 
phase and the centre of the particle follows from equations (5.24+) 
and (5.25) - i. e. s 
(st) t-I sh'. 
(1-0$) (5.24) 
ax s Nu 
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(st)ov ° to -1_ßS; 
't - (3 c, -(3cs(Sh: - 1) (5.25) 
Nu Na 
where t$ and to refer to particle temperature at =0 and 
respectively. 
Evaluation of the integrals in equations (5.20) and (5.22) 
analytically can only be achieved in a few oases. While the integral 
in equation (5.20) can be found for particular forms of the rate equation, 
the second integral in equation (5.22) cannot be usually found analy= 
tically. Thus, although in principle egüätions (5.20) and (5.22) solve 
the problem, solutions are not easily obtained because of integration 
difficulties. Evidently, further simplification is necessary. 
(b) The assumed boundary condition 
FRANK KAZMTSKI130 considers an 
n h-order 
reaction occurring in a 
semi infinite pore (or slab). In' this circumstance, equation (5.10) is 
replaced by 
o(oo) = ac(s) =o äff. 
For the case of a finite particle subject to a reaction zone which is 
largely confined to the surface layers, it is inferred that the 
concentration of reaotan'U A, c at =0 is small. While co can never 
equal zero, computations show that it may fall to less than 10`37 in 
practical cases. The condition imposed by FRAM{-KATENETSKII is 
approximately valid in these oases. 
Equation (5.10) is therefore supplemented by the oondition, 
0 00 = 09 3-_ 0 (5.26) 
This assumption makes equation (5.22) redundant; thereby removing 
the major source of difficulty. The problem is solved by extracting 
0s from the modified form of equation (5.20) - i. e., 
1 
CS Z 
cs 1_2 _r'(xsxs)dx (5.27) 
Shy 
fo 
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If required, the concentration profile is given by the implicit equation 
C$ Z 
CO 
i 
-r*(x, x8)dx dz 
The effectiveness factor, T, and fluid film temperature rise, (A, t)ex, 
are given by equations (5.23) and (5.21g. ) as before. A simplified form of 
equation (5.25) may be written as 
(At)o0 = (si)ez +'3"cs (5.28) 
fas 
(c) Particular forms of the integral: -r(x, xs)dx 
0 
The integral appearing in equation (5.27) is wvitteri as 
4 
Is (os) = -aA. ßn+1 . exp(y) exp(-q). i. 
(1 - 1)naq (5.29) 
n+1 
jq 
0 q2 
(o q) 
where q= /(i +f)., qo = 
[1+f3Sli'_e3(j. 
- 'I) 
Nut Nu 
and qs = 1+(3 hl (1-cs) ;f is defined by equation (5.17) . 
Nu 
Equation (5.29) cannot be evaluated for arbitrary values of n, however 
For n=0 and integer values, solutions can be readily obtained. Thus, 
for the first order case A -'1 B, 
s 
Iýo) =. Qxp( ) 
2 
i11"e + 2q 2q q 2 
+. 
1 ) 
q . -L qo 
R s o s o 
'(2 + qo) 
E1(4o) El( 
s)ý 
(5.30) 
co 
where Bi (c(, ) - ex -v dv 
v 
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Using equation (5.29) in equation (5.27) produces an implicit equation 
in C8, given by 
c8 =1 -2 1 cs 
Sh 
(5.3i ) 
The speed of solution of equation (5.31), where for the moment it 
is assumed 1(cs) can be obtained in closed form, is one of the essential 
issues if an approach of this kind is to prove useful in design. Granted 
that iteration is necessary as a result of the implicit form of (5.31), 
a method of solution is needed that combines speed with simplicity. 
To illustrate the difficulties involved equation (5.31) is written as 
=0 (5.32) F(cs) _I- c$ -2 W-170, 
Sh 
It is the normal practice to solve an equation of the form, 
f(x) 0, by the Newton Raphson method. This process is highly 
efficient, in general, and only moderately complex in computation. A 
successful application of this method depends on a number of factors, 
one of the most important being the availability of the first derivative, 
df/dx. Inspection of equation (5.30) for the first order reaction shows 
I(cs) to be a complex function of cs. Such complexity when introduced 
into equation (5.32) prohibits the evaluation of the gradient, 
aF das, 
for use in the Newton4 aphson algorithm. It appears tobe the aase 
that this algorithm oannot-be used to solve equation (5.32). 
There are of course many alternatives but for various reasons the 
great majority are unattraotive. The regul&, -falsi or simple interpolation 
prooedures, whioh do not require specifically a knowledge of the 
derivative, are easy to implement but often slow to converge. Other 
methods are available which utilise an approximation of the derivative, 
but again oonvergenoe is generally slower than the Neoton Raphson method.. 
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In short, the form of the integral is such that the solution of 
equation (5.32), welle obtainable, is only likely to be reached after 
considerable computing effort. This is a particularly unfortunate 
circumstance from the viewpoint of the long term objectives of the 
analysis'. 
There are two alternatives available for overcoming this problem: 
(i) Retain the exact form of the integral and examine critically 
existing root -finding procedures with a view to implementation 
(ii) Dispense with the exact form. of the integral, replacing It by an 
approximate form based upon the physical picture built up in Chapter 1ý. 
The second alternative is particularly attractive in the present 
instance 
" 
() Approximate forms of the integral: 
J_rM(xx)dx 
Suppose equation (5.14) for the reaction rate, r'(o, t), is 
expressed. as 
rI(a, t) = aA. ex4f(t))) 0 an (5.33) 
where f(t) =' . 
(-1 -1). The quasi-isothermal state of the catalyst t 
pellet under surface transport-limitation of the overall rate of reaction 
suggests that the function f(t), being analytic for all possible ranges 
Of t, can be approximated without significant loss in accuracy by a 
suitably truncated Taylor series about f(ts). Two approximations are 
put forward. The first is simply f(t) = f(ts),. while a seoond and 
more accurate estimate is 
f(t) = f(ts) + (t - t8). f'(ta) (5.34) 
Carrying out the required algebra between equations (5.33) and (5.34), 
an approximate rate is obtained from-- 
1 *9 t 
r (cst) = aA. exp} '. (1 - -2 )ý. exP()cn (5.35) `$5 
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After some manipulation of (5.35), the integral corresponding to 
equation (5.29) is vrritten as 
I*(C) = -aA. exp'(1 
[8(08 
13 
2 
where pt s=s . 7Iö ; 
Particular forms of the integral, I*(cs), are given in Table 5.1. 
The virtue of using the approximate form of the integral given by 
(5.36) lies in the simplification introduced into the function F(c3) of 
equation (5.32). An analytical form for /dos can be found for use in 
the Newton-Raphson algorithm. 
Stoichiometric Reaction 
Equation order, n 
:;: I 
A --ý B(aA = -1) 0 pg. Q 
nyP. *exp c$ýpa). P$Yý 2 PS) 
n PS(P$"Qg - as) 
2 Pý 2 
E 
p32. Q$ - cs(cs+2pa) 
2A -ib B(aA = -2) 2 2P 
[2P52. 
Q3 - cs(0 +2p8) 
Table 5.1 Particular forms of the integral I*; 
Pg = p3. expýÖ(1 - 
1/t)S, 0 Xexp(osipg) -1; 1i is the incomplete 
gamma functions'\1(a, x) =e°. va-1dv (a>1). 
0 
(e) The error introduced into the effectiveness factor by the use 
of the approximation, I*(cs) 
A quantitative assessment of the error in the effectiveness factor 
arising from the use of the approximate form of the integral is 
diffioult to obtain without aotually performing computations using the 
-sa 
exact integral. However, some knowledge can be gained regarding the 
bound on the error for the most unfavourable circumstance which can 
arise - i. e., for the case in which the entire temperature rise is 
forced to reside within the pellet (Nu = oo). 
For the special case (Sh' = Nuß =w), the oalou? ation of effective- 
ness factor is explicit. By way of illustration, exact and approximate 
forms of effectiveness fbLotor for the first order reaction are given by 
1) 
. 71 
P'o 
F. ex 2) -(/s+ 2 +2-). exp(_öl + (P+ 
L 
2 
Iö1 +1 +ý .e ý1+ ~) -t(3+1+ 2) ex -vd tr 2 ý( ý) v 
and '72 =3i. ex 
WIß/2) 11- 
exp(-Yo. )1+ßßt 
respectively for t"ß 
I>0 
(c. f. Petersen, E. E., C. E. S. 17 987 (1962)). 
Table 5.2 shows the influence of the paxametersö and P on the 
error in effectiveness, defined by error = (11 , -12) x 100/111. In the 
great majority of practical cases, 0<0.1, and it is reasonable to 
expect a bound of 5ja on the percentage error in effectiveness factor. 
In view of other uncertainties generally involved in reactor design, 
the approximation is deemed more than adequate. 
y /3 error 
10 0.1 -1 
20 0.1 -2.5 
40 0.1 -7.5 
20 0.05 -0.5 
20 0.1 -2.5 
20 0.2 -14 
Table 5.2 Influence of the parameters and 13 upon the error. introduoed 
into the effectiveness factor for a first order reaotion 
by the-use of 
the integral, i (o ). 
Summary 
Lumped parameteränalogues of the distributed parameter problem, 
describing simultaneous heat and mass transfer with simple chemical 
reactions in porous catalysts, have been developed for the general case 
in which film transport limitatiöna to heat and mass are present. 
Calculations carried out in Chapter 14. show that when the reaction 
rate is influenced by transport restrictions within the catalyst and 
across the interphase, the following conditions arise: 
(i) The reaction is confined co -a thin surface layer of catalyst. 
In these circumstances it is reasonable to assume that all 
pellet shapes can be treated as slabs since the curvature of the 
important part of the reaction zone is small. 
(ii) As a consequence of (i) the reactant concentration at the particle 
centre is, effectively, zero. 
(. ii) The pellet is near-isothermal; most of the overall temperature rise 
being appropriated by the fluid film. 
For the specific case of a Ist order irreversible reaction 
observation (iii) is used to develop a simplified mathematical model 
which views the particle as being isothermal with the entire temperature 
rise lying across the external film. Evaluation of the effectiveness 
factor and the temperature rise follows from the solution of a non-linear 
algebraic equation. Asymptotic agreement is found with the fully 
distributed model at the extremes of 'pure' kinetic rats oontrol on the 
one hand and film mass transfer control on the other. 
A more generalized treatment for arbitrary reaction rate forms is 
considered by making use of observations (i) and (ii). To reduce the 
computational effort an approximate form of Arrhenius kinetics is 
utilised by developing the temperature dependence of the intrinsic 
reaction rate in terms of a trunoated Taylor series expansion, the 
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expansion being based on the reference Value at the external surface of 
the particle. The mathematics produces an integral equation for the 
unknown concentration, c$, at the external surface of the particle. 
For integer order reactions the integral equation can be reduced to a 
non-linear algebraic equation. For certain non-integer values (e. g. 
2, j1 , 
/5), the integral may be reduced to a standard form which is 
tabulated66. 
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CHAPTER 6 
TIE SINGLE PARTICLE PROBLEM : 
(3) COMPARISON OF DIGITAL SIMULATION AND APPROXIMATION METHODS 
This chapter is concerned with providing information on several 
issues which require consideration prior to the design synthesis stage. 
A comparison is given of some results from the lumped parameter 
analogues and digital simulation of the distributed parameter model. 
Accuracy and speeds of computation are assessed, together with any other 
features of the simplified methods which might be of importance in the 
design stage - e. g., convergence requirements on the iterative algorithms 
for computing effectiveness factor. 
.l Accuracy 
Although it is to be expected that Nui/8h' will be less than 0.05 in 
practical cases, as shown in Section 4.5. the accuracy is first examined 
for Nuº/Sh' values considerably greater than this figure, thereby giving 
an initial impression of the utility of the methods in a set of circum- 
stances divorced from those in which the underlying assumptions are based. 
The comparison is made for a fairly typical value of e =20 and for 
@ =0.1p 
which represents an upper bound for most systems of interest.,. Three cases: -_ 
are considered in Fig. 6.1 for Nu'=10 and Shi=25,50,, 100 which correspond- 
to t° =0.4,0.2 and 0.1 respectively. Calculations are carried out -, over, a 
range of Thiele modulus sufficient to demonstrate such important 
characteristics as 
(i) a maximum in the, effectiveness factor. -. -. 
(ii) a region of multiple solutions.,: 
(iii) the onset of film mass transfer. control. 
Examining the lumped -thermal 
resist ce, approach first ofallpit, is 
evident that this model'displays the expected asymptotic - behaviour at the 
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FIG. 6.1 Comparison of simplified models of +he 
catalyst parHcle wihh the distribuIed parameFer model. 
two extremes of kinetic control (say, 0 <0.5) on the one hand, and film 
mass transfer control (lb. 3Sh1/202) on the other hand. Not surprisingly 
the discrepancy is appreciable in the region intermediate between the two 
extremes as a result of appreciable intraparticle temperature gradients. 
Even so, the simplified model predicts the maximum value oft 2 and the 
corresponding value of 0 with good accuracy for cases 2 and 3. Further, 
the prediction of the multiple solution region for case 3 is in good 
agreement with the one determined from the distributed parameter problem. 
The more generalized treatment considered in Section 5.3.2 is seen to 
divet'ge badly in the region of kinetic control, as expected. However, 
it gives a good prediction of the position and magnitude of the maximum 
value of'?. For the multiple solution case its prediction of the bounds 
on 0 values for whidh multiple states can occur is extremely good. 
The stringency tests carried out above indicate that the gross 
features of the simplified analyses are correct but not necessarily 
accurate in detail. Consider now a more realistic case typified, for 
example, by' =20, (3 =0.02, Nu'=10, Sh'_500 with' =0.02. Table 6.1 
compares effectiveness factor values from the simplified analyses with 
those from digital simulation. Also shown are the values predicted from 
PETNRSEN is64 asymptotic solution on the basis Nu '-=Sh'=co ..; Table, 
6,. 2 
compares film and overall dimensionless temperature rises,.. -, The_, calcu- 
Yations are extended over a ranEp of 0 values sufficient, to cover, all 
potential regions of interest. 
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¢ (1) (2) (3) (4) 
1 0.98 0.96 3.34 3.21 
2 0.92 0.86 1.74 1.61 
3 0.82 0.75 1.22 1.07 
5 0.65 0.60 0.81 0.64 
8 0.55 0.50 0.63 0,40 
15 2.86 2.86 2.87 0.21 
20 1.69 1.69 1: 69 016 
TJBIE 6: 1 Comparison of effectiveness factors for a Ist order 
irreversible reaction 
KEY 
(1) Distributed parameter model 
(2) Lumped thermal resistance model 
(3) Proposed asymptotic model 
(4) Petersen's asymptotic model 
6.1.1 The asymntotj. c model 
Looking first at the asymptotic model (column 3) the results for 
effectiveness factor show an appreciable discrepancy at least until film 
mass transfer becomes the dominant rate controlling process (o 15). 
The relative distribution and magnitude of the temperature rise between 
the fluid film and the catalyst particle iss however, satisfactorily 
predicted in regions II and III of the schematic diägram, Fig. -. 40'4- 
The deviation of the asymptotic solution to the spherical pellet from 
the exact solution may be caused by three factors: - 
(i) the assumption of slab geometry. 
(ii) the assumption of zero concentration of reactant at 
the 
pellet centre. 
-ßb- 
(1) (2) (3) 
1 . 004 (. 001) . 001 . 024 (. 004) 
2 . 015 
(. 005) . 005 . 029 (. 009) 
3 . 026 
(. 010) . 009 . 034 
(. 015) 
5 . 041 (. 022) . 020 . 046 
(. 027) 
7 . 056 (. 037) . 034 . 062 (. 043) 
15 . 862 (. 860) . 859 . 862 (. 860) 
20 : 904 (. 902) . 902 . 904 
(. 902) 
TABLE 6,2 Comparison of temperature rises. 
KEY (i) Distributed parameter model 
(2) Lumped thermal resistance model. 
(3) Proposed asymptotic model 
; 001f (. 001) signifies the overall and fluid film 
temperature rises; where overall temp. rise = (TC_Tt)/Tf) 
and fluid film temp. rise = (T .. T )/T TTTf ff" c' s' f 
represent the temperatures at the centre of the pellet. 
the surface of the pellet and in the bulk fluid phase 
FI6.6.2 I4raparUicle concenFraKon profiles 
1=20,13 =O 02, Nu-10, Sh`=500 
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As 0 is increased the concentration of reactant at the centre of the 
pellet falls progressively until at 0"--7 it is for practical purposes 
effectively zero. Any error present in the solution must now be largely 
due to assumption W. At 0=7, in fact, the exact and approximate values 
of flare 0.565 and 0.658 - an error of more than 16%. Assumption 
(i) does, 
therefore, seem to be of particularly doubtful validity unless the overall 
rate is dominated by film mass transfer i. e., operation is in region III 
of Fig. 4.4. In this region the simplified methods become redundant, for 
the effectiveness factor and the overall temperature rise are found with 
good accuracy from the explicit equations (/ß., 17) and (4.9). 
A correction for the terms -? --; "dc%dý an, _2 
dt/dy 
omitted from equations (5.8) and(5.9), can be found by considering the 
asymptotic solution as the first term in a perturbation series solution. 
Experience with the computationally simpler special case, in which 
Nu'=. Sh'=oo s showed that the effort required to obtain the second term in 
the series is appreciable. In view of the important requirement of 
speed of computation, as well as accuracy, this approach hardly seems worth 
extending to the more general case. It is evident that PETERSEN'S 
solution, shown in Column 4 of Table 6.1, does not display the correct 
asymptotic behaviour for the general case, in which Nur and Sh' are finite., 
as might be expected. 
6.1.2 The lumped thermal resistance model 
The prediction of effectiveness factor using the lumped thermal 
resistance model is within 10% of the exact value shown in Table 6.1 over 
a range of 0 values covering all potential regions. of interest. Similar 
agreement has been found with other cases of practical origin. In view 
of such uncertainties in practice as the definition of pellet geometry 
and the measurement of effective diffusivity in porous catalysts, the 
error is not deemed excessive. 
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It is true that the simpler model mentioned above only leads to an 
estimate of the temperature rise across the fluid film (compare Columns 1 
and 2 of Table 6,2) and does not provide any information concerning the 
excess temperature in the pellet, which may be unacceptable for reasons 
of selectivity or catalyst stability. Normally, however, the excess 
temperature inside the pellet is small in relation to the temperature 
rise across the film, especially when the overall temperature rise is 
appreciable, so this shortcoming is unimportant. 
A method of correcting for a small temperature gradient inside the 
pellet which does not defeat the objective of a rapid method of analysis 
is presented in Appendix 4 The technique adopted lumps the distributed 
internal heat transfer resistance into a hypothetical solid film at the 
external surface of the catalyst pellet. Equations (5.1) and (5.2) are 
still applicable, but now T. refers to the mean catalyst temperature and h 
is no longer a fluid film heat transfer coefficient, rather it is an 
overall coefficient made up of terms which include the fluid film heat 
transfer coefficient and the particle thermal conductivity. The final 
result is expressed in the form 
Nu" = 10. NuI 
(1O+Nu 1) 
where Nu" is a new Nusselt number including the modified heat transfer 
coefficient, hov. Figure 6.3 demonstrates the usefulness and limitation 
of the modification for case 2 (Fig. 6.1), in which a significant intra- 
particle temperature gradient is present, at least fora part of the 
range of 0 values considered. Clearly, the simple modification is useful 
below O 1.25, when the assumption of a parabolic intraparticle temperature 
profile is approximately valid. At higher 
.0 
values,, with the onset of an 
appreciable fluid film heat transfer effect, the method seriously over- 
estimates the overall heat transfer resistance and leads to a prediction 
of the overall rate of reaction far in excess of the true value. 
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Since the region in which the discrepancy occurs is one to be avoided in 
design (of. Section x.. 6.3), the disparity is of theoretical rather than 
of practical interest. 
6.2 Computing times 
Computing times for the different procedures are closely related to 
several factors and it is difficult to obtain valid a priori estimates of 
the advantages of a particular technique over any other in a given 
situation. The numerical integration methods of Chapter 4 are compared 
in Appendix 3., and it was found that the integration step size and the 
rate of convergence depend to a large extent on the region of the schematic 
diagram, Fig. 4.4 in which the calculations are being carried out. 
Roughly speaking the following times are indicative of the three regions 
for the method of solution used by CARBERRY and WENDELIOS 
Region Conmute time/iteration 
I 1/5 second 
II 1 second 
III 2 seconds 
The number of iterations required in region I is generally less than 4) 
but in region II is usually between 6 and 10 for the initial conditions. 
c=t=1,0ý. "yýl. 
The choice of initial conditions is arbitrary and convergence of the. 
solution outside the multiple solution region does not depend on this 
assumption. Convergence in region III can be accelerated by altering 
the initial conditions to c=0, t=1+I h'Au. 1; 0y s"l 
To picture more clearly the problems- involved with the simplified 
techniques consider the case of a single irreversible, first order 
reaction. Looking at the more generalized treatment of Section 5.3.2, 
equation (5.31) is combined with the value of the respective integral 
appearing in Table 5.1 to produce a non-linear algebraic equation for the 
-9a 
unknown, cg. Putting x= 1-cs, the following equation arises after some 
manipulation 
St I. x = G(x) 
20 
(6. i) 
where G(x) =t(1 +Xx). 
2 
exp(? l x 
W(3 (2 1 +Ax)) 
I exp ßl -x )- 1. - W(3(1 -x0 M +Ax )l+ Ax 
and j\ = 
13Sh /Nut 
. 
The right hand side of equation (6.1) is plotted as a function of x 
in Fig, 6.1} for the three cases considered in Fig: 6.1. The left hand 
side of equation (6.1) is a linear function of x whose intersection(s) 
with the G(x) curve give the root(s) of equation (6.1): Two observations 
-concerned with the properties of the function G(x) are of considerable 
3lnportance. 
1. For exothermic reactions the function G(x) exhibits a maximum 
in the range 0Lx ,ý1; 
2. The G(x) curve may exhibit three intersections with the left 
hand side of (6.1) - e. g., the curve for, \=1 and the line F of 
Fig. 6.4. 
With respect to these observations it is clear that the Newton-Raphson 
iteration process for finding the roots of equation (6.1) cannot be used,. - 
without care. Depending on the initial estimate x(o) convergence may or, 
°)-will may not occur to the desired root, Changing the initial value-x. 
remove this problem. Within the framework of the design synthesis 
procedure this difficulty has not arisen for two reasons: 
(a) only unique'particle states have been"studied in which-the point 
of intersection always lies to -the. left of the maximum. ` - 
It is readily shown that 'no such maximum exists-for endothermic 
reactions V<o). 
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(b) good estimates of the root have been obtained by making use 
of the stepwise integration procedure in the two-dimensional 
finite difference network covering the reactor. 
In regions I and II of Fig. 4.4 both the lumped thermal resistance model 
and the asymptotic model display rapid convergence, as might be expected 
from the geometric background of the Newton-Raphson procedure. Generally, 
only 3 iterations are required to establish a relative error between 
successive iterations x(n), x(n+l) of less than 0.01% starting from the 
initial condition x(o) = 0, More accurate initial estimates do not 
noticeably improve the rate of convergence. In region III convergence 
is again extremely rapid starting from x(o) = 1. 
The average compute time/iteration for over 200 calculations covering 
regions I to III is of the order of 0.1 second for both simplified models. 
Summary 
Some illustrative results demonstrate the limited utility of the 
asymptotic approach as a reliable means of analysis. The method, while 
asymptotically exact in region III of Fig. 4.4, may show appreciable 
discrepancy in the important region of "pore" diffusion influence 
(region II). The main cause of the discrepancy in this region is 
believed to be due to the effects of particle geometry. While a correc- 
tion can be obtained for this effect, the effort required is considerable 
and the objective of a rapid method of analysis is defeated. 
The lumped thermal resistance model generally leads to a prediction 
of the overall rate within 10% of the true-value. -. A method of correcting 
for a small temperature gradient inside the pellet is suggested which 
seems to improve the agreement when the assumption of a parabolic intra- 
particle temperature profile is valid. 
However, there seems no obvious way in which a priori estimation of 
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the error involved in. the model can be found. Further, the method of 
solution is directly applicable only to reaction networks involving zero 
or first order reactions. It might be added here that early indications 
point to the usefulness of, the model for the consecutive reaction scheme 
A. B. C in which overall exothermicity is present. 
In the region of utility (i. e. region II) of the : Lumped thermal 
resistance' model, the saving in computational effort/iteration is ten- 
fold compared with that required to solve the distributed parameter 
problem. 
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CHAPTER 
DESIGN SYNTHESIS: 
" (a) IMPLEHEENTATION OF APPROXIMATION TECHNIQUES INTO DESIGN; 
MßIERICAL DIFFICULTIES AND PROPOSED STRATEGY 
To date, attention has been largely concentrated on understanding 
the factors which influence 'local' catalyst behaviour. Following on 
from this analysis it is legitimate to inquire how the local regime is 
coupled and distributed throughout the reactor. Integration of the 
local regime tivi. ll provide an overall picture of the temperature and 
conversion distributions throughout the confines of the bed. 
Such a technique of design synthesis has received rare usage. It 
appears that there has been only ane attempt (by L1U75) to solve the 
problem posed in Chapter 3 by using an "effectiveness factor" approach, 
and valuable though the work undoubtedly is from the theoretical stand- 
point, the assumption of Dirichlet boundary conditions at the external 
surface of the particle seriously restricts its practical application. 
The reasons behind the apparent neglect are obvious. It is 
difficult to justify the employment of complex models in design in the 
absence of suitable data. Moreover, the procurement of catalytic surface 
rate models and, perhaps to a lesser extent, transport coefficients 
presents a formidable problem both in the design of laboratory scale 
equipment an& the interpretation of experimental data. Further$ 
computational feasibility is very important and must be investigated. 
Even though the advent of high-speed digital computers has 
alleviated 
this problem, the use of efficient numerical'äaüälyais has assumed 
considerable importance, especially in view of the highly non-linear 
form of the equations but also 
by complications introauoea by some of 
the boundary oonditiona. 
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7.1 The Policy 
in an attempt to overcome this difficulty, approximate methods of 
analysis were developed in Chapter 5 which permit a rapid assessment of 
the "local" behaviour without the need to solve the distributed set of 
equations for the catalyst particle. While it is relatively straight- 
forward to obtain an indication of the accuracy of the prediction of 
"local" behaviour by comparison with "exact" numerical integration, it 
is difficult to see how the "local" errors, introduced by the approximation 
to f1, interact and distribute through the computed solution for the 
entire bed, without having as a basis a solution of the fully distributed 
problem given in Chapter 3.1? `fl? ^dcx too c1 p the u. esz i2g; "s -ý 3 ons 
of the ;x . cat solvýt3 cars of 
te ft lly distributed 
prob as are also obtained. 
72 Decision making 
The concept of deoisiori-making as applied to model discrimination 
lies outside the scope of this research. Nevertheless, it represents a 
vitally important issue in the optimization of design strategy. 
Having a reasonably accurate detailed model it should be possible 
to develop semi-empirical simpler models which retain the essential 
features of the system, albeit over a limited range. Knowing the range 
over which it may be applied, when conditions change sufficiently the 
semi-empirical model can be updated i. e., used adaptively. Such a 
technique of model reduction is valuable in design, on=line optimization 
and control studies, since the storage and computing times can be 
drastically out, yet all the important. detail is retained. if an approach 
of this kind is to have generality, it can only follow as, a result of 
exhaustive computations on all factors and functions governing local 
and overall activity, and selectivity (yield). 
In the design syntheses which follow, the idea of approximation 
methods for handling computations of "local" behaviour is introduced into 
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design strategy, but no decisions are yet taken, within the framework of 
the computation, as to the type of appro d_ ation method! to be used. 
j Lumped ppaarameter, analogues for use in desi nthesis 
Approximation methods were developed in Chapter 5 as a result of 
ideas originating from the analysis in Chapter 4. Two methods were 
considered., the "lumped thermal resistance" model and a treatment 
extending PETERSEN'S64 asymptotic solution. The former is tailored 
specifically to the first order reaction and is asymptotically exact 
in both the kinetic and interphase mass transfer controlled regions. 
The latter technique, while more flexible in handling reactions of 
arbitrary order, diverges badly from the true solution in the region of 
chemical kinetic rate control. 
To illustrate the use of approximation methods in design synthesis, 
attention is focused on the more important first order reaction. In 
order to cover a representative number of case histories, the more 
flexible "lumped thermal resistance" model is chosen as a basis for 
synthesis into the design procedure. 
1.3.1 Co MEarisans with previous work 
Since the present synthesis extends most others in combining the 
internal particle problem with the 2-dimensional external field, it is 
important to ascertain the effects of the added complexity. Consequently, 
the alternative and simpler "surface reaction model" is set up to allow 
a computational comparison. A one-dimensional form of this model has 
been used in a series of papers by LIU, 9RIS and AWJMON(76 
78) 
to 
investigate stability in packed beds of catalyst. Basically, the 
simpler model lumps heat and mass transfer resistances at the particle 
surface and considers chemical reaction as the only intrapartiole 
effect. In general, the descriptive equations form a coupled system of 
non-linear algebraios. 
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7.3.2 The surface-reaction model 
Although it is not necessary, the reaction is r. ssumed to be first 
order. More complicated reactions can be treateä bu"i. no now features 
are introduced. In accordance with the physical basis of the model, 
the relevant material and energy balance equations are 
2 
. kA(Cf - CS) - o( . Sviexp(E/g 8)C, 3 =0 
(7.1) 
b h. (Tf - Ts) + (-tiH). cx. Sv. exp(E/RgTa)C. =0 (7.2) 
Obviously, the external field equations for this model are the same as 
previously defined (equations (3.2) and (3.3))" 
An assessment of the factors influencing the "local" rate process 
follows readily from equation (7J). By mani piilationy 
c_ kAav. Cf 
$Z kA. aa + kg 
(7.3) 
where av (=, 
2) is the surface to volume ratio of the catalyst particle, 
and k3 (= oZ . Sv. exp(EAgT8)) is the surface reaction rate constant. 
The rate of reaction per unit gross volume of catalyst, ks. Cs, 
may be written from (7.3) 
kSCý _ 
k3. kA. a Cß = 1cy. Cfý 
kA. av + ks 
where kE is an "effective" rate constant, reflecting both surface 
reaction kinetic and film mass transfer influence, given by 
1cE = k$. kA. al/(kA. av + ks) (7.4) 
Analysis of equation (7.1v) demonstrates "aurfaoe reaction kinetic" 
control when ks/kA. av <<1, and conversely "film mass transfer" control 
if kA. alks4/0. Intermediate values are in what may be palled a 
"mixed" regime and the overall rate is a function of both the kinetic 
and transport characteristics. 
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to"K '4 o The quasi-homogeneous model 
Clearly, the simplest model that can b9 enTisag,? d for the catalyst 
pellet is one in which the overall rate is govev°ned only by surface 
reaction kinetics. The disregard of possible heat and mass transfer 
rate influencing factors both within and external to the catalyst pellet 
means, in effect, that 71(x, r) =1 throughout the reactor, and an 
appreciation of the temperature and conversion distributions follows 
simply from integration of the external field equations given by (3.2) 
and (3.3). The term quasi-homogeneous arises by virtue of the close 
similarity of the descriptive equations with those for the "empty" 
tubular reactor in which homogeneous reaction is occurring. Hidden in 
the equations, however, is the influence of the catalyst assembly on the 
dispersion, conduction and reaction rate coefficients. 
Since both "surface reaction" and "quasi homogeneous" models are 
special cases of the more general "lumped thermal resistance" model, 
attention will. be concentrated on the latter. In examining solutions 
the "surface reaction" model can be obtained by allowing the solid 
diffusional resistance to approach zero (i. a., DA co). The'lquasi- 
homogeneous" representation follows by, in addition, 1 etting kA -1,, % cc 
and h -) oo. 
, 
ý. 4 The synthesized model, 
The set of descriptive equations covering the transport processes in 
the external field and the transport/reaotion processes within the solid 
catalyst pellets is given by equations (3.2), (3.3) and the "lumped 
thermal resistance" model, (5.1) and (5.2), written for the general 
nth order reaction. In dimensionless form these equations are written as 
11t 2 yt 
C, T: r -+1 (b 
Tf 
+if- c2.71. r (C fsTf) =0 
(7.5) 
z as2 8 3s) 
l 
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* 
-a 
Cf 
+ 
2 :; Qt 
c3(a 
Cf 
+1a 
Cf) (Cf, T) =0 
2s ) 
(7.6) 
3z as as 
Cs 
+2 - 
2. 
r*(C, T) =0 (7.7) 
y2 y ay 
(Tf -T ) - 131 1 jT 
2" 
y2r(C )dr =0 (7.8) s 0 s s 
0 
where the boundary conditions follow from a consideration of equations 
(3.11) - (3.17) and equation (3.6). 
Tf =0 ;z=0,0 £s .1 
(7.9) 
Cf, =0 ;z= Or 0<s1 (7.10) 
3 Tf/ as =0; s= 0,0.4 zL1 (7.11) 
aTf% 
zt1 (7.12) 
ýCf/ as =0s=0 (7.13) 
o zt 1 
$=1 (7.1 ) 
aCs/ ay =0y=0 (7.15) 
,ý , 0[ z41,0 4 1- öC$/ 
y =2 "(C f- Cs); y1 (7.1.6) 
In these equations the following reduced variables are used: 
z=L, s=ö, y_b, Cf(Cs) = Cfo Cf(Cs 
Cfo 
and Tf(T3) = Tf(Ts)-Tfo , respectively. 
Ta T fo 
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The coefficients in the external field equations, 
(7.5) and (7.6), are 
given by 
11 
oý if L dp LIs a2 = (-ýH) . L. 
(1-e)kyfö 
fo 
Gö f o2 
( rod Pali Go f Ta Tfo) 
c3 = Df L (_ dp L1' a4 = L. (1-e)"kvfo'ýfo-1 
iT ro2 ( roZ- Pe 
3 
Vo 
1o (appearing in equations (7.7) and (7.8))may be regarded as a reaction- 
diffusion modulus based upon an "imaginary" specific reaction rate of the 
feed stream y i. e., 
0b 
kVfo. Cföý1 , where kvfo = oC. 'Sv. exp( 
E/R Tfo) 
A 
Other dimensionless groups and functions appearing in the particulate 
field equations are defined by 
131 = (- 1i)Cfö A'r 
(C8, T3)o 
h. b. Ta T fa) 
a dimensionless reaotion rate, is equal to 
aA exp '(ýýsýn' = 
ýýg 
fo' 9= 
(Ta Tfo)/Tfo: 
The specification of coefficients is completed by examination of 
the boundary conditions (7.9) to (7.16). Two groups arise which are 
defined below: 
f% 
A=U. ro/Kf; Sh =2 kA b/DA (see Section 1+. 2) 
Finally, the effectiveness factor, 7` , appearing in equations 
(7.5) and (7.6) is obtained from equation (3.19) expressed in terms 
of dimensionless quantities by 
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3"(aCsý3Y)y_l (("17) 
"t- Z"rý(C;; iý T 
fý of 
7.4.1 Classification of the equations 
A most vital part of the overall programme, and one which cannot be 
overemphasized, is concerned with solving the descriptive equations. 
It is desirable, furthermore, to be able to justify the answers which 
result, assuming,. of course, that the equations can be solved. 
To move. towards this objective requires consideration of the basic 
properties of the equations-oomprising the system. Often this step is 
ignored, sometimes with disastrous consequinoes (e. g., indiscriminate 
use of finite difference methods for hyperbolic equations). Although 
the equations are written for single particles and the interstitial fluid, 
once the equations are formulated, the model no longer reflects the idea 
that there are single particles in the bed. The mathematical system, in 
other words, is a continuous representation of a physical model which is 
essentially discrete. 
Equations (7.5) to (7.8) represent w interesting problem in mixed 
types of equations; equations (7.5) and (7.6), describing the 
interstitial fluid field, are partial differential equations in 2-- 
dimensions, of parabolic form79, boundary-value in the s-dimension and, 
complicated by non-linear kinetics. The equations describing the" 
particulate phase are given by (7.7) and (7.8) and are coupled to the 
external field equations at each point (z, s) of the external field 
either directly, as in (7.8), or through the boundary condition (7.16) 
describing mass transport through the surface film. Equation (7.7) 
denotes the mass transport/reaction situation inside a catalyst pellet 
and, at some point (z, s) of the external field, is viewed as an ordinary 
differential equation, boundary-value in the y-dimension and non-]near 
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for n/0,1. Coupled to this equation is the energy balance equation 
(7.8) which is both algebraic and non-linear in Ts as a consequence of 
the exponential temperature dependence of the reaction rate. Of further 
interest is the integral in equation (7.8) which arises from the presence 
of an intraparticle concentration gradient. 
The presence of non-linear functions of the äepenclent variables 
prevents an analytical solution. Either digital simulation or semi- 
analytic methods appear to offer the only route to the solution. Both 
avdnies of approach are investigated in this chapter with the intention 
of going someway towards establishing the kd. nd of philosophy best suited 
to solving problems of this kind. 
The special case of first order kinetics 
A numerical strategy capable of handling reactions of any order has 
been summarized80. Illustration of the method is given for the first 
order reaction. It is not the intention, here, of repeating that work. 
Rather, attention will be focused on developing the special property of 
the "lumped thermal resistance" model for the first order reaction. 
The method of solution of the partiot i ate field problem and the 
simplifications brought about, thereupon, are presente3 in Section 5.3.11. 
For the first order reaction, equation (7.7) is linear in CS and may be 
integrated analytically since T although unknovan, is independent, of= Y. 
From equations (7.7), (7.15) and (7.16), the intrapartiole concentration 
profile is given by 
r 
Cs =1-12 . 
(1-Cf) sinh &y (7.18) 
r 
y cosh + (2 -1) sinn 
ß(9T3 
y, 0, where to, 
2= 102 exp(, ., ) 
1 +ATs 
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Substituting equation (7.18) in equation (7.8) and integrating gives 
r 
(Tf .» Tg) +, 
2 f(C f, T$) =0 
(7.19) 
where f(C f, T*) _ 
(1-Cß, ). (1 -tann 
Q% (7.20) 
1+ Sh -1. ) 
tank 
2n 
Differentiating equation (7.18), setting y=I and using (a 
Cs/ý 
y)yý1 
in equation (7.17), there results the equation 
T). rý(Cf, Tf) =-3 Shy . £(0 
3Ts) 
2 
02 
(7.21) 
The simplification produced by this approach is considerable in many 
respects. Using the more general method described elsewhere80, an 
appreciation of "local" activity, ? "l, requires the simultaneous sclution 
of equations (7.7) and (7.8) at each point (z, s) of the external field. 
This is not easily accomplished numerically, and it is found that inclusion 
of a third dimension, y, aggravates the stability problem, increases 
storage and dramatically increases computing times. The method presented 
here, in effect, removes the third dimension by replacing equation) (7.7) 
and (7.8) by a non-linear algebraic equation (7.19)" It is to be expected 
that this approach will lead to considerable reduction in compute times, 
a factor of paramount importance particularly in optimization and control 
studies. 
Unfortunately, the nh order reaction (n 
k 0,1) presents more 
difficulty since the equation corresponding to (7.7) is non-linear in 
m C8. Similar simplifications cannot be evoked by using the "lumped 
thermal resistance" model. More detailed analysis is called for on a 
level similar to that in Chapter 5 before the 
nh 
order reaction can be 
confidently handled by methods whioh' lead to the simplifications 
described above. 
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2.6 Numerical difficulties 
Granted the simplifications brought about in the previous section, it 
is still apparent that, because of non-isothermality iri the external 
field, analytical integration of the equations is not feasible. Numerical 
methods which rely on the use of finite difference approximations are 
subject to certain complications introduced through the boundary conditions. 
Firstly, a discontinuity in 
3 Tf, d s, exists between equations (7.9) 
and (7.12) at the point (0,1). Methods of obtaining numerical solutions 
to partial differential equations by the use of finite difference 
schemes are inaccurate in the neighbourhood, of a singularity. Neverthe- 
less, it is widely believed for equations of parabolic type that the 
errors die away fairly rapidly in a step by step process. Recent 
evidence 
1 indicates that this is not necessarily the case, and PARIER 
and CRANK82 have shown that the errors can persist for certain types 
of boundary conditions. 
A further source of difficulty can arise even if there is no 
discontinuity present. KEAST and MITCHELL83 demonstrated that the use of 
certain apparently stable difference formulae (e. g., Crank/Nicolso 
rid') 
can lead to serious instability for certain boundary conditions, of 
which (7.11) and (7.12) enter this category. 
The foregoing remarks apply to the linear parabolic equation. In 
relation to the non-linear problem at hand there seems little that can 
be achieved in the way of conventional numerical stability analyses. 
No quantitative results on either persistent or accumulating error seem 
obtainable. All that can be inferred is that if such effects show up 
in the numerical solution of the isothermal (i. e., linear) problem, then 
it is reasonable to expect their appearance, possibly on a much larger 
scale, in the non-linear case. 
The need for extreme caution in assessing the, accuracy of results is 
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apparent, especially in vier of what has been said above. A common method 
with stable finite difference formulae is to demonstrate the convergence 
by reducing the integration step sizes until the solution stops changing, 
although there is no guarantee that this is the correct answer85. It is, 
in otherwords, a necessary but insufficient condition. Nevertheless, 
this approach is usually the most satisfactory 'way of checking one 
particular technique. A further check can be made by employing an 
alternative technique and seeing if it gives the same answer. In 
the 
present instance this philosophy is not easily put into praotiöe, since 
any alternative non-analytic strategy must also suffer the effects of the 
discontinuity. Instead, a semi-analytic method is developed (see 
Appendix 5) which is applicable over the entrance region of the bed. 
Although a complete check on accuracy is not possible, the results from 
numerical integration can at least be approximately assessed over the 
most critical phase of the computation - i. e., in the region of the 
discontinuity. 
Instability of the differential system, itself, is also manifest 
when the individual particles can exist in more than one state. A 
possibility of this kind should be borne in mind when considering the 
significance of the instability of finite difference approximations of 
such systems. 
Numerical methods of approach 
The Fundamental vray of approaching this problem is not in dispute. 
It is obvious that the solution is to be projected from the region 
where the . 
dependent variables in the fluid field are known (i. e., 
z= 0) stepvrise into the region vdiere they are unknown 
(i. e., z> 0). 
What is in cdispute, however, is the numerical strategy to be adopted to 
advance the solution. 
It is the general practice to employ finite difference methods to 
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solve problems of this kind. Of immediate concern is the extent to which 
finite difference approximations are "to be used in replacing the 
derivatives appearing in equations (7.5) and (7.6). If only the radial 
derivatives are replaced by finite -differences, a set of 2M +2 
differential-difference equations is obtained, where M is the no. of 
radial increments. These equations may be solved by standard low 
truncation error integration formulae - e. g., Runge Kutta. The treatment 
of non-linearities is explicit -- i. e.,, no iteration is required. An 
alternative approach is to 
employ finite difference, approximations in 
both the axial and radial space dimensions, and so produce a set of 
2M +2 algebraic equations at each z step. If explicit methods are used 
the equations are linear., 'whereas the more commonly adopted. implicý. -% 
methods lead to simultaneous non-linear equations. 
It must be stressed that the choice of numerical scheme requiring 
the least total amount of, work- is , only 
likely to follow as a result of 
trial and error. No general principles, cen be laid dorm for non- linear 
systems regarding the choice of method. However, in seeking methods of 
integration some Guidance is permitted from e study vT linear systems. 
At present, the most reasonable outlook is to seek highly stable 
techniques for linear problems and hope that stability is carried over 
(with conveniently large steps) to, the non-linear problem. - Following 
this philosophy it is immediately evident' that, explicit schemes such as 
the Euter and Runge-Kutta formulae are unlikely 'to, prove , 
fruitful. in 
both methods stability can impose much more severe penalties in computing 
38,, 86, " time than truncation error alone 
87, 
Theýobvious, alternative is 
to examine implicit prooeasea: 
7.1.1 Implioit amethods 
As mentioned earlier, implioit methods lead to simultaneous algebruio 
equations. In general, these equations' are non-linear and-can only be 
solved by a method of successive approximation. Besides the obvious 
requirement of seeking a finite difference scheme which combines high 
stability with low truncation error, there arises the additional problem 
of handling the non-linearities in a way which does not impose a further 
restriction on step size. 
Considering the former requirement first of all, it is concluded 
that there is no single method in wide usage which combines the dual 
virtues of high stability and low truncation error. The nearest approach 
to the ideal is probably the technique due to CRANK and NICOLS004. For 
linear problems this technique solves the problem of stability ccmpletelyy 
In a sense, however, it only just solves it, and in certain applications 
instability can appear when the method is extended to a non-linear problem. 
A considerable improvement in the stability property is brought about by 
using LAASONEN'S88 implicit formula, but the truncation error is larger 
and this in itself can impose fairly severe restrictions on the axial 
step size. 
There is a voluminous literature on stability of numerical methods 
but much of it stops short of what is needed in practical applications to 
non-linear equations. 
Direct applications of the Crank Nicolson method in reactor design 
and stability studies are to be found in papers by von ROSENBERG89, , 
FROb1ENT37' 90, LN and APMUNDSON78, and LEE91. The Laasonen formula is 
used by MICKLEY and LETTS92. 
7.7.2 Treatment of non-33nearities 
The benefits which -aoorue fron the use of, implicit methods can be 
severely offset by inefficient handling of the non-linear terms. There 
are many ways of dealing with the non-linearities in problems of this 
t Excepting the remarks made by PARKER and C 
2, MAST and MITCHELL83. 
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kind and each approach offers something over the others in a particular 
set of circumstances. Only by extensive computing experience will it be 
possible to develop a unified treatment of this problem. However, certain 
requirements must be satisfied by any technique if it is to be used at 
all successfully. Particular attention is paid to the following points: 
(a) actual computing time, 
(b) flexibility of application, 
(c) storage requirement. 
Fundamentally there would seem to be two categories under which all 
developments can be classified: - 
(i) non-iterative methods 
Non-iterative finite difference methods are based upon explicit 
evaluation of non-linear terms and implicit expressions for linear terms. 
For mild conditions this approach is-to be preferred over an iterative 
method since the balance between computational effort per step and the 
no. of steps required is favourable compared with the more tedious iterative 
process. For highly non-linear equations the situation is reversed and 
iterative methods provide the pay-off. In looking for flexible techniques 
iterative schemes are pursued. 
(ii) iterative methods 
Iterative processes are centred on the concept of 'prediction and 
correction. The "predictor" can be viewed as a technique Of the type 
classified in the previous paragraph. Its purpose is to°provide'an 
estimate of the true solution. The"corrector""improves the estimate 
recursive], y' until the 'sequence of updated solutions 'is deemed to have 
convergedto the true solution. Only then is the computation-allowed 
to 
proceed to the next step in the 'integration. Obvious features of any 
such method include a predictor scheme which provides-accurate'estimates 
of the true solution, in order to guarantee convergence of the iterations, 
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without at the same time imposing further restriction on the allowable 
axial step, and a corrector scheme which rapidly forces the iterations 
to converge. It is extremely difficult, if not impossible, to predict 
the stability and rate of convergence of such methods without performing 
actual computations. Some guidance on these matters is permitted by 
reference to the literature. 
The concept of prediction and correction for non-linear parabolic 
equations was introduced by DOUGLAS et a1.93-95. Application to the 
1-dimensional dynamic "aurfaoe reaotion" model is to be found in the. 
work of LIU and AMUMON78. Predictions of the true solution to the 
interstitial fluid equations at the (n + 1) st time step are found by 
allowing the partial pressure and temperature of the particulate phase 
to lag i time step, treating the linear terms implicitly. The predicted 
solution is improved by successive applications of Crank Nicolson's 
method. Integration of the particle equations proceeds over a time step 
by use of a set of predictor-corrector formulas based on Euler's formula 
and the trapezoidal rule. 
The shortcomings of this method of integration are highlighted by 
LEE 91 by direct comparison " with an alternative technique due to BELLIAAN 
and MABA52. Known as the generalized. Newton-Itaphson method. (or the 
quasi linearization technique), this process represents the non-linear 
equation by a sequence of linear equations. Actual computational 
experience has shown that if the iterative process converges, the rate 
of convergence is quadratic in the sense that the error of any iteration 
is approximately the square of the error of the preceding iteration. 
The value of the method lies in its rapid convergence to the solution, 
quite often from poor starting , 
values. Because of its broad applicability 
this technique is gaining frequent use in a variety of applications96-100. 
Recently L1US1' 75 has applied predictor-corrector methods to two- 
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point boundary value problems of the kind studied in Chapter 4, and to 
simultaneous non-linear parabolic equations describing radial mixing- 
reaction in a packed tubular reactor. His technique based upon one by 
SAUL'YEV101 combines the best features of the implicit and explicit 
methods. It avoids solving simultaneous equations but retains stability. 
The truncation errors may be lowered by alternating the direction of 
integration in the radial direction at successive axial steps or by 
averaging the two at the same axial step101' 
102. 
Although no direct 
comparison is made with the quasilinearization technique the computation 
time indicated75 must rate the method a serious competitor. 
-no. - 
Ci3I'LPM, R81 
(b) NUM RICAL SOLUTION OF THE DESCRIPTIVE EQUATIONS 
smm a= 
A generalized implicit finite difference scheme combined with the 
quasilinearization technique is employed to solve the system of equations 
describing the synthesized model. An alternative semi-analytic method is 
discussed in Appendix 5 and is applied to the special case of the 2- 
dimensional "surface reaction" model. Analytical solutions are developed 
for the most general linear form of the rate equation which maintains the 
coupling between the material and energy balance equations. 
The numerical approach developed here can be conveniently broken down 
into three steps. 
(i) Construction of the linearized sequence of partial differential 
equations approximating equations (7.5) and (7.6) by application of quasi- 
linearization. 
(ii) Reduction of the linearized equations into difference form by the 
use of a generalized implicit scheme. 
(iii) Solution of the simultaneous difference equations. 
Each step is considered in some detail in the following sections. 
8.1 Construction of the linearized sequence 
The procedure for constructing the sequence of differential equations 
is initiated by linearization of equation (7.21). 
Equation (7.21) is written in the form 
'r* 
(Cf' Tf) =g (Cf, Ts) (8,1) 
where g is a non linear function given by 
g(0, T$) = -(3Sh'/2j 
2). f( f. 
ä)s (8.2) 
f(C , T*) being defined by equation 
(7.20). The right hand side of 
equation (8.1) can be linearized by use of the generalized equation 
( 
+ý) _ 'f 
(-k) + 'T Lit} 
Lk+l - 4c) 
(8.3 ) 
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where U +1, 
U ald faro in vector dorm and represent the vectors 
U(k+l), 1' U(k+l), 2' ... U(k+1), m ; 
Uk, l' U1s, 2, ... Uk, m ; and 
f1, f2, .. o f 
respectively. The Jacöbian matrix J(Uk) is defined by 
fl fl 
ý ... 
J(gk) 
öU 
_ 
k, 1 
dUk, 
2 krm 
(8.4) 
'gym ... 
. 
öUk, 1 öUk, 2 ()Uk, m L 
-1 
Note that the symbols g, Cf and Ts in equation (8&1) correspond to 
fl-I U(k+l), 1 and U(k+l), 2r3n equation 
(8.3), and the Jacob, ian matrix in 
(8.4) reduces to J(ük) = dfi öfl If Ck and Ts` k represent 
dUks1 cýUks2 3s 
the values of Gf and T* at the k'th iteration, equation (£ý. 1) can be 
linearized into the form 
or (Gf, k+l' Tf, k+l) = gk +AL, . 
(C f., 
k+l -- C 
f2k) " 
Cýf, k 
+ , _C)e . _. 
(s (8.5) 
a' , 1L+1 
Ts, k 
s, k 
Prom equations (7.19), (8.2) and (8.5) 
T* f, k+l Ts, k+l ' gl{' 
(0 
f, k+l f, k) 
3 oOf, k 
+ (Ts, k+1`Ts, k) (. 6) 
s, k 
Expressing T 
ýk+l 
explicitly in terms of interstitial values, it follows 
from (8.6) that 
TO, k+l = 
(1 _lo.. ak)' Tf, k+i 
(-k. Cf, k+l+dk) 
(a. 7) 
33 
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where 
glAo 
skt= ag/? cf ak =T 'k 
(1 2" °g (1IjL 
02.6g 
3 Tý* 
(3 NT ) 
S a, k 
and dk =gk (agldc fl., k)*C*fpk _(/ý Ts 
ýk) 
q* 
(8.8) 
(l 2 
06g 
3 aTs" 
,k 
Substituting equation (8.7) into (8.5) and rearranging gives the reaction 
rate as a linear function of interstitial fluid values Cf, k+l and Ti )k+1 
i. e., 
1'1. r JCf, k+lj Tt, k+l' = ak"Tf , k+l 
+ bk'C f, k+l + 
ýg. 9ý 
Using equation (8.9) in equations (7.5) and (7.6), the energy and material 
balance equations for the interstitial fluid can be linearized into the 
following form: 
-6 k+1 + 61 a ýk+l 
+ 1.6T 
3k +1) - 
02 (a1t"Tf, k+1 + bk. O , k+l 
+ dk) 
aZ ßa02 s a6 ) 
=o (8.10) 
C'ß +c c'. 
2C 
+ . ýC c T* +b 0* razf pk+1 3 2f )k+l _. , 
k+l) -' 4(ak. f, k+l k. f. k+l 
d1c) 
ds sas 
o (g. u) 
The variables with subscript (k+1) are the unknown variables while 
those with subscript k 'are, considered known. It is to be noted that 
equations (8.10) and (8.11) form a sequence (k=O, l, 2,... ) of linear, 
simultaneous partial differential equations which replace the original 
non-linear equations. The boundary conditions on the linearized system 
are identical in form to those given previously, (7.9) to (7.16)ß for 
the non-linear system. 
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8.2 Mathematical requirements 
£3.2.1 Continuity. Boundedness, Convexity (or concavity) 
Certain requirements of the function g(C , Ts'ý have been tacitly 
assumed in the development of the approximating sequence of linear 
equations. The function g(Cf$T) must be continuous in Cf and Ts, 
possess bounded first and second partial derivatives with respect to 
Cf and Ts., and be strictly convex (or concave) for all values of Cf and 
T: within the domain of interest, The last requirement is a mathematical 
nicety which is seldom satisfied in engineering problems. 
A close examination of convexity is not facilitated by the complex 
form of the function g(0 , TS). In many applications the form of g can 
be simplified by restricting, ; 3, in which case tanhA=' i. Carrying 
out a more restrictive examination on this basis leads to the following 
conclusion: 
g is cones, rather than strictly concave, providing 
G (1+9 Ts*) -ö. 
&0 (8.12) 
4 
'x+1) 
where x=(2 
1). 1 
A priori, specification of G in equation (8.12) is hindered by the 
presence of the unknown, T*, whose domain of interest must be computed 
numerically. However, some information is forthcoming from, graphical 
considerations. If G is plotted as a function of T* for given values 
of 8, ', Sh' and 
10, 
curves of the form shown in Fig. 8.1 ensue. It is 
evident that as T* is decreased (i. e. Ts is increased) there is a growing 
tendency for the function g to undergo transition from concave to convex 
form. The occurrence of the transition region within the domain of 
admissible Ts values can lead to divergence of the linear sequence-. 
This behaviour has been observed in isolated cases, notably when the 
_U'- 
FIG, 8.1 2-nFluence of sysFem parameters on concaviEy 
cond iHon . 
solution is non-uniquer. Unfortunately, there seems no easy way of 
predicting the onset of this phenomenon. 
8.2.2 Positivity. monotonicity_and auadrati. c convergence 
In connection with the desirability of monotonic convergence of the 
approximating sequence of linear equations it is further required that the 
partial differential operator should possess the positivity property. 
The proof can be quite involved. It is sufficient to state here that 
this property extends to parabolic partial differential equations. 
103 
Granted the desired positivity property and the concavity (convexity) 
of the function gp theoretical considerations lead to the expectation of 
monotonic convergence. 
103 Furthermore., the geometric background of the 
Newton-Raphson procedure suggests that convergence will be gua. dratic if 
the z--step is sufficiently small. The combination of these two properties 
produces a powerful technique. Computations on a series of cam studies 
(CARS 9 and 10) demonstrate the fulfillment of both requirements. 
If the initial approximations C "(k---o) and T* (k=o) are chosen arbi- 
trarily, monotonicity is not guaranteed. However., this drawback can be 
overcome by malizig use of the stepwise policy of integration in the z- 
direction to provide fairly accurate starting conditions at any , z-steps 
A final point concerns the use of equation (8.3) in preference to, 
the simpler Picard type 
Lkýlý 
'ý (8.13) 
The arguments in favour of (8.3) over (8.13) are similar to those put 
fortrard to justify the use of the Newton-Raphson technique over simple 
iteration in root-finding problems. Providing-the elements of the 
Jaco1 an matrix (equation (ý. 4)) are, available in analytic form and 
providing their evaluation is not time-consuming., than the quadratic rate 
of convergence combined with modest computing is likely to be a feature 
of the quasilinearization technique which the Picard algorithm cannot meet. 
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Reduction the cýuasi--linearized equations into difierenae form 
There are inherent difficulties in equations (8.10) and (8.11) 
which make their analytical integration exceedingly difficult. These 
difficulties arise as a result of the complicated form of the coefficients 
ak, bk and dk which are defined in equation 
(8.8). Numerical methods of 
integration have therefore to be employed to provide solutions. 
8.3.1 i ite difference analogues 
0z 1] x 
CO 
s 1] is covered by a 2- Suppose the domain i L- 
dimensional net, and the mesh points are (jn z, mis) where J=0,1,2, J; 
m O, 1,2,... M; 3z =1) MAs =1 (cf. Figure 8.2). Let Vk+1, Uk+l' a tk, ' 
b tk, d 'k-. Cj, m) be the discretized versions of Tick+l, Of, k+1' ak' bk, ak 
QA zp ms). By way of illustration consider finite difference 
analogues of equation (8.10). Equation (8.11) may be reduced to 
equivalent difference form by parallel reasoning. Equation (8.10) is 
written in the form 
dT 
. 
k+l cl 62T 
. 
k, F l+1. 
aTf, k+1 - c2Rk+1 
(8.14) 
c6z 
(12 
s 86S 
where R1 is a separable function of T£ k+l and 
0f k+l given by s 
Rk+l = ak. Tf, k+l + bk 
Cfýk+l + dk (x. 15) 
The procedure adopted here is an implicit one which assigns an arbitrary 
weighting factor ©to the right hand side of equation (8.11. ) expressed at 
the axial steps (j) and (j+l). Consider the finite difference analogue 
of (8.14) to be 
Vk+l (1+1'm) ` V(3 'm) = 
©'~ cl 
2( k+l 
+ 1SVk+l ' -_ 
Az (m 
e2. R'k+l(j+l, m) + (1-®) " ý1 2ýS2V 
+1 dV 
02. Rt(J)m)1 (8.16) 
iu, 6 
a 
Z 
Dz 
FIG. 8.2 Finile difference network show ng node values. 
where 0<QZ 1, and RI corresponds to the R in equation (8.15) i. e., 
R ýk+l =a tkýk+l +b 4kUk+1 +a lk (x. 17} 
The symbol is the usual central difference operator and 
S k+l Vk+l(3+1)m+l) '- 2 Vk, l(j+Z)m) + Vk+l(j+l)m-l) 
Vk+l ý Vk+l(j+1, nl+1) - vk+l(j+1, m_1) (8.18) 
2 
Since the values of V. U. a1, b= and d' at axial step (j) are considered 
known, the subscript (k+l) which denotes the (k+l)'th iteration has no 
meaning at the j'th step. Consequently, all quantities at the jtth step 
are written without the subscript (k+l). Keeping I9 arbitrary in the 
formulation subsequently facilitates exploration of sorse interesting ._ 
special cases, notably 9= 0, * and 1 which correspond to explicit, Crank 
Nicolson and fully implicit (Laasonen) analogues. 
The finite difference replacement (8.16) holds at the internal nodes 
but requires modification at the boundary nodes m=O, M 
where the boundary conditions 
dT fxý ýk+lb s` 00= 0y 0Z ý( 1 
T 
ýTfik+1/cas Cl Tfýký. l) s=1,0< zý 1 
(8.19) 
(8a2o) 
apply. In order not to lose the accuracy obtained by using a central 
difference approximation at the internal nodes, the approximations of the 
boundary conditions (8.19) and (8.20) should be of such an order that t} 
power of j6 s in the error term (cf. Section 8.3.3) remains unchanged. 
This may be accomplished easily by a method outlined below.. 
. L2 Inclusion of the boundary conditions 
At the axis (s=0), equation (8.19), is applicable and the indet©r-- 
minate term 
l/s'ýTf, k+116s can be shown to. _possess the limit 
a2, Tf, k+1, s2" 
Hence, on the boundary s=0, equation (8.14) becomes 
_u7_ 
ýx r 3T f.. k, 1 =2 cl. dy fek+l - c2'R1t+ý. (8.21) 
z äs2 
In fact, on the boundary the temperature gradient is approximated by a 
central difference form 
aTf 
k+1/6B =Z 
Vq(pam+1) - Vq(pein_1) s 
2L1s 
m=O, M ;p-j, j+1 ;q= k+1 if p j+1. This approximation together 
with equations (5.19), the differenced form of equation (8.21) at m=0., 
and equations (8.16), (8.20) at m=M enables the boundary conditions to 
be incorporated into the difference scheme without loss of accuracy. 
8.3.3 Truncation error 
The difference between the exact solution of the partial differential 
equation and the exact solution of the finite difference equation is called 
the truncation error. Normally., the magnitude of this error can only be 
determined approximately from numerical experiments. However., an indi- 
cation of the order of magnitude of the error is forthcoming from suitable 
Taylor series expansions of the partial derivatives79. The analysis, 
which is relatively straightforward but voluminous in content, leads to 
the statement of the error incurred by replacement of the partial differ- 
ential equation (8.14) with the difference equation (8.16); viz: - 
oR . _(p. 2). Lýx. ar -(D--). (LiZ)2a3ý -(p-af 
az 2 dz3 6 äzß" 
--cZ( s)2. a 
4T* 2ö3Tf )2. ýZ. äT2 ++ .a,.. 
(g. 22*; 
3 12 `as`* s as 12 as 
ý" 
0 azc)s3) 
where the derivatives are taken at (j/\z, mLs). The important point 
to note is that for all values, except the error is Or(s)2 
If, however, the Crank Nicolson analogue (QQ = -) is used, the error is 
reduced to OF(LB)2+ (&Z) 
2 J. This finding implies that larger increments 
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can be taken in the z-direction for a given accuracy of integration by 
using the Crank Nicolson scheme rather than the fully implicit form 
(9=1). It is misleading to judge the merits of one schema as opposed 
to another prior to computation, particularly in the present case. 
Other features are in evidence which may lead to serious restrictions in 
the allowable axial step compared with that incurred by truncation error 
>k 
alone. Notably, the discontinuity in `ýTf/6s at (O, l) (see Section 7.6), 
and the convergence requirement on the starting policy of integration at 
each z-step (see Section 8.5.1 (ii)). 
If the additional restrictions on Lz are severe then the accuracy 
benefits which accrue from Crank Nico]. son'a method are largely, if not 
entirely, lost. In these circumstances more refined computing strategies 
are worthy of particular considerations- e. g., hybrid schemes of a semi- 
analytic/numerical form, varying Lz step methods with an improved starting 
policy. 
The totality of equations 
The totality of finite difference equations can be expressed in the 
form 
21, k Vk+l(3+1) + B1, k +1(3+1) + D1, k =0 
(8,23) 
by combination of equations (8.16), (8.17) and (8.18) at the internal 
nodes m-1,2,... M-1. and inclusion of the boundary, conditions at m=O, M in 
the manner indicated in Section 8.3.2. AI)k represents the following 
(M+1) x (M+1) tridiagonal matrix: 
ho bo 0 .. 0- 
a, hl b1 
0" a2 h2 b2 " 
-1$k am hm bm 
A 
.0 
aM-1 hi b1 
00 am hM 
_uq_ 
with b0 = -4r©c1 
ho = 1+4r dcl z. dc2a tk (J'`1,0) 
and am _ --r 
®cl(1-1/2m) 
bm =. -rQcl(1+1/2m) 
u7-1,2$ ... M.. 1 
hm = 1+2r Ocl+L z. Qc2a tk(j+1, m) 
aM = _2r 
©c1 
hM = 1+2r©cl (14/-'ýs (1+1/2M)) +/, 
\z Qc2a tk(j+1, M) 
r =6z/(&s)ý 
Bisk is a diagonal matrix with the following diagonal elements: 
diagm = 
Az. Q. c2. b'j (j+l, m), m=0,1,2,... M. 
V: 
-k*1(j+l)., 
U,, 
+1(j+1) and 
21 
k are M+1 column vectors defined by s 
Vk+l(j+1,0) 
yk+1(3+1) _ 
vk+l (, 7 +1-") 
Vk+l (j+1,, 2) 
It 
vk+l (j+1, m) 
It 
Vk+l (i +1'M) 
i _1 ' ! ýkf 
(J+l) = 
Uk+l Q+ 
., 0) 
Uk+1(j+1,1) 
Uk+Z(j+1,2) 
11 
uk+l(J+l, m) 
11 
Uk+l(j+1, M) i 
p 
-4(1-19). ci. r. V(3,1)-[1-(1-0) (4cir+azc2at (j, O))]. v(j. O)+PIC 
(0) 
(1+1/2m) "V(j jm+1)_[1-(1-Q). 
(2c1r+Qz. c2. a (j 9m)ýeV(j, 
) 
D1, 
k 
- (1-0) clr. (1-1/2m) .V 
(j 
, m-1) + Pk(m) 
{1-2 (1-(@)c1r. L14& 
(1+1/2M)IQ. z. c2 (1-iJ)a I (J., M)1. V (j, M) 
-2 (1. Q)a1r. V (j M-1) + nk(M) - 2. c1. r. 
). Q, s (1+1/211) 
with pk(1) =%1z. c (1-. G)[b' (3 lm) "U(3 $m)+d' 
(3 
ým)I+Od'k(j+l, 'm) 
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By parallel reasoning the material balance equation (8.11) together 
with the boundary conditions given by equation (8.24) - i. e., 
aCf2k+l/ýs 
= C1 s=0,1 ,0CZ<1. 
(8.24) 
can be reduced to a system of M+1 simultaneous equations 
z, c+1(j+') + 
2, lc+1 
(1+1) + 42, k =0 
(8.25) 
where A2sk is an (11+1) x (M+1) tridiagonal matrix: 
A29k _ 
ho bl 0 0 
. 
all hZ bj 
0 a h1 b2 
I hm bm 
. .. 0 
aM-1 I. -1 
bA-l 
00 aM NI, 
with bo = (G3/cl)"bo 
ho = 1+4rQc3 6 z. & 4bk(jß-1, O) 
and am = (°3/ci). am l 
bI = (c3/cl) bam m=1,2,11-1 
hm = 1+2rec3+Oz. ©c4bk(j+l, m) 
aM = (c3/cl) "aM 
Y= 1+2rec3+ Z: Qc4bk(j+l, M)" 
is a diagonal matrix with the following diagonal elements: 4%k 
diagm =Ax. ©c4ak(j+l, m) a m=O, la2a.. M 
D, zsk is an M+1 column vector defined by 
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--4(1-Q). c3. r. U(j, 1) 1-(I 
Q) (4. c3. r+6z. c4b'(j, O)]. U(J)O)+9k(0) 
it tt 
-(l-G). c3r. 
(1+1/2m)U(j, m+l){1 (i_ )(2c3r+/, z. c4b'(j, m))ý . 
R2 T u(3'm)-(i-S)c3r. (i-1/2m). U(j, m-1) + %(m) j, nn 
3. -( _Q)(2. c3r+iýz. cob'(j, M))ý. U(j'M)-2(1-Q)c3r. U(j'M-1)+qk(M) 
with =qk (m) =A z. c4 (1-8ýa'(j 'm)V 
(j 
, m) +11'(j im)]+®dk 
(J+i-, m) 
&4 Solution-of the differrnee eauatjons 
The third and final stage of the analysis is concerned with the 
solution of the 2M+2 linear algebraic equations given by (8.23) and (8.25). 
These equations are coupled and must, therefore be solved simultaneously. 
8-, l Simultaneous solution 
From equation (8.25) 
Uk+l+l) = 42ýk-1 
[92, 
IA+1(J+l) + ksk 
(8.26) 
providing Azsk is non-singular. Substituting (8.26) into (8.23) and 
rearranging gives 
Ys+Z (J+1) =F t"1ýFýt 
(a. 27) 
where FA = 1_- J. jk - 
B1, k"A2 
k' 
2, k' and. B1, 
; k2'k - 13k: 
The matrix is tridiagonal and its inverse is readily found 1, %y a 
method described by BRUCE et a157. Post-multiplication of the inverse 
by the column vector F gives the vector V, k+1(j+l) 
(equation 8.21). 
Substitution of Y,, +, 
(j+l) into equation (5.26) produces a "column vector 
R2, k4+Z(j+l)+D2,, k which post-multiplies the inverse of the tridiagonal 
matrix A2sk to make known the vector üU, +l(j+i). 
The majority of the computing time required to evaluate the vectors 
V. k+ l 
(j+l) and yk+, (j+l) is taken up by calculation of the inverse 
matrices 
k 
and 4 ý1. These matrices are derived from the tridiagonal 
s 
matrices Azsk and F,.. It is well known that such matrices can be rapidly 
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inverted if use is made of the Thomas method. 
57 A simultaneous solution 
of the finite difference equations does therefore seem to be relatively 
straightforward and not too time consuming. 
5.4.2 Sequential solution 
The sequential type of solution is preferred by LEE. 
91'l00 By this 
approach equations (8.23) and ($. 25) are decoupled. by allowing Uk*1(j+l) 
and Yk*1(j+1) in the respective second terms to lag 1 iteration. 
Equations (8.23) and (8.25) now become 
(8.28) 
=7. ýk'Vk+1(J+l) 
=- 
LB, 
kII 
(j+l) + 21 
, k] 
_ -41,. k 
2, k" k+l(3+1) =-Iý 
(J+1) + 2)k] = d2pk 
(8.29) 
Since the variables with subscript k are known, equations (8.28)and (8.29) 
can be solved independently by the Thomas method. 
It is not evident, a priori., whether the reduction in computation per 
iteration incurred by this approach is more than offset by the reduced 
rate of convergence arising as a consequence of decoupling. Results from 
several case. studies show that even with this simplified technique the 
number of iterations required per axial step is quite small. This state 
of affairs is admittedly closely related to the type of starting policy 
which is used to initiate the iterative process at each axial step. 
94 The computing procedure 
8.5. l Starting policies 
There are two starting policies which require consideration. The 
first is fundamental to the propagation of the integration, away from the 
bed inlet, where only the state of the interstitial fluid is specified. 
The second policy is applied at each subsequent axial distance step in 
order to initiate the iterative mode of solution. 
(i) Bed inlet (z=0): 
From the entrance conditions (7.9) and (7.10) and the energy balance 
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for the first row of particles (7.19) at z=O, it follows that 
Ts -f . Sh I/2. 
(1 t2)0 (8.30) 
-1 eT where I A. 10 exp 
f 
z* s/(1+eTs) 
Equation (8.30) is non-linear and algebraic in the unknown, T. It may 
be solved by the Newton-Raphson method. Initial estimation of the root 
follows from graphical considerations. 
Knowing TA can be calculated and the intraparticle concentration 
profile follows from equation (7.18) with C* = 0. At the centre of the 
particle.. 
Lim sinh Ly/y 4L\) and 
y. - 0 
ý)=1- ýshý/2) 
Sh' tanh 
(8.31) 
coshA[l+( l2 - 1) 
The effectiveness factor follows from differentiation of (7.18) followed 
by substitution into (7.17) at y=1, 
3Sh t/2ýo2. (1-tanh! ý \) (8.32ý 
1+ Sh 1_1 t, ýanhýlý 
2 JE 
(ii) Prediction of the solution at z= (i+l), 
ý 
To start the iterative procedure at each axial step it is required 
to specify a starting policy 
rye (j+1), 16: 0(J41)' vß__0 
(3+1)] 
where yk(j+l) represents the M+l column vector of discrete solid 
temperatures., vji(j+l, m), given by 
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ýk (j+1,0) 
Vk(j+l, 1) 
n It 
v(j+l) _ 
vk (J+1, m) 
11.11 
vk (j+1, Pd) 
There are various ways of implementing such a policy. A scheme which 
fits conveniently into the formulation already proposed provides a 
prediction 
[! (+i)O(j+l)] by setting ()=0 in equations (. 23) 
and (8.2). A pair of predictor formulas 
vk_(j +1) =al(b 
(8.33) 
Uß(3+1) = 2(3) ) 
arises, where 
[4cir. 
vi'1)+{1-4clF--z. c2a t (j'O))V(j , O)-p 
(O) 
J c1r (1+1/2m) .V (j , m+1)+ 1-2c2.7 z. c2a' (j 'm) 
)V (j'm)+c1r (1.1/2m) 
1V (j 
., M-1)-p 
(m) 
Ll-2clrý1+ý. .s 
(1+1/?. M) /ýz, c2a' (J ýrI)ý. V(j'M)+2c1r. V(j'N-1) 
-p {M)+2clxaýs {l+1/2MI) 
and 
4, c3r. U(3'l)+(1-4c, rr-A z. c4b' (3'Q) 
ý 
. U(J i O)-q(O) 
car (1+1/2m) . U(j'm+l)+ 
(1-2c3r-i1 
z. c4. b' (j'nm) . 
ý2 {3 } i/U(J'm)+r (l 2m) . U(J'm-l)-q(m) 
n It f 
1-2c3r-6 zc bt (j, M)ý "U(j, M)+2c3rU(Jß -1)_q( 
) 
pým) =6z. c2. 
( 
q(m) =Az. c4. 
ýat(j, m)"V(j, m)+d'(j, m))) 
for m= 021y2y... M. 
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An estimate of the solid temperature, v. 0(j+l, m), follows from equation 
(8.7) where the ak, bk and d (j+l, m) are replaced by at(j, m), b'(j, m) 
and dt(j, m). The totality of equations can be expressed in the form 
34060 Q+l) = 13 vý_o (j +l) + B4 U (j+ý. ) + n3 (8.34) 
where B3 and B4 are diagonal matrices with the following diagonal elements: 
2 
B3 : diagm = 1-o aI (j, m) 
) 
3 ) mom, 1,2, .. iM 2 
B4 diagm =- I3]fo. b t (j , m) ) 3) 
D3 is an NF+1 column vector of elements t- 
02/, 
3). d1(J, m), m=O, 1,2,.... M. 
An alternative policy, which is simpler but less accurate, identifies 
the set of starting conditions in terms-of the converged profiles in 
temperature and concentration from the previous axial distance step - i. e., 
ßc=0ýý+1) = U(j) (8.35) 
(ý+1) = v(3) 
) 
Both types of starting policy were implemented and preliminary 
experiments indicated that the improvement in the rate of convergence by 
using (8.33) and (8.34) in preference to (8.35) was negliäible. In all 
the examples presented later, the simple policy given by (8.35) proved 
satisfactory. 
8.532 The conmuter flow diagram 
An abbreviated form of the computer flow sheet is presented in 
Fig. 8.3. to aid understanding of the computing procedure. In the 
actual program certain innovations were made to remove all unnecessary 
computation. For example, the non-major diagonal elements of the 
matrices Ai, k and . AZk require to be set up only once prior to entering 
the main program loop which updates the axial counter J. FUrthermorei 
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Newton-Raphaon 
Starting policy for 
iterative rocess 
VO j-rl = V(J) 
UDOQ+1) = U(J 
V,,,. 
-n 
(J*ý'1) =V tJ ) 
iterates 
h\ YES 
cd N 
Jý fr' 
Ii 
V 
Lt0 
N F'+ 
. ii "rl HE 
0 
" qý 
"ý 
00 
RO 
O 
Q) 
Set up the matrices 
Al: kl --4-'2, k and 
the vectors dl k, d2 k 
Invert the matrix 
equations (8.28) and (5.29) 
to find the vectors 
Vk+l(ý+') and +l(ý+') 
NO 
YES 
9: 1 0 
k: k+l 
ý-- 03 
H Print 
Vk(j+l)t-Vk+1(j+1) 
ITk(j+l) (j +1) 
Yk(j+l) %=Yk+i(j+1) 
Overwrite 
iterates 
U(J )'=-Uk+1(j+1) 
v(J ). yk. 11(J+1) 
Print NO 
CORN sa 
YES 
integration to 
Print results 
i: =1+1 
NO 
LYMD, 
8 
the vectors dZ k and d2 k of equations 
(a. 28) and (E. 29) may be written 
ss 
in terms of'the sum of two vectors, one requiring re-evaluation at each 
iteration and the other only at each updating of J. 
The print out from such a program could be voluminous if some 
restriction is not introduced. Consequently, a facility was implemented 
to output results at a pre-determined subset of the (T+1) x(M+l) node 
points. In addition, print out of the iterative sequence of solutions 
is controlled through a counting device. 
Convergence of the iterations is deemed to have occurred if the 
criterion 
xlc+l(j+1'm, - xc (j+l, m) 
j+1, m 
(8.36) 
xx 
m=0,1,2,... M ; x=V, U. 
is satisfied, where ý is the relative change between successive iterations. 
Even for E=l0'ýý only a few iterations are required. The criterion is 
applied at a pre-selected number of equi--spaced radial mesh points, and 
in the event of divergence or slow convergence of the iterations a forced 
exit is made from the iterative loop after a given number of cycles. 
Whenever the converged profiles are priirced, a procedure is entered which 
evaluates the integrated radial conversion and temperatures by Simpson's 
rule. 
The program was written in Algol and run on an English Electric KDP9 
computer. Storage of the program body, including the required library 
procedures, requires 6K. Approximately 1K of store per 20 radial bed 
increments is required in addition during operation, in order to 
accommodate the matrices, vectors and coefficients of the Thomas 
procedure. 
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CHAPTER 
CASE STUDY No: I: -Ä KINETICALLY CONl^ROLLED REACTM 
In presenting a set of results the number of parameters involved., 
produces a disturbing but unavoidable state of affairs. Rather than try 
to cover all the potential ranges of interest of every parameter, a 
number of case studies are investigated from which, it is hoped., general 
conclusions can be drawn. It is the particular intention to extend to 
the global regime (i. e. the reactor) the analysis of local rate-influencing 
factors and to examine the coupling and distribution of the local regime 
in order to gain an understanding of how physically imposed. limitations 
on the rate process can influence global behaviour., The benefits v hioh 
accrue fron the analysis have particular relevance to reactor design and 
the subsequent optimization and control studies. 
The first system chosen is a rather innocent one for which the 
reaction rate is so low that nowhere is it appreciably influenced by 
physical transport phenomena occurring either within the interphase or 
intraphase regions. Intuitively, it is to be expected that the more 
detailed models considered here should bear close correspondence to the 
simpler, well established, quasihomogeneous model in which interactions 
between physical transport phenomena and surface reaction kinetics are 
ignored. 
It might be argued, with good reason, that the operating system 
considered here is inconsequential from a commercial standpoint. After 
all, the conversion achieved is rather poor and the feed is largely 
inert. In a circumstance such as this an attempt might be made to 
improve the performance of the reactor by adjusting certain manipulable 
variables-(e. g.., coolant temperature, feed conditions, flow rate) in 
such a way that the effluent conversion is increased without exaessive 
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temperature rise in the bed accompanying the increase. If simulation 
studies are carried out using the quasihomogeneous model it is found 
that the reactor exhibits "parametric sensitivity"37' 
90. That is to 
say, the behaviour of the reactor becomes sensitive to small changes in 
the manipulable variables. There is a tendency for the temperature to 
rise uncontrollably and, "run away". This phenomenon is completely 
unacceptable for reasons of safe operation, catalyst deactivation and 
process selectivity. 
One objective of the present work is to bring to attention the 
over-dramatization of "parametric sensitivity" if due account is taken 
of physically imposed constraints on the rate process. To achieve this 
objective it is useful to employ the present operating system as a base 
fron which further analyses can be launched.. 
The basic data are presented in Table 9.1 and the dimensionless 
groups appearing in the detailed model described in Section (7.. ), 
together with additional data needed for the calculation of transport 
coefficients, are assembled in Table 9.2. A brief amplification of the 
origin of the transport data required to describe the micro-(maoro-)scopio 
physical transfer processes occurring within the individual catalyst 
particles, across the interphase regime and radially through the bed is 
presented below. 
ý. 1 Correlations for use in design 
The literature germane to this area is voluminous and there are 
numerous reviews available. HOUGEN47 presents a classic survey of the 
general aspects of solid catalysis. Biore recent reviews relating to 
macroscopic mass and heat transfer in packed beds are'given by BEEK5 
and FROMENS90. Predictions of interphase transport coefficients from 
experimentally determined j-factor correlations are reviewed extensively 
by BAR R106. Additional information is to be found in the theses of 
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TABLE 9.1 Operating conditions : Physical and Chemical variables 
I Reaction scheme :A -+ B (aA = -1, n= 1) 
Reactor length (L) 125 cm. 
Tube inside radius (ro) 2.1 Cu'. 
Pellet radius (b) 0.21 cm. 
Mass flow rate based on empty tube (Go) 0.4 9 jq; /om2. sec. 
Coolant temperature (Ta), Feed temperature (Tfo) 1-50,500°K 
Operating pressure 10 atmos. 
Thole fraction of reactant in the feed 1 0.1 
Molecular wt. of mixture 2$ 
Feed concentration (Cfo) 2.41pc10 
5g. 
mole/oo 
Mass heat capacity (a f) 0.585 oa1/ga. 
QK 
Superficial velocity (V ) 65.7 Ow/sec. 0 
Bed voidage (e) 0. lß 
Exothermic heat of reaction (-&H) 1.9.1 k. Cal/g. mole 
Activation energy (E) 19.1 k. Ca1/g. mole 
Reference rate (k o) 0.132 sec. 
1 
Radial effective thermal conductivity (ace) 1.104x10'2 OaWcm. sea. 
°i{ 
Radial mass diffusivity (D f) 2.76 cm2/seo. 
Intrapartiole effective diffusion coefficient (DA) 3.66x10 
3om2/seo. 
Intrapartiole effective thermal conductivity (p) 6x10-4 aa] 'cm. seo. 
°K 
Interphase heat and mass transfer coefficients . 88x10-2aa7Jcm2. seo. 
°K. 
t(h, kA) 3.28 em/sea. 
Overall wall heat transfer coefficient (U) 1.05x10-2oa1, /em2. seo. °K 
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TABLE 9,2 Parameters used in the computations 
Peolet number for heat transfer PeH(= 
G°-- 
K- f) 10 
f 
vo. ýa Peclet number for mass transfer PeM(= Df ) '10 
0= äp. L/ro2. PeH 1.191 
02_ = (-A-H). L. (1-e)kvfö fd Go'of. 
(Ta_Tfo) ` 0: 9030 
c3 = p. L/ro2. PeM 1.191 
c4 = L(l-e)k JVo 0.1507 
= 1 b DÄ 1.267 o 
ß, = (-AH) "Cfo"DÄ/h. b. 
(Ta Tfo) -2.2213x10-2 
2f = 
E/R 
g 
Tfo 19.21+ 
A= (Ta-T fo)/Tfo -0.1 
= U. ro/Kf 2 
Nut = h. dp/Kp 13.2 
Shy = kA dp/DA 377 
Surface reaction model: 
d 
= kof/(3lVb) 20836x10-3 
ii2 = (_A'H)0fo A/h(Ta_Tfo) -4.185 
Additional parameters: 
Pr - = 
(c M)/Kt 0.771 
sa =/ e fD 
1.32 
Re = Godp/m 915 
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FULTUN1 U7, RAJ1ASWAMI108 and HEGGS131, and the paper of ROWE, CLAXTON 
and LLWTS1°9. Reoently, GILLESPIE, CRANDALL and CARBERBY11U have 
provided an illuminating inquiry into local heat transfer rather 
than overall integral coefficients in an attempt to realize a greater 
understanding of the detailed structure of heat, mass and momentum 
transfer in fixed beds. Their data lend support to a theoretically 
derived j-factor for fixed beds62' hhl. Diffusion and heat 
conduction within porous catalyst pellets is covered in detail by 
SLTTERFIELD and SHEBWOUD15and PETERSEN27. 
ý. Radial transport 
The radial Peolet number, assumed to be oonstant throughout the 
reactor, is taken to be 10.0 for both mass and enthalpy transport, 
since the Reynolds number (Re) of., Table 9.2, clearly puts the 
flow in the turbulent regime. The assumption that a Peolet number 
of 10 describes material transport at high Reynolds numbers leads 
directly to a limiting value of 10 for enthalpy transport, since 
both heat and mass are then transported radially solely by eddy 
conduction and diffusion processes. In addition to eddy conduction 
heat can be transferred xadially through the bed by point conduction 
between adjacent particles, radiation and convection from the gas 
stream. The contributions of the parallel, and series mechanisms of 
heat transfer are calculated according to the correlation-of BEEKS, - 
j12s- 
Which is a modification of the one-given by ARGO and SMITH 
Kf - G0.0f. d 
PeH 
+ 0.6 h. d-. K, +-- 2 
2Kp+0.7. h. dp 
6r`. dp. T3- (9. f) 
eddy packing radiation 
where 6rß is an effective radiation oonstant. At the high mass 
velocity studied here, the eddy portion of the conductivity completely 
dominates the respeotive oöniributions being 1.1~04x10+20 
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0.042x'! 0-2 and U. O11v10"2 cal. /om. sec. °K for a catalyst of emissivity 
I and a mean bed temperature of 475°K. 
9.1.2 Interphese transport 
Interphase heat and mass transfer coefficients are calculated 
according to the correlation of CARBERRY62: 
jH jyj - 1.15(Re' )r ' (9.2) 
2 
where J. e. h. 
(Pr)3 , jýý e. kA(So); 
Goof To 
t 
and Re Go. dp/e, A . 
Equation (9.2) is shown by CARBERRY to be in-substantial agreement 
with literature data representing a wide range of physical properties 
and processes. 
9.1.3 Heat transfer at the wall 
The overall heat transfer coefficient at the tube wall (U) is 
expressed in terms of the apparent wall heat transfer coefficient 
(hw), introduced to account for the variation in Kf near to the wall, 
the conductivity of the wall itself (Km), and the outside film 
coefficient (h0) by the equation, 
1/U 1/hw 
+ 
Ai/Am"l/Kw 
+ 
Ai/A0"1/h0 (9.3) 
where the'A3, Am and A0 of equation (9.3) representthe-inside,. mean 
and outside oiroumferential area- per_ unit -length of.,, tube,. ; -The 
inside 
film coefficient (hw) is=oaloulated-according to YAGI and-WiAKA0113 
- i. e., JEW - 0.20. (Re)-0.2 (94),. 
where jH ham. (Px)* 
Go. cf 
In addition, Kw n 0.108 oal/om. sec. 
°K, ho is taken to be 0.028 
2 
cal/cm . seo. 
°K, and the wall thickness (1) is 0.635 ems. 
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. 
2.1 . 4, Intraphase transport 
(a) Effective--diffusivity 
There, is, insuffioient data available to provide a reliable basis 
for the prediction of diffusion coefficients in porous materials; 
the great difficulty being how to describe the complicated pore 
geometry. 
In the past; attempts have been made to correct the diffusion 
coefficient for tortuosity of the flow path and for flow channels of 
irregular shape and varying cross section by defining a correction 
factor, '( 9 but theoretical account of these faotors has remained 
obscure. Experimental data for various catalysts (Ref. 15, Table 1-6) 
are widely scattered and provide little guidance as to what values 
of T are to be used to predict D. 
Recent work by WAKAO and SMITH17, and POSTER and BUTTi8 bears 
more fruitful promise. In both cases a computational model of the 
pore structure is set up from which mass transpert coefficients 
can be computed in terms of properties associated wich the porcus 
matrix. The random bi-disperse model of VIAKA0 and SMITH is derived 
for non-reacting fluids in which counter-diffusion fluxes are set up 
according to the usual inverse square root of molecular weight 
relationship. An assessment of the pore volume-pore radius distribution 
is required. POSTER and BUTT consider the void volume to be composed 
of two major arrays of pores, centrally convergent and centrally 
divergent, interconnected at specified intervals. The shape, of the 
arrays is specified from the volume-area distribution of the porous 
structure. STEISEL and BUTT114 compare results from the two models 
with experimental data for CO oxidation on a NiO/alumina catalyst. 
It is not the intention here to become involved in a criticism 
of pore-structure models, for every model must have certain short- 
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comings. In view of the importance of pore diffusional limitation 
of the rate process in the practical range of operation associated 
with temperature run-awäy (Chapter 10), a precise estimate of the 
diffusion coefficient is clearly desirable. In these oiroumstanoes, 
direct measurement provides the only satisfactory basis for 
estimation, though even here there is still considerable uncertainty 
as to the conditions under which flow or diffusion measurements 
through porous catalysts can be used to describe effective diffusion 
coefficients in the presence of reaotion. 
For illustration the calculation of effective diffusivity is 
oan ied out along the lines suggested by SATTERFIELD and SHER? OUD15. 
The Knudsen diffusion coefficient of reactant A, 3) K, eff, 
is 
given by 
p 
e ff a 
19,4 2( 
-ý.. _-_. __E. \ 
9.5) 
V 
where Cp is the catalyst void volume (say, 0.5) 
Sv the available pore surface per unit voä. um© Of 
porous solid (120 m2/om3) 
T the absolute temperature (Q; 500°K) 
1I the moleoulax 'Weight of reactant A (74) 
Substituting the data into equation (9.5) gives DK, eff 
05X1, C)-12 
om2/seo. 
The effeotive bulk diffusion ooeffioient, D12peff' is that for 
a binary system, and its use in subsequent analysis requires that 
the reaotant-product-inert system be treated as a binary reaotant- 
pseudo product or inert system. On this basis the effective bulk 
diffusion coefficient of reactant in pseudo-inert is calculated 
according to the relation 
D , D92 (9.6) 
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where 1) 12 
is the ordinary diffusion coefficient evaluated using the 
Lennard-Jones expression for intermolecular fo3? oes115: -. 
3) 12 = 
0.001858. T3/2 C (Mi+M2)/Mim2J (9.7) 
P. 612' flD 
where M2 is the molecular eight of pseudo--inert (say, 23) 
P the total pressure (atmos. ) 
lD "collision integral" (say, 1.195) 
6,12 force constant in the Lennard-Jones potential 
0 
function (say 4.5 A) 
From equations (9.6) and (9.7), Dj2, eff a 
2.. ýx2.0410-2 
1.02x10`2 om2/seo. 
Taking -r ., /-2, in accordance with WHEELERIS16,28 theoretical 
prediction, it follows that 
DK, 
eff 
7.43 x 10-3 cm2/sea. 
D12, 
eff - 
7,21 x 10+3 om2/see. 
Clearly, the diffusion lies in the transition region between the 
bulk and Knudsen regimes. The theory of the transition region has 
been discussed by SCOTT and DULLIENII6. As a first approximation the 
additive law for self-diffusion proposed by POLLARD and PRESENT117 
may be used to give the overall effective diffusivity,. -- 
IäD" 1/DK, 
eff + 
1/D129 
eff 
273 
.. Dg 
1 273 m 3.66 x 10 
3 
amt/8eo. 
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(b) Effective conductivity 
Theoretical pxediotions of the apparently low thermal conduc- 
tivity of typical catalysts have, in general, not provided good 
agreement with measured values; the reason being due to an 
inadequate description of the pore structure. The most elaborate 
theoretical approach so far developed is due to BUTT118 who, in 
essence, extended the pore diffusion model of WAK@. 0 and SMITH17 
to the problem of predicting heat transfer rates within catalyst 
particles. Fox the few oases considered agreement between theory 
and practice is encouraging. At present, however, in the absence 
of direct measurement probably as good an approach as any is to 
. interpolate or extrapolate from published data58_60 
. 
2_ Model comparison 
This section is devoted to a comparison of results computed 
from the simplest model considered - i. e., the quasihomogeneous 
model in which the only intrapartiole effect is chemical reaction 
to the most complex model involving both fluid film and porous 
catalyst heat and mass transfer resistances. Basic to all the 
models studied is a two-dimensional fluid field. The differences 
lie in the interpretation of the overall rate process for single 
catalyst pellets. A summary of the interpbase and intrapartiole 
effects considered in the models is presented in Table 9.3. 
Interphase effects Intrapartiole effects 
MODEL 1 None Surface reaction 
(Quasihomogeneous) 
.11 
MODEL 2 Mass and heat transfer Surface reaction 
MODEL 3 Hass and heat transfer Simultaneous mass 
transfer and surface 
reaction 
MODEL 4 Mass and heat transfer Simultaneous mass 
transfer,, heat transfer 
and surface reaction 
TABLE 9.3 Summary of interphase and intrapartiole effects 
considered in the models. 
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All the models were set up and solved separately for the 
purposes of comparison. Models 1 to 3 may be looked upon as special 
oases of Model 4 and can be asymptotically approached by allowing 
certain transport coefficients to tend to infinity. Such asymptotic 
checks prove useful in systematic experiments designed to establish 
the validity of computer programs. 
Figure 9.1 compares integrated radial fluid conversion profiles 
for the four models considered, while Fig. 9.2 shows the temperature 
profiles along the axis of the reactor. The reaction rate is so low 
that the reactor exhibits a very weak maximum temperature rise. 
The closeness of results between the models indicates that nowhere 
in the bed is there appreciable interaction between surface kinetics 
and the physical transport processes external to and within the 
catalyst pellets. For the system under study the refinements of a 
physically constrained rate process are superfluous. A quantitative 
analysis of the rate-influencing phenomena is given in the following 
section. 
2.1 Interpretation of the rate process 
The maximum temperature difference observed between the centre 
of the catalyst pellet and the surrounding fluid is 2.5°C. For 
practical purposes the assumption of local particulate isothermality 
is valid. Further evidence is provided by the coincidence of curves 
in Figs. 9.1 and 9.2 for models 3 and 4. Allowing for a pore 
effectiveness Ti1,, as a consequence of intraparticle mass transfer, 
the rate of reaction per catalyst particle is given by 
4/3)1b3" 
71p. (ksCs)wab This may be equated to the rate of supply of reactant 
to the external surface of the catalyst, 4 1Tb2. k . g 
(Cf-Cs1w=b) 
i. e., 
4/3.1f 
b3. 
p 
(k 
sa s)w, -b 
41cb2. kg. (C f-Cs w=b) 
(9.8) 
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From (9.8) Cs cr_b ' 
Cf/(1 + l-. k. 
ks 
k 
(9.9) 
b 
Using equation (9.9) in the left hand side of equation 
(9.8) and 
dividing by 
4/3Ttb3, 
9P. (k90s)w. b qp. ksoCf- ke. Cf, 
j+k 
(b. kA) 
where ke 7' . k5/ 1+ 'ks 
(9.10) 
ý. kg 
b 
ke is an effective rate constant composed of the intxinsio kinetic 
rate constant (kg)ý the film mass transfer rate 
(b 
. kg) and the 
pore diffusion contribution 
(Y)p). 
It, is to be expected that the interaction between the chemical 
and physical processes will be most pronounced along the axis of 
the xeaotor where the chemical rate is a maximum. Table 9.4 oompares 
chemical and effective rates at different longitudinal points along 
the reactor axis. 
z 
Chemical rate 
ks (aeo-I) 
Effective rate 
ke (see-') 
Pore effectiveness 
71 p 
0 0.136 0.123 0.91 
0.06 0.147 0.131 0.90 
0.10 0.139 0.125 0.90 
0.20 0.099 0.092 0.93 
0.30 0.069 0.065 0.95 
0.50 0.040 0.039 0.97 
0.60 0,025 0.025 0.98 
1.00 0.022 0.022 0.95 
Fi lm mass transfer ra te (b. kk) 46.9 seoý1. 
TABLE 9.4 Analysis of the rate prooess (s - 0) 
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Examination of Table 9.4 reveals the following conclusions: - 
(i) Even at the point of maximum temperature rise (z - 0.06) the 
intrinsic chemical rate is over 300 times slovier than the rate of 
mass transfer across the fluid film. Film mass transfer is not 
influencing the overall rate for any catalyst pellet in the bed. 
(ii) in the region of maximum temperature rise the effective rate 
is some 10f lower than the intrinsic chemicai rate. This may be 
attributed to a , mild "Pore" diffusion influence. Downstream from the 
hot spot "pore" diffusion is insignificant. 
The behaviour of this particular system is largely characterized 
by chemical rate control. In the region of the"hot spot' there is a 
mild "pore" diffusion effect. Radial gradients in the bed are not 
appreciable and the indications are that a one-dimensional quasi- 
homogeneous model Mould be sufficient. 
Computational details 
In order to obtain aoourate results in a reasonable time 
several experiments V ere conducted to ascertain the effects of 
(a) inorement size 
(b) type of finite difference scheme 
(a) convergence criteria- 
upon the accuracy of the numerical solutions and the. computation 
times. Some results are presented in Appendix 6. The influence 
of the discontinuity upon-the solution of, the finite differenoe 
equations for Model-2 is-also; discussed in,, terms of, a, 
_oomPa; 
iP9n 
of the numerioal solution cith the-: semi-analytic. approach given in 
Appendix 5. 
For the results given in Figs. 9.1,9.2 and Table 9.4,100 
axial and 20 radial inorements were employed in the integration 
prooedures. The Crank-Nioolson soheme ( e- J) was employed v ith 
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CS 10" 4 in equation (8.36). Results tigere printed at every 5 
axial stages and only the converged radial values were shown at 
every alternate radial stage. Compute times tigere: - 
MODEL 11 min. 30 seas. 
MODEL 22 wins. 10 sens. 
MODEL 32 mina. 20 seas. 
It is difficult to give a comparable figure for model 4. The 
computational situation here is far more complex. No attempt was 
made to test out different strategies in order to assess the 
advantages of one particular approach over another. There is no 
evidence to 'suggest that the technique employed is 
necessarily the most efficient for the problem in hand. Experience 
with the particular method does, however, indicate that, whatever 
the detailed technique, a policy based on integration of the fully 
distributed equations described in Chapter 3 will incur, conser- 
vatively, a 10-fold increase in computation time compared with the 
lumped parameter analogue (Model 3). In the region of operation 
described in Chapter 10, where severe intraparticle gradients are 
in evidence, a numerical solution of the distributed particulate 
equations becomes impracticable. In order to maintain aocuxaoy 
the intrapartiole step length must be. made small (40 par, ticle° 
increments) in the region of the bed where the intrapartiole 
gradients are severe. Unless sophisticated procedures are 
introduced to control the mesh size as the integration proceeds 
the computation time becomes excessive (2-3 hours). I 
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CHAPTER 10, 
CASE STUDY No, 2 :-A PORE, DIFFUSION-INFLUENCED SYSTEM 
This system is similar in many respects to the one considered in 
Chapter 92 except that: 
1. The kinetic parameters have been exaggerated so that now, 
E= 22.95 koals/gm. mole, -&H = 54 kCal/gm. mole and vfo =1 sec 
l" 
2. The inlet temperature has been increased from 500°K to 600°K. 
3. The coolant temperature has been raised from 4500K to 500°K. 
4. The teffective' pore diffusivity has been lowered almost 4-fold 
to 9.78 x lOr4 em2/sec, so that diffusion is in the Knudsen region. 
As a consequence of these modifications certain physical variables 
and dimensionless groups appearing in Tables 9.1 and 9.2 are altered. 
The revised values are given in'Table 10.1. 
These operating conditions put the reactor in the potential "run-away" 
region where it might be expected that the rate process is appreciably 
limited by physical transport processes. Curve 1 in Fig. 10.1 shows the 
peak "shot-spot" attained in the quasihomogeneous reactor model. The 
explosive increase in the unconstrained reaction rate is accompanied by 
temperature "run-away" - the maximus temperature rise of 28°K being not 
far short of the adiabatic temperature rise of 335°K. Curve 2 shows that 
even with film mass transfer limitation of the rate process it is possible 
to have temperature "run-away". It is interesting to note that in the 
first quarter of the bed the reaction rate of Model 2 is in excess of the 
unconstrained rate of Model 1; the reason being rate enhancement due to a 
significant interphase heat transfer resistance. Further downstream the 
effective rate is constrained by interphase mass transfer and actual rate 
retardation results. The effective rate can still rise to a level which 
causes severe thermal gradients in the reactor. Curve 3 demonstrates the 
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profiles o. long the axis (S=O) . 
Superficial velocity (v0) 
Feed concentration (Cfo)` 
Interphase mass transfer 
coefficient (kA) 
Radial mass diffusivity (D f) 
2 -3.127 
c4 0.9494- 
1a 6.715 
13x -2.715 x 1o"3 
19.24 
6 - 
1/6 
Slit 623 
Surface reaction model: 
4.828 x 10`2 
I2 
-0.8461 
Additional parameter: 
So 5.93 
79 cm. /sec. 
2.03 x 10 "*5 gm. mole/cc 
1.45 cm/sec 
3.32 cm2/sec 
TABLE 10.1 Modified data for Case Study No. 2 
dramatic influence of "pore" diffusion in constraining the overall rate, 
thereby preventing uncontrolled temperature rise. Again, local parti- 
culate isothermality is apparent as evidenced by the coincidence of 
curves 3 and 4. 
As might be expected., conversions are widespread, particularly 
between Models 2 and 3, Figure 10.2"shows the distributions in the 
integrated radial fluid conversion. In the quasihomogeneous model, 
reaction is essentially completed at z=0.4;, the reactor; then merely 
operating as a heat exchzinger. "-- The effluent conversion of'97% for 
Model 2 is to be compared with the corresponding figure of 10% for 
Model 3. 
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F16. I0Comparison of reactor models . 
Longifudinol profiles of rneän 
1'4dia( Conversion in +he fluid phase. 
10.1 Analysis of the rate process 
To gain an understanding of how local reaction rates, along the axis 
(s=0), are influenced by physical transport processes, consider Table 10.2 
MODEL 1 MODEL 2 MODEL 3 
Unrestricted (ßp=1) 
chemical rate Effective rate Effective rate 
z k (see-) k (sec 
1) k(sec) s e 
0 1 1.09 0.384 
0.05 1.88 2.34 0.427 
0.1 3.74 
! 6.66 0.422 
0.2 32,4 17.5 0.313 
0.3 396 18.5 0.214 
0.4 187 17.7 0.148 
0.5 48 14.1 0.105 
0.6 11.1 7.88 0.077 
0.8 1.06 1.16 0.048 
1.0 0.212 0.235 0.036 
TABLE 10.2 Comparison of effective rates for Models 1 to 3. 
The first column contains values of the unrestricted chemical rate from 
Model 1. Note the dramatic rise (a 100-fold increase, in fact) in rate 
between z=0.1 and z=0.3. Column 2 shows the effective rate 
(obtained from equation 7.4) for Model 2. Initially, this rate is 
larger than the unrestricted rate as a consequence of fluid film heat 
transfer. However, the effective rate cannot exceed the interphase 
mass transfer rate of 20.7 secIn the "hot-spot" region the actual 
rate approaches this maximum very closely, indicating that fluid film 
mass transfer is controlling. By far the most significant restriction 
in the rate is shown in. Column 3, where "pore"" diffusion is introduced. 
Here, there is immediately placed a serious constraint on the allowable 
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rate of 0.3E4 compared with the kinetic rate of 1.05 sec"' (see Table 10.3). 
There is no tendency for the rate to rise explosively in the manner shown 
in Coltman 1. The maximum rate of 0.433 sec"' is almost 50 times slower 
than the interphase mass transfer rate. 
A quantitative appraisal of the various rate-influencing factors in 
Model 3 is provided in Table 10.3. The points of assessment are again 
taken on the reactor axis (s=0) to demonstrate the maximum degree of 
interaction. Effectiveness factor profiles in the reactor are shown 
in lag. 10.3. 
z 
Chemical rate 
k8 (see-1) 
Effective rate 
ke (sec 1) 
Effectiveness factors 
71 p 710 v 
0 1.05 0.384 0.37 0.39 
0.05 1.26 0.427 0.35 0.36 
0.1 1.24 0.422 0.35 0.36 
0.2 0.741 0.313 0.43 0.14 
0-3 0.. 401 0.214 0.54 0.55 
0.4 0.231 0.148 0.6J4 0.65 
0.5 I 0.1/4 0.105 0.73 0.71 
0.6 0.098 0.077 0.79 0.79 
0.8 0.056 0.048 0.86 0.86 
1.0 0.01,0 0.036 0.90 0.90 
Interp hase mass trans fer rate = 20.7 s eal. 
TABLE 10.3 Analysis of the rate-process for Model 3. 
Over the reactor as a whole it is not possible to identify a single 
rate-controlling effect., unlike Study No. 1. "Pore" diffusion is 
dominant in the central core of the bed ate and in the neighbourhood of., 
the hot spot while a flmixedH form of rate control exists near the tube 
wall. Towards the tube exit the "'mixed" regime is increasingly 
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influenced by surface kinetics over the entire reactor cross-section. 
Parametric sensitivity of the temperature distribution along the 
axis (s-0) to "effective"" pore diffusivity is shown in Fig. 10.1. The 
very marked effect of solid diffusional resistance stresses the need for 
accurate estimates of this parameter. 
10.2 Parametric Sen ittivity : Influence on &sign 
The particular example considered here has been chosen in a way 
which demonstrates temperature "run-away". A /+. 2 cm. tube filled with 
0.12 cm. particles, in which, at the reaction temperature, the reaction 
proceeds to completion in a length of 50 cros., means for the tube axis a 
situation which is not very far short from adiabatic conditions. At the 
same time the wall is cooled so that its temperature is some 300°K lower 
than the mean reaction temperature in the region of maximum temperature 
rise. This means that in a zone along the wall the reaction is practi- 
cally quenched. The reaction system thus balances between extinction 
starting at the wall and ignition starting from the axis. Radial 
temperature (and concentration) gradients are very severe in this situation, 
Fig. 10.5(a). 
This design could not, of course, be tolerated in practice. The 
choice of alternative designs would depend, among other things, upon the 
type of model used. If the model displays "parametric sensitivity" 
then the alternative designs way be inappropriate when compared with those 
based on a more detailed model in which "parametric sensitivity" is not 
in evidence. For example, more practical conditions for the quasi- 
homogeneous reactor might be 
(i) A ratio much lower than`10: 1-for tube and particle diameter 
e. g., a 111 tube packed-with. -4l! catalyst particles. 
(ii) A more dilute reaction mixture. 
(iii) A cooling medium at a temperature where the reaction is already 
reasonably high. 
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If further measures are necessary a policy of catalyst dilution might be 
followed in the first part of the tube or a jacket comprised of several 
sections, with different rates of cooling in each, might be employed. 
The delicate balance of the system is not in evidence when the 
reaction rate is limited by "pore" diffusion, although appreciable radial 
temperature gradients are still present (Fig. 10.5(c)) as a consequence 
of too low a cooling temperature. An improved design, based on the 
detailed model, is facilitated by raising the jacket temperature. 
Fig. 10.6(a) shows the effect on conversion of increasing the jacket 
temperature from 500°K to 575°K. Even with a jacket at 575°K, the 
maximum mean reaction temperature is only some 12°K over the feed tempera- 
ture while the maximum temperature rise along the tube axis is only 25°K. 
The large increase in jacket temperature has failed to force the reactor 
into a region of "parametric sensitivity". Although the kinetic rate is 
significantly enhanced the increased diffusional limitation within the 
catalyst pellets. constrains the effective rate to a level insufficient 
to cause appreciable temperature rise within the bed. Effectiveness 
factor profiles as a function of jacket temperature are shown in Fig. 
10.6(b). 
Other changes such as an increase in feed concentration or feed 
temperature have much the saune effect. The reactor moves its steady 
state but the movement is never of the explosive kind found in the 
quasihomogeneous representation. Changes of the type mentioned here 
could not be contemplated from a design based on the quasihomogeneous 
model. The whole issue of "parametric sensitivity" seems to be over- 
dramatized as a result of forgetting about transport rate restrictions, 
especially the' restriction imposed'by the finite, diffusion rate, inside 
porous particles. 
* see Chapter ].. 1. 
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Froment9Q has demonstrated the importance of the heat transfer 
parameters in influencing the temperature and conversion profiles in a 
quasihomogeneous reactor. For the air oxidation of o-xylene in a packed 
bed, an increase of 10% in the values of the effective thermal conduc- 
tivity or wall heat transfer coefficient had the effect of significantly 
lowering the maximum mean overtemperature. 
Variations in the values of these coefficients of the order of 10% 
are well within the spread of experimental results., and in this critical 
situation an accuracy is demanded in the measurement of these parameters 
which is difficult, if not impossible, to achieve, 
Fig. 10.7 shows that such critical situations are not apparent when 
the reaction rate is constrained by tiporen diffusion. The solid lines 
represent reactor profiles for a jacket temperature raised to 575°K in an 
attempt to force a "parametric sensitivity". Both the radial thermal 
conductivity and the wall heat transfer coefficient are lowered by 10% 
and the adjustment of the reactor, as shown by the dotted lines, is small. 
Clearly, this woi1d have important consequences in an experimental 
programme to determine these coefficients. 
l, 0.3 An attempt to improve the quasi-homogeneous model of diffusion- 
inf7. ucrnced system 
The question might now be asked: Is it possible to modify the 
magnitudes of the parameters of the quasihomogeneous model in such a way 
that the prediction matches effectively with that of the complex model 
(Model 3)? Any corrections to be made-can only follow., of course., from 
a detailed analysis using the complex model. No evidence is available 
for providing general rules as to when a particular model is appropriate. 
The most obvious, and indeed simplest, approach is to examine the 
distribution of effectiveness factor valises in the bed. Providing the 
spread is not appreciable, it seems reasonable to use a constant mean 
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value to adjust the rate data for use in the quasihomogeneous model. 
An attempt is made here to modify the rate data so as to force the two 
models to predict essentially the same rate of reaction at the tube 
inlet. Reference to Table 10.2 shows that, as a consequence of "pore" 
diffusion, the effective rate in Model 3 is almost one-third of that of 
Model 1. When film effects are absent the effectiveness factor, as 
soon as it is lower than say 0.5, is essentially proportional to the 
reciprocal square root of the chemical rate. For O»l, it follows 
from equation (4.12) that for an isothermal pellet,, 
-Q C3/0 (coil) 
At the reactor inlet, 0=b, /DA , and the true rate of reaction/ 
unit vol. of catalyst is given by 
rate = ý. kvfo"Cfo (10.2) 
where kvfo = a. sv. exp ( 
E/Rg. Tro ) 
rrom equations (10.1), (10.2) and the definition of O 
r 
rate = (°ý,. SV) s. exp(ý /R. 9. 
Tfo). Cfo (10.3) 
i 
where (ncSv) t=b. 
(aS D) 2 and 
E'=E12. 
Usin, the modified pre-exponential factor (CSV) I and the modified 
activation energy (E t) in the quasihomo gene ous model, the predicted 
chemical rate of 0.45 see-' at the reactor inlet compares favourably 
with an effective rate of- 0.38 secý'1. ` Table 10.4 compares the predic- 
tions of the quasihomogeneous model using a) initial data and b) modified 
rate data, with the complex model. - The improvement is quite dramatic. 
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QUAS fl1OMOGE N OUS MODEL 
Original ratedata Modified rate data 
w.. Sv=2.27x108sec`1 (ocs ): '=6.73x103sec"1 
E =22.95 kcal/mole 
v 
El =11.4 kCal/mole 
Integrated radial, 
conversion (%) at 99.9 15.8 9.93 
the tube exit 
Maim. temp rise of 
the fluid over the 285 8 6.5 
feed (600°K). 
TABLE 10.4 Comparison of the Quas±homogeneous Model with the Complex Model 
A second case is considered (DA 0.05 cm2/sec) in which appreciable 
"pore" diffusion influence becomes only apparent some distance from the 
reactor inlet, Fig. 10.8. The spread in effectiveness factors is such 
that it is not possible to use a constant mean value to correct rate data 
for use in the quasihomogeneous model. A correction based on the 
effective rate at the point of maximum diffusion retardation (z = 0.3E3. p 
s= 0) leads to a serious over-estimation of the actual rate at the 
inlet with the result that the temperature actually runs away more 
rapidly (see Fig. 10.9). 
Since the predicted performances of Models 1 and 3 are so strikingly 
different, it is essential to use the more general model in optimization 
strategies when the reactor is operating in the critical region. The 
simpler models are useful for indicating roughly where this region is 
located, but cannot be satisfactorily used there. 
There seems no obvious way of modifying the parameter values of the 
quasihomogeneous model which guarantees, a close prediction with the 
complex model. Indeed, it is-necessary to utilize the detailed model 
before any idea of the modifications can be appreciated. 
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10.4 Conclusions 
For operating conditions far removed from the critical region it is 
generally unnecessary to consider models more elaborate than those already 
available in the literature. 
The highly exothermic nature of many catalytic reactions infers that 
these systems are likely to operate in the critical region. On this 
basis it seems that the only procedure for obtaining valid packed bed 
reactor profiles is to use a formulation of the detail of Model 3. 
This model includes many of the important mechanisms necessary to an 
accurate description of the transport phenomena occurring in such reactors. 
Of primary concern in the results obtained is the fact that the use 
of simplifying assumptions to remove some of the complexity in the model 
can lead to misleading results. Thus., predicted conversion and tempera- 
ture profiles are vastly different from those indicated by the simpler 
quasihomogeneous model. No temperature "run-away' or potential instability 
is apparent. 
Including simply a film mass and heat transfer resistance is no 
guarantee that temperature "run-away" will not be predicted. In fact, 
it is the particle diffusive resistance which is the main factor con- 
trolling the temperature effects. 
Granted the non-isothermality of the continuous domain of packed bed 
reactors, local isothermality can exist in the particulate phase. Thus, 
analysis based on a lumped parameter analogue, in which the temperature 
rise occurs across the fluid film, proves relevant to experience. 
This assumption permits considerable simplification in the numerical 
procedure. 
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CHAPTER 11 
MULTIPLE SOLUTIONS 
when due account is taken of the finite rates of intraparticle 
material and heat transfer, the solution of the material and energy 
balance equations may be non-'unique for certain combinations of the 
transport, thermodynamic and kinetic parameters: Allowance for fluid 
film mass and heat transfer limitations tends to exaggerate this 
phenomenon. 
The possible onset of multiple solutions in a packed bed reactor 
is important for two reasons: - 
(a) It complicates computation of the steady state by causing 
severe temperature and concentration gradients. These gradients are 
caused by adjacent catalyst pellets existing in different reaction states. 
(b) It produces a profound effect on dynamical analyses aimed at 
stability in packed beds. 
It is important, therefore, to be aware of such a possibility 
occurring and, if so, under what conditions. 
11.1 Multiple solutions : relation to reactor stability 
In recent years dynamical analyses of packed beds by AMUNDSON and 
oo-workers76w78 have shown theoretically that reactor stability is 
characterized in terms of various stable and unstable conditions inside 
porous catalyst particles. The rather elementary treatments considered 
allowed a priori prediction of non-unique reactor temperature and 
conversion profiles from analysis of the steady state. 
As soon as allowance is made in the mathematical model for radial 
gradients in the interparticle field and for gradients plus reaction in 
the intraparticle field, a simple extension of the stability analysis 
of LIU and . AMU MON does not seem practicable. 
McGUXRE and. L. APIDUS drew similar conclusions from transient 
39 
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integrations of a detailed packed bed reactor model containing both 
interparticle and intraparticle gradients. They showed that the final 
profiles of temperature and conversion depend upon how the reactor is 
started up. If all the particles in the bed have initially a unique 
state, the reactor is stable to feed perturbations. However, if some of 
the particles exist in a non-unique, initial state, particularly those 
along the tube axis, the reactor is unstable to feed perturbations of 
large magnitude. The instability is associated with particles along the 
tube axis moving from a low reaction state to a high reaction state. 
The conditions under which catalyst pellets exist in a unique 
steady state is, therefore, a fundamental issue in theoretical analyses 
of reactor stability. 
11.2 Uniqueness conditions for a catalyst pellet 
The analyses of JJI1UNDSON and co-workers 
119-120,121,130 
applied to 
single catalyst pellets have revealed some interesting theoretical 
results. Uuoh of the work, however, has been applied to the class of 
ir 
problems for which Sh = Nu = (D. This special oase is rather far 
removed from the practical situations in which Sh and Nu are finite. 
Furthermore, the analyses are purely "local" rather than "global" when 
related to a packed bed reactor. In this situation the internal and film 
phenomena are not the only transport processes of importance; there is 
also the external field mixing and heat transfer in both axial and radial 
directions of the bed proper. 
If consideration is, given to the looal regime only, it is possible 
to arbitrarily choose conditions in the bulk fluid phase which force the 
catalyst pellet to-exhibit multiple states. The point at issue is that 
in a packed bed reactor the choice of local fluid conditions is not 
arbitrary; rather, the aämissable values only follow as a result of 
solving the differential equations describing the entire system - both 
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intrapartiole and interparticle fields - for specified boundary conditions. 
Whether this constraint is now sufficient to remove the combinations of 
fluid concentration and temperature 'which lead to multiple states in 
porous catalyst particles is a point of conjecture which can only be 
answered by analysis of the entire reactor rather than consideration of 
a single particle. Because of the extreme complexity of the mathematics 
it is unlikely that a general analysis will be readily forthcoming. 
11.3 Global uniqueness : some observations 
Progress can be made on this difficult problem but the complete 
solution is still evasive. 
A description of a catalyst pellet at some arbitrary point in the 
reactor requires the specification of five 
i 
parameters. 
PPY, 
jö, Sh 
and Nut (c. f. Chapter 4). The first three parameters depend upon the 
external field concentration and temperature, which are unknowns except 
at the tube entrance; the latter two parameters are taken to be constant 
over the reactor volume. Numerical results presented in Chapter 4 show 
that for given values of Sh and Nu , the tendency f or a catalyst particle 
to exhibit multiple states is exaggerated by increasing 
13 
or ö. Further- 
more, the family of curves is bounded by the curves for either 
[13 
max, 
81 
or 
1(3 
, ý' max] , where 
ý 
max and max represent 
the maximum values of 
and X considered. At what point in the reactor are the maximum 
values of 13 and Y to be expected? 
From the definitions of f3 and , maximum, values occur when Cf is 
a maximum ant Tf is a minimum. Clearly, this situation will arise at 
the tube wall for s=0. Maximum values , of 
X and, f3 can be defined in 
terms of known variables: - 
Cf0(-'&H)DA 
max = 
%ýgTa 'P max p. Ta 
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Attempts might now be made to develop sufficient conditions for - 
uniqueness of a catalyst particle by approximate analytical methods119 or 
by a numerical method. Utilising the latter approach the effectiveness 
factor may be computed as a function of modulus 0 for ', max max 
te 
and the given values of Sh and Nu . The resulting curve represents an 
upper bound on all curves which can be constructed for local values of 
Y and 
%3 downstream from the tube entrance. If this curve contains no 
multiple solution region then the catalyst pellets at the tube entrance 
are in a uunicýue state and, moreover, all pellets in the bed must be in a 
unique state; global uniqueness is guaranteed. This situation is in 
existence in the systems studied in Chapters 9 and 10. 
If the curve contains a region of multiple solutions it is still 
possible for the catalyst pellets at the tube entrance to exist in a 
unique state, depending upon the magnitude of 0. Whether subsequent 
particles in the bed are in a unique state, however, remains obscure. 
Some insight might be gained by plotting trajectories of the catalyst 
state on an 7yf diagram at several or more points within a distributed 
reactor environment. This would require a discouragingly large collection 
of such curves and much amputation. However, there is likely to be no 
simple answer to this problem. 
It must also be recognized that, in practice, physical stability 
constraints may prevent mathematical instability by prohibiting the large 
temperature changes which tend to occur in parts of the bed when the 
reactor moves from its initial condition to its final state. 
11. A uniqueness condition for a catalyst pellet : 
general case 
h Nuß c1 
Some progress can also be made in the study of uniqueness for a single 
catalyst pellet for the most general type of boundary conditions in which 
both Sh' and Nut are finite and their ratio 
Sh INUI * 1. This is 
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generally the situation in practice, but the analyses carried out to date 
(119-121,130) have been restricted to the class of problems for Which 
I 
either Shy = NuI = o0 or 
Sh /Nul = 1. In both of these cases it is 
possible to combine the material and energy balances for a simple reaction 
into one differential equation. This procedure is not possible for the 
I i 
general case, 
Sh /Nu 1, and the analysis becomes altogether more 
complicated. 
The approach adopted here is relatively straightforward and is 
based on the observation that when multiple solutions occur over a region 
of 0 values, this region can be accurately predicted by the simpler 
asymptotic model of Section 5.3.2. An illustration is provided for case 
3 of Fig. 6.1. 
Examining Fig. 6.1i., which gives a graphical representation of 
equation (6.1), it is apparent that the G(x) curve can, in certain cases, 
exhibit three intersections with the line y= Sh'. x/2, , corresponding to 
the left hand side of equation (6.1). Thus, the line F and the G(x) 
curve for 
A=I intersect three times, whereas only one intersection is 
possible for 
A=0.5,0.25 no matter uhat the gradient of F. 
For the aase in which multiple solutions can occur an obvious 
condition for uniqueness is 
grad. F> /ax 
I 
inflection (11.1) 
To simplify the algebra, G(x) is approximatecl by the equation 
G(x) = (1 - x). exp X A- x 
2 (1 +,. X x 
which arises when the exponential term appearing in the square brackets 
in equation (6.1) is approximated by 
8=1 +Y+Y2/21 ; Y= 31. 
(1 + ,, ý x) 
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This simplification is allowable for ý f3r 1, v. oh is generally the 
case, and is reasonably accurate for Y IG = 1, since the square root of 
the term in square brackets is taken. Differentiating eqn. (11.2) 
arx 
x) -1. exp( x) (11.3) 
2(1+ , x)2 
(21+ x 
Differentiating equation (11.3), setting 
d2 G/dx2 
=0 
infleotion 4A ''"_ -4 Ak +4+ 
Substituting equation (11.4) into (11.3) and rearranging gives 
dr, ji 
fl. = 12ý 
1+8 (1 +A exp( ) (11.5) 
+) (2(l eÖ 
From equations (11 . 1) and 
01 
. 5) it follows that, for the first order 
irreversible reaction considereds a unique particle state exists providing 
'11.6 fÖ < Shr. e2 .eý 2.81+21+ 
3C, 
I 
where ,) =j3 
Sh INut. 
To demonstrate the use of the above derived condition, exact and 
approximate values of 0 are compared below which only a unique steady 
state is possible for spherical particles in which one irreversible first 
order reaction is occurring. Table 11.1 compares exact and approximate 
values of 0 for six cases in which multiple states have been isolated. 
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Shy Exact Jý 
from num. 
integration 
fÖ from 
Eqn. (11.6) 
10 0.1 500 5 5 5 
20 0.02 50 1 0.8 0.7 
20 0.02 500 1 7.2 7 
20 0.05 500 2.5 0.7 0.6 
20 0.1 100 1 1.8 1.4 
40 0.1 50 0.4 0.6 0.5 
TABLE 1141 Comparison between the exact and approximate values of fd 
for a spherical catalyst particle in which an irreversible first order 
reaction is occurring. 
According to LUSS13O, a spherical catalyst particle with a single 
irreversible first order reaction is in a unique state providing 
(3 ! F. This condition is derived on the assumption Sht = Nu' = cu,, 
and reference to Table 11.1 shows it to be clearly inadequate if applied 
to the general case. 
Condition (11 . 
6) is useful in providing a lover bound on 0 for those 
cases in S ich multiple solutions occur. However, if (11.6) is not 
satisfied a unique particle state can still exist (of. intersection of 
line P with the G(x) curve for v% =I in Fig. 6.4). A complete description 
requires answers to the following questions: 
For t (i) given values of ý, (3 j. 
Sh and , J1 is there a region of 
0 values in which multiple states can occur? 
(ii) If so, what are the bounds on this region? 
Research is presently being undertaken to elucidate these questions. 
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APPEIJD IX 1 
N 
SIMPLE REACTION, aiAý =0: THE INDEPENDENT 
DESIGN EQUATIONS 
The specification of the design problem for the single reaction 
ß: N 
i=1 
(2.9) 
involves writing down the conservation of energy equations +N conser- 
vation of mass equations for each phase. By analogy with equations 
(3.2) to (3.5), the pertinent equations are thus: 
Fluid 
-Go0 faT f+Kf u'2T f+2.8T 
)1ý3R tJ(T f)=0 
(A1.1) 
äx är2 r är 
VC+D jr + ý. äC + (i.. e)1R' (C T )=O (A1.2) ocýfi f( fi iif. - f 
bx 
ýar2 
r ör 
(i=i, 2,... N) 
Solid 
P(82T f 2.? Ts) -(A ý). Rti(Cs Ts)=0 
(A1.3) 
(2 
wUý1) 
D 620 +2 aC + R, ( T)=0 (A1.4) i( si sib iss 
( äw2 w äa 
(i=1p2ý,... N) 
Boundary conditions are given by 
Tf = Tfo ;x= 0$ 04r rA (3"u) 
0fi = 0fio -x=0,0L- r L-ro (A1.5) 
(i=i, 2,... N) 
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5r 
3oýýxýL 
-K: r. C=U. 
(Tf 
- Ta) ;r= ro, 
(3.14) 
är ) 
ä0fi=0 r0 ) (_91.. 6) 
r=i ) (A1.7) 
(1 1,2,... N) 
6T 
s=0; w= 0jO, /x LL (3.18) 
K) 
p"aTa =h (Tf -Ts w= b)0LrL ro (3.7) 
6w ) 
acsi 0; w. 0)ox! L 
(A1.8) 
DildCsi 
= ki(Cfi - Cai) ;w'b)01rL ro 
(A1.9) 
dw 
(1=1,2,. 
. N) 
The boundary conditions bring to light several points about the 
behaviour of the equations describing the system. Firstly, it is 
possible to eliminate all but one of the mass conservation equations 
(Al,. 4) for the particulate phase. \irthermore, the form of the result- 
ing equation is such that it may be combined with the energy equation 
(Al-3) to produce, in total, a single differential equation plus N 
dependent algebraic equations. 
Secondly, all but one of the mass conservation equations for the 
fluid phase (A1.2) can be eliminated. However, the boundary conditions 
for the conservation of energy equation differ from those for the 
conservation of mass equations at r= ro, and as a consequence the energy 
equation cannot be eliminated as a dependent equation. The fluid field 
reduces, therefore, to a system of two independent differential 
equations plus N-l dependent equations. 
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The overall reduction in the n ber of differential equations is 
particularly noticeable for large values of N. Im quantitative terms, 
2N+2 differential equations (of which N+l are partial differential 
equations, the remainder being viewed as ordinary differential equations 
at a particular point (x, r) in the fluid field) are reduced to 3 
differential equations plus 2N-l dependent equations. 
Al. 1 The itidatendent equations s Reduction Procedure 
Writing equation (Al. 4) for species i and jj and noting RI _ (ai/a3 )R1 i 
from stoichiometry, the following equations arise after some manipulation. 
(')'JA ) 
. Dý (a 
S3 - -s) + 12ý (C Tý) =0 (A1.10) 
2 
A, 
(a 2s3 
+ 
20 3Caj 
+ Rý (OS Ts) =0 (Ai. 11) 
äw w caw 
Subtracting equation (Al. il) from equation (Ai. 10) and integrating twice 
the resulting differential e quationp there arises the relationship 
Dsi ='3si i w=b 
+ (a,. D. 
0(0sj - 
Csj t w=b) 
(A1,12) 
(aJ 
.. D1) 
(i=1,2,.... N3 i rt J). 
Differentiating equation (, A1.12) with respect to wy putting w=b 
dCsi I= (a Di 
-dCs3 dw wpb (a D, ) 6w w=b (A1.13) 
From equations (A1.13) and (A1.9) , 
Gsi 
I 
W---b ' 
0f1 .. ai 
.). 
('f 
j- Cs j w=b) 
(A1.1/ß) 
(ajkj) 
(i=1,2,.... N ; ij) 
Eliminating 0 
si ! w=b 
from equation (A1.12) by using equation (A1.14) and 
rearranging gives 
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CSC =f (c fi' Gf j' 0$ J' 0J 
l 
w--b) 
Cfi " a( a .) . 
Cfj +(a1D D1)"0 + ai4 
.. . 
Csjlw=b (A1.15) 
(a. k3) 
J 
(a. D) 
J a. 
(kj 
J 
Di) 
(i-lj, 2,.... N ;i j) 
It may be shown from equations (3.19) and (A1.13) that 
1,1 
> 
3"Ri 9 Tf) = 
ýai/aj) -j 'R3 ýTf) 
(A1.16) 
Writing equation (A1.2) for species i and j, eliminating Ip by using 
equation (A1.16), and rearranging produces the following equations 
-(a3/a1). V . Of3. +(aj/ai)"D£. 'ýc i+ i, 
acfi 
+ 
(l.. e)ý3Rý( T)=0 
ax r (Al.. l7) 
r2 
cis' ra 
-VO. ac f3 +Df 
a2c 
f3 +1a cf3) + . Rj (CST f)=0 (x-. 18 
öx 
ýcýr2 
r är 
Subtracting (A7.. 1ß) from (A1.17) and solving the resulting partial 
differential equation, subject to equations 
(A1.5), (Li"6) and (A1.7) gives 
Cfi = Cfio + 
(al/aj). (Cfj .. Cfjo) 
(A1.19) 
Using equation (A1.19) to remove Cfi from equation 
(A1.15) 
Cai - f1(Cfio., Cfjo' 0fj' Csj' 
Csj 
1 
k, D 
fio. -(ai/1j). Cfjo f(ai/aj)(1-ki 
),, Cfj +(ai/ajD 
1 SJ 
* (ai/aj) (k D Cs jI w=b (x1.20) i1 
U=i, z, 
Equation (A1.20) states that the composition of the intraparticle fluid 
with respect to each of the N-1 species, (i=1,2,... N ; icj), can be 
calculated from a knowledge of the concentrations of a single species j 
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in the neighbourhood 0-/-' w4b, at the external surface, 0 ST 
I 
wb and 
in the surrounding bulk fluid phase, Q. The entrance conditions,, 
Ofio are specified as boundary conditions by equation (A1.5). 
By making use of equation (Al. 20) in the reaction rate, R! (C $Ts), 
it is possible to express the local reaction rate in the particulate phase 
in terms of the known N-dimensional vector of inlet concentrations., 
o, 
the local intraparticle fluid concentration of species js Csjs the 
local catd yst temperature, Ts, and the concentrations of species j at 
the external catalyst surface, 0s j, w_b, and 
in the surrounding fluid 
phase, Ofd-. 
Thus., 
R3 = Ra (Cs Ts) =Rj (Cfo, Cf j' cs j' Cs jI w--b' 
Ts ) 
The final step Involves the combination of the energy equation and-the 
single independent conservation of mass equation for the particulate 
phase. Multiplying the conservation of mass equation by 
(-AH 
3 
), the 
relevant equations may be written as, 
KP(d2Ts + 2. cýTS) -(- 3). 
9( , CfJ, Csj, Csj 
'wb' 
x3)=0 (A1.21) 
(ý? 
w2 wb vi 
-'t 1 (- i"). D. ä20 + 2.80 + )"R"(0 sc3--, 
CI 
-' 
T =0 fo fj sj sj w=b s) 
(` 2 äw ä(A1.22) ow w 
Adding equations (A1.21) and (A1.22), integrating twice the resulting 
differential equation subject to boundary conditions (3.1ß) and 
Ts = Ts 
Iw=b 
+ (-AH ). Di . 
(Os 
jIw... b - csj 
) 
YIP 
Differentiating equation (Al. 23) with respect to w, putting w=b 
caw w=b Kp ZV w=b 
(Al. g) gives 
(il. 23) 
(Al 24) 
-A5- 
From equations (3.7), (A1.9) and (A1.24)ß it follows that 
Ts 
I 
.b=Tf+ 
(+-L\HI )ki 
. 
(C 
f3-Cs jI b)ý 
(n. 25) 
h 
Substituting equation (A1.25) into (Al. 23) leads to the relationship 
Ts = f2(Tf' CfjI Csj$ 0sj 
i 
w=b) 
=T+( . Cfj -( :n) 
.1D.. 
Cs. +(-L ý)(D k.. )Osj 
I 
w=b 
(Ai. 26) fh 
Kp Kp h 
Using equation (Al. 26) it is possible to eliminate Ts from the reaction 
rate, Rý , appearing in equation (A1.22) 
Thus, 
Rj Rj (Ofo' Gfjs 0 ,, 0sj 
I 
W=b' 
Ts) = Rý1 
f' 
Cfj' 0sj' 0 
s3 
I 
w--b-' 
Tf) 
Equations (A1.21) and (A1.22) may be replaced by the single differential 
equation 
j-s. + 2"8Csj Rý' 
(C oy Cfjý Csj Csj I w=b' T)=D (x. 27) (c> 
w2 w öw 
and the algebraic equation given by (A1.26). 
Summary 
The final design problem can be expressed in terms of 3 differential 
equations; a conservation of energy equation for the fluid phase and two 
conservation of mass equations for species j, one for the fluid phase 
and one for the particulate phase. Associated with the independent 
equations are (2N-1) linear dependent algebraic equations. The pertinent 
equations are summarised below: 
Fluid 
-Gac f. öT f+Kf. (d2T f+ 1ý 3T f).. 
(-L Hj) (1-e )r Rý (C o, G f3) T f)=0 
(Al, 28) 
dx rdr) 
v , &. c +n ý20 + 13c o ---ý 0 fJ fi fj , _. fj)+(1-e)ijRo(cfo;, Cfj., Tf)--O (A1.29) 
ax (3r2 r cr 
-A6- 
Cfi = Cfi. o + 
(ai/aj )(CfJ-Cfjo) ;; Aj) (A1 19) 
where R3 (C f; T f) = Rý 
(C 
fo, C fj, Tf) from equation 
(A1.19) 
" 
Solid 
Dj (c 
2C 
j+z 6800 j) 
f '3 ' ( 0' Cs j' Cs j1 w=b' 
Tf )=0 (a. 27) 
ýc? 
w2 waw)- 
Ts=Tf+(--LH. )kl. Cfj-(-& )Dj"0sj+ (- j) Dj-kj 0sjL=b (Al, 26) 
h K'_' hý 
P Kp 
Csi fiortai/aa). C jo+ 
k. 
+(ai/a3). (ki 
D )"Csj 
ý. 
(a/) (1-k )Cfj+(a1/a3)D -os3 
i3 
4b; 
(i=1,2).... N ; ££j) (il. 20) 
A reduced set of boundary conditions is 
Tf " Tfo ;; x=0 ;0Lr -ro, 
(3.11) 
afj = Ofio ; x=0 ;04. r 
L rot (A1.30) 
TfAr 
=0; r=0) (3.13) 
0lx4L 
:. IC fodT fAir = U. (T f-Ta) r= ro 
3_ 
(3.14) 
äo fi/c)r=0; r°0 ) 0LxLL 
(A1.31) 
r= ro 
ý 
(a1.32) 
acsj/cýw 
=o w=O )0 Lx' L. ý 
(. L33) 
Dj9 bOsj/äw =kj (0 fj-0s j), wrb 
0Gr/ ro (A1.34) 
The choice of the species to follow in the equations is arbitrary. 
In accordance with convention., the choice of Ai is that species present 
stoichiometrically in least amount in the reaction mixture 
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APPENDIX 2 
N Th ICAL 11ETHODS OF SOLUTION F(R THE SINGLE PARTICLE PROBLEM 
Two methods of solving a coupled system of non-linear ordinary 
differential equations of the two point boundary-value type are considered 
in connection with the work reported in Chapter 4 on simultaneous heat 
and mass transfer with chemical reaction in a porous catalyst particle. 
The first method is perhaps the most obvious one to try initially, i. e. 
the so-called boundary iteration approadh. A summary of this method is 
given in Section 4.3.2(a). 
A2. i The boundary iteration oaoh 
A2.1.1 The iteration scheme 
Suppose conditions for the unknowns o and t at y=0 are assumed, i. e. 
o=p 
t 
": 
(A2.1) 
The concentration and temperature profiles within the partiole may be 
-written as funotions of the radial co-ordinate y and the assumed conditions, 
P and q: 
o=o (y' P, q) 
t= t(y, P, q) 
Funotiona f1 and f2 are defined as 
f1 = f1(yspeq) = do(y, p, q) - 2ßr1 - c(yap, q)1 (A2.2) 
2= f2(y, p, q) = dt(Yapaq) " 2u'ß - t(yapaq)] 
( 
"3) 
ýY 
If p and 
q 
are the correct values of c and to at y=0, then from 
equations (tß. 6), (A2.2) and (A2.3) 
. ý(ýýp sq 
f*=0 (A2"ß+) 
f2(1sp*, qtk) =0 (A2.5) 
-A8- 
For p and q close to p and q the following truncated Taylor series 
expa ions are used to approximate the functions f1(1, p*, q*), f2(1, p*2q*) 
of equations (A2.4) and A2.5) 
fl(1, p*'q*) 0_ f1(1apaq) + (p*-p)»fi(1, pitl) + (q*-q)ýf, (1, p, q) 
Zp 7, q' 
(A2.6) 
f2(l "pqý`) =o= f2(i, p, q) + (p-P)Lt 2(1'p, q) + (q -q).,, ß(1, p, q) tip 3q 
(A2"7) 
By rearranging (A2.6) and (A2.7) it is possible to dedude the iteration 
formulae: 
p +l = pi + f2.? 
fl/ jq ^ f1 .: 
2/c)q (A2.8) 
f2l)q. Gfll Jp - c'f1/aq. f2 p y=1 
q 
i+1 
yi+f1 
f2/. 
p -f2. c7f1 jdP (A2. 
LfVdq. f1/dp - f1Aq. f2 An Yi 
Note that equations (A2.8) and (A2.9) are analagous to the Newton'iteration 
process generalized to two unknowns, p and q*. 
The partial derivatives in (A2.3) and (A2.9) may be estimated from 
solutions of the material and energy balance equations (1f. 1) and. (4.2) for 
different values of p and. q. This would require three trial solutions with 
initial oonäitions (p, q), (p+h, q) and (p, q+j) where h and j are small in 
relation to p and. q respeotively. It iIs possible, h6wevei, 'to'generate 
the partial derivatives exactly by solving additional equations derived 
from (4.1) an& (4.2) . 
A2.1 2 The derived equations - 
Define functions u=ý. °(Y., Pp 4) 0y_ 
ý(Y., Ps q) u= 
ýt(Y, ps 9. ) 
I ÖP ti 42 aP 
and v2 _(y., q) 
-A9- 
Equations (4.1) and (1.. 2) are differentiated in turn with respeot to 
p and q to produce four differential equations: 
2 d u1IaY2 + 
2/Y. du, /dg + r*(c, t). In. u1 + Nc. u2 =0 (A2.10) 
, 
t2 
d2v1/dy2 
+ 
2/Y. dv1/dy 
+ r*(o, t). 
[n. 
v, + Wo. V2= 0 (A2.11) 
t2 
2 
u2/dy2 + 
2/Y°dU2/ 
y -/3rY, 
s(c, 
t) . n. u1 + 
ýi o. u2 =0 /_ (A2.12) 
t2 
2 dv2/ 2+ 2/Y. dv21 
. _ýqr (c, t). n. v1 + o. v2 =0 /ý 
(A2.13) 
t2 
where rx(c, t) = aA. J 
2exp)ö(1 
- 
1/1; )(cn-1 
Initial conditions on equations (A2.10) to (A2.13) follow from the 
definitions of u1, v1, u2 and v2, equations (lß. 3), (1f. 4. ) and (A2.1), i. e. 
u1 = 1, 
du1/dy 
=0 (A2.14) 
vI = 0, 
dv1/dy 
=0 (A2.15) 
u2 = 
y=0 
0, du2/dy =0 (A2.16) 
v2 1, 
dv2/dy 0 (A2.17) 
The partial derivatives of equations (A2.8) and (A2.9) are found in terms 
of the functions u1, v1, u2 and v2 by differentiating equations (A2.2) 
and (A2.3) in turn with respect to p and q, setting y=1. It follows that 
af1(1, p, q) 
_ 
Sht. ui(I, p, q) (A2.18) 
c'ýp dy 
+2 
3f1(1, p, q) 3h'. v1(1, p, q) dv1(1, p, q) (A2.19) 
r)q 
_ + dy 2 
Lf2(1, p, 5. ) -'Nut. u2(1, p, q) (1, p, q) (A2.20) 
p + car 2 
2(1 P, q) 2('ý , p, q) " v2(1, p, q) N (A2.21) q _ý + 2 
-Alo- 
It is possible to effect considerable simplification in the 
calculations by deooupling the pairs of equations (82.10) and (A2.12)ß 
(82.11) and (A2.13). The relationships which result are given by 
u2 = ý3(1 - ul) 
v2 ý' 1 ß'13 v1 
(A? 
-. 22) 
(. &2.23) 
Substituting equations (A2.22) and (92.23) into equations (82.14) and 
(A2.11) respeotively, the four equations may be reduoed to two: - 
d2 u1/dy2 + 
2/y. dul/dy + r*(o, t). nu1 + o. (1-u1) 0 
J, 
(12.24) 
2 .ý d v1/dY2 + 
? /y. dv. ý/dy +x (ott). ', nv. ý +yo. 
(1-16vi) ý" 0 
t2 
(A2.25) 
The partial derivatives 
ßf2/dp 
and 
ýf2AC 
q 
'of 
equations (A2.20) 
and (A2.21) are simply found in terms of ull v1 and their derivatives 
du1/dy 
and 
dvi/dy from equations (A2.22) and (A2.23), i. e. 
P2C'ýlPr9) -/3 N2ýS1 uý(1lP: q)ý äyl(1! Pp q) (A2.26) 
c)? 2(1 gplq) m-ayl(1 gpgq) +N2l 
ý1 -(3 "v1 
(l pppq)ý 
(82.27) 
4 
A2.113 The computational procedure 
The computational prooedure is relatively straightforvard: 
(i) Assume values` for p and q. 
(ii) Starting-, from ýy a 
0, integrate simultaneously the material and 
energy balance equations given by (4.1) and (4.2), subject to the 
boundary oondition; 3'(4.3) and (4.4) and the assumed conditions (A2.1), 
together vith' equations (A2.24) 'and (A2.25), subject to the initial 
conditions (A2.14) and (A2.15) respectively. 
! -All- 
(iii) At the boundary, y=1, compute the functions f1 and f2 and their 
partial derivatives 
bf 
1/ap, 
e1/aq, of 
2/dp and 
of 
2/}c q from the solutions 
of the differential equations and equations (A2.2), (A2.3), (A2.18), 
(A2.19), (A2.26) and (. P. 2.27) respectively. 
(iv) Use the iteration formulae (A2.8) and (A2.9) to obtain new estimates 
of p and q. 
(v) Repeat the foregoing until the boundary conditions given by equations 
(4.5) and (4.6) are satisfied. 
The system of equations (4.1), (4.2), (A2.24) and, (A2.25) is readily 
integrated by the fourth-order Runge Kutta PSerson method, a version of 
which is available at Leeds University, which has provision for step 
length adjustment. 
A2.1. The starting equations 
In order to propagate the integration away from y=0, it is necessary 
to apply a set of starting equations over the first integration step, as a 
consequence of the indeterminate terms 
2/y' /cry (x = c, t, u1, v1) . It 
may be shown that 
Lim 2. cý. x ---: > 
2! 2 (x = c, t, ui v, ), 
y --e 0y 
dy dy 
with the result that equations (4.1), (1.. 2), (A2.24. ) and. (A2.25) take the 
form (aty=0) 
2 d o, 2+0 
2 d t/ 
Cly 
2- 
. 
*(Qpt) 
.0=0 
d uj/dY2 
+ r*(aat). 
[noui 
+a (7 u1) =0 3 
t2 
d2v11 2+ r*(c, t). 
[n. 
y1 + 2c v1) =0 
3 t2 
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A2.2 The finite difference method 
A relatively simple approach to the solution of equations (4.1) and 
(1+. 2) is based on the principle of replacing the derivatives by their 
central difference approximations, and including the boundary conditions 
in differenced form in the respective matrix of finite difference 
equations. Two sets of equations arise, each having a tri-diagonal 
coefficient matrix. Such matrices may be readily inverted by the Thomas57 
method. 
A2.2.1 Iterative procedure 
The treatment of the non-linearities by this method is somewhat crude, 
but this is compensated to some extent by the efficiency of the Thomas 
method: 
Equation (k. 1) is written in the form 
2 d c/d + 
2lY. do/dy 
+r (a, t)"o =0 (A2.28) 
where r*(a, t) = aA 0? - exp((ä (1 - 
1`t) 
, n-1 
Suppose the radius is divided into P equal increments Ay, so that 
p. Ay = 1. Let of+'1(p) and ti+1(p) represent the disoretized forms of 
o and t at the radial node 
= 
p with subscript i+i representing the (i+i) th 
iteration. The use of central difference approximations for the derivatives 
leads to the following set of equations 
Mi(0)'oi+1(0) + Qi+1(l) =0 (A2.29) 
na 
(pý) 
. oi+i 
(P i) + Ui(P) "oj+1 
(P) + (31)ßi+i (ý1) =0 (A2.30) 
of 
2. oi+1(P-1) + Mi(P). ci+1(P) '- Sh 
o(P+1) (A2.31) 
P2 
with Mi(0) _-1- r*[OjO) (, ti(0)J 
6P 
_A13_ 
I(p) -- 
r2 
- r2 
j ci(P)ä t1ýý)1 
0 . ems p<F 
pýfi(P) =M (P) -si, (P+i)i 
P2 
and where the non-linear term r*(c, t) is includ. sä in the ooeffioient matrix 
by allowing it to lag 1 iteration. 
The boundary conditions are included in equations (A2.29) and (A2.31), 
wile equation (A2.30) applies at the internal points, 0 Cp<. P. For 
example, at y=0, the limiting form of equation (A2.28) is given in 
Section (A2.1.14. ) as 
2 ;ý d c/ 2+r (o, t). a =0 (A2.32) 
3 
The central difference approximation of (A2.32) is given by 
0i+1(i) 2 r2[oj(0), 
ti(0)3 
'oi. +1(0) + ci+1(+1) =0 
(A2.33) 
3p 
Noting from the central difference approximation of equation (4.3) that 
of+1(1)' equation (A2.33) simplifies to 
r 
°i+1(1) 1" r2 ! 
Ci(O), tJ. (o)] of+i (0) =0 
6p 
The boundary condition (4.5) is incorporatod in the manner indioated. 
in Section (8-3.2). 
Similarly, equation (1+. 2) is replaced by the set of equations 
- ti+1(o) + ti+1(i) = Q. +1(o) 
(2.34-) 
It if 
( p-). ti+1(P-I) - 2. ti+1(P) +( )"ti+i(P+1) = Qi+1(P) (A2.35) 
nn 
2t (P-1) -2+ 
Eu-, (, + 
ý) 
. t. 
(P) = Qi (p) - 
Nu'(1 
+ i+i PPi. +1 +1 PP 
(A2.36) 
_All4- 
where Qi+1(0) _ 
13 
. rtoi+1(0)e ti(0)l . ci+1(0) 
6P`' 
and Qi+1(P) =/ 
P2 
"r 
T 
°i+1(P)' ti(p)] . ai+1(P) 
for 0Gp "C P 
A2.2.2 The computational procedure 
Solution of the equations (A2.29) to (A2.31) and (A2.34. ) to (A2.36) 
is obtained by assuming an initial value for the profiles c(y) and t(y) 
and iterating upon the assumed conditions. The Ld(p) of equations (A2.29) 
to (A2.31) are computed from the assumed e(y) and t(y) with i set equal 
to zero. Next equations (A2.29) to (A2.31) are solved to make known 
o(y), i=1. The resulting o(y) is used with the assumed t(y) to compute 
Q(y); equations (A2.31+) to (A2.36) are solved for the new t(y), i=1. 
The procedure is then repeated, starting with the new set of o(y) and 
t(y) values. Convergence of the solution is assumed when each element 
of the o(y) and t(y) &Iffers in relative value from its corresponding 
number 'in the previous iteration by less than some difference, '. 
Note for the first order reaction the r*(o, t) of equation (A2.28) 
is independen"ý of c and. only an initial assumption of the temperature 
profile is required to start the iterative cycle. 
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APPENDIX 3 
COMPARISON OF NUMERICAL METHODS OF 
SOLUTION OF THE SINGLE PARTICLE PROBLEM 
A3.1 Two special cases 
Consideration is given first to two special cases which have received 
considerable attention in the literature, namely 
(i) Nut = Sh! =w 
(ii) Sh /Nur = 1. 
1 . ATER 
40 
showed for case (i) that temperature and concentration are 
related by the equation 
t=1+ j9 (1"c), (A3.1) 
a relationship independent of particle geometry and reaction order. The 
I t 
same equation is derived for case (ii) by putting 
Sh /Nu =1 in equation 
(4.8). Substituting equation (A3.1) in (4.1), the material and energy 
balance equations may be decoupled. to give the differential equation 
ea 
+ 2. do + aA exp ä 1-a n=0 (A3.2) 
2y dv 
A i+ /3 i-030 
subject to the boundary conditions: 
case i do/&Y =0, y=0 (4.3) 
c=1'Y=J (A393) 
_, 
Dass i do/dy =0, y=0 ,. 
(4-03) 
do/dy = Sh'(1-o) y1_ t4.5)... 2 
Using the boundary iteration method, dasoribed in Appendix . 
2, = it is 
- 
only necessary to assume a single condition: at the'- particlecentre, i. e. '. 
o =p at y=0, and iterate upon this estimateuntil either boundary 
condition (A3.3) or (4.5) is satisfied. The , 
finite;, difference method 
requires an estimate of the concentration profile. 
Some results for the two special -oases 
are presented in Figs. A3.1 :- ýr . 
and A3.2. 
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The boundary iteration method shows rapid convergence even from a 
poor trial solution. In all cases considered., convergence occurred 
providing the initial estimate p was less than the true value, say p 
Convergence did not always occur for p7p. With the computer program 
using single precision floating point arithmetic; the least value of p 
which can be held is 10-37. Generally, this figure is considerably less 
than the true value p For pýý G 1037, the simple extrapolation 
procedure used by TMISZ and. HICKS46. allows an estimate of the effectiveness 
factor to be obtained. In the majority of cases an integration step Qy 
of 0.01 was employed. No stability problem was encountered with this 
step size. Approximately 5 seconds of oomputer-time are required per 
iteration using L'y = 0.01. 
The finite difference method also proved satisfactory in providing 
solutions, but was generally slower to converge than the boundary iteration 
method. This disadvantage is offset by a lighter computational load/ 
iteration. Convergence was-faster for case (i) where the assumed 
solution o(y) =1 satisfies the boundary conditions (43) and (A3.3)" 
No instability was encountered even for Ay = 0.1 . However, to maintain_ 
accuracy Ay was usually set equal to 0001. Computing time/iteration is 
roughly 0.5 seconds. 
t 
A3.2 The general case, 
Sh /Nu 1 
The more relevant-cases arise. for 
Sh In : this- situation 
it is impossible to decouple the, material and. energy balance equations to 
produce a single differential equation analogous to, -(A3.2)., The boundary 
iteration method now requires initial estimates of, c and t at y=0, 
and the finite difference approach -utilises., 
An general, initial assumptions 
of both the concentration and temperature profiles. - 
Considering first the boundary iteration method., it was found that 
this type of approach suffers acute stability restrictions. There were 
-A17- 
no values. of o. and. t. at y, _ .0 . which would produce solutions. Small 
changes in these conditions caused the iterations to oscillate violently, 
as shown in Fig. A3.3i It should be mentioned that the effect of 
increment size has been removed. from these calculations. FOX., 
, 
discusses 
this phenomenon in some detail and ziotes that the probability of non- 
oonvergenoe may inorease rapidly with the size of the differential 
system, even for linear systems. 
On the other hand, this pröblem was not encountered using the finite 
difference methoä. Even for initial distributions of concentration anä 
temperature far removed from the final solution, no instabilities 
developed (rig: A3.4)" Convergence of the solution* outside the multiple 
solution region is independent of the choice of starting conditions. In 
region I of the sohemaiio diagram (4.. 1i. ), ten integration steps -proved 
satisfactory and roughly 14. iterations were required to establish conver- 
gence (= 10-4 ) starting from o(y) = t(y) = 1: Compute time was of 
the order' of 
1/5th 
second/iteration. One hundred integration -steps Wax's 
used in region II and, in general, between 6 and 10 iterations were 
required.; the compute time/iteration being i second. The finite" difference 
scheme) as described in Appendix 2, proved unsatisfactory in region III 
because of the very steep gradients near to the external surface ` of the. - .ý 
particle. A simple refinement was used in order to obtain more aoourate: -., 
results. The domain 0<y<1 was divided- into two intervals,, 0'G y, 5 yi 
and y1 y: 1, where generally y1 > 0.9. In the "domain- y1. sy51,4V 
small integration step was used (p y'= 0,01whereas' iný, the. domain- 
0<y< y1 a larger step Y- 0.05) could be employed. Convergence,, 
of the iterations was accelerated. , 
by 
, starting 
from o(y) = '0, ý., .. 
'_ 
t(y) =1+P . Nuß .;. 
. _. 
l 
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APPENDIX 4 
THE ISOTHERMAL PELLET MODEL : AMODIFIED HEAT RANSFER COEFFICIENT 
Allowing for the existence of a temperature gradient within the 
catalyst pellet, the mean temperature, is defined by 
3 
iy2t(y) 
dy 
0 
employing the nomenclature of Chapter 2.. Equation (A1.1) may be integrated 
twioe by parts to give 
1 
t(y=i) - 1{dt) +1Y4 )dY (A1+. 2) 
4 d%y y=1 Zo äßy 
The rate of heat release to the surroundings is given by 
Q= 47tb2(T '= h. 4-11 b2(Ts - Tf) (M. 3) 
dw w=b w b' 
from equation (3-7). -, where h is thew fluid film heat . transfer, ooefficient. 
It is also possible to relate Q to the mean. temperature differenca 
between the catalyst pellet and the surrounding fluid, i. e. 
Q= hoyý+7ib2. (T " Tf) (A1+. 4) 
where hov is no longer a fluid film` heat : transfer, -ooeffioient. Rather, 
it is an overall ooeffioient which is, -as yet, an undefined funotion of 
the 'true' film heat transfer ooeffioient, h, and the partiole thermal 
oonductivity, Kp. 
Noting from equations (M. 3) and (A4.4) the following relationships 
(dt/d)yxi a Jr (1 A4.5) 
and t(yr-1) -1= h0. (t_1), equation (M. 2) may 'be -simplified to give 
42 
Nu' 
++i,. ý Y. _`-= 
I (M.. 6) 
ov 
T 
-A19- 
where NuM contains the modified heat transfer coefficient, hov, and is 
defined as Nuß _ ov In order to evaluate the integral appearing 
K 
P 
in equation (A4.6) it is necessary to make an assumption of the form of 
the temperature profile, t(y). The simplest form which fits the boundary 
conditions (4.4) and (4.6) is a parabola 
t=a y2 + b, (A4.7) 
vrhero a and b aro constants. 
Differentiating equation (A4.7), setting y=1, it follows that 
2a = (dt/dy)y-,, and. further differentation leads to 
dot/aye = 2a (dt/dv) (M. 8) 
From (A4.5) and (A)+. 8) 
a tl 2_ zu (1 t) (A4.. 9) 
After substituting equation (A4.9) . 
in the integral of equation (M. 6) and 
evaluating, it can be shown that,. 
nt Nu = 10 Nu 
(10 + Nu') 
The same result is obtained from analysis ofthe transient heat conduotion 
problem, irrespective of the form of the temperature profile. 
APPEIID? K 5 
A .1 Semi-Analytic Method 
An alternative technique of solution is developed here primarily for 
two reasons: - 
(i) to allow an examination of, the validity-'of-the-results-from 
numerical integration. 
(3. t) to give some insight'into-the type of strategy best suited to 
solving problems of the kind involving fluid flow., diffusion. ' and 
chemical reaction. ..:. 
The method., which is of necessity. only-semi-rigorous', is. ý, based'"upon 
the most general separable linear form of-thekinetic rate expression 
which retains the coupling between the continuity and energy equations. 
To facilitate development consideration, is given to', -the,, ' pecial case of 
the 2-dimensional. "surface reaction"-model. _.. The , 
descriptive' equations 
for the interstitial fluid are given by_, (7,5), `and (7.6) with boundary 
conditions (7.9), to (7.14). For the reaction scheme 
aAA-'ý, B (a, 1,2,.. ) 
with kinetics given by equations (3.8)'and (3.9),, -the more general forms 
of (7.1) and (7.2) are written in dimensionless units'as- 
fsss 
Tf - Ts =02' 
(Ces T (A5.2)... 
where the nomenclature is identical to that employed- in Se ction"(7; 4), 
except that now Ca is constant within the catalyst"volume-and equal to 
the value at the external surface. of the particle. ' 
The parameter represents -the 
ratio of the specific chemical rate 
at the inlet, based on interstitial fluid environment, to the"mass 
n-l k transfer rate across the '- interface i. e .' 
S' = kv fo C fo b 
kA) 
.2 is 
given byp2 = (-LH) C kA. From' the definition of effectiveness 
11 (Tä Tfo 
factor in Section (2.2.1), 
(o -s (A5.3) 
A5 ,Z Tile linear rate equation 
Analytical integration of the system, is, made very difficult by, the 
non-linear reaction rate term, r*A . 
An attempt is made, here to, overcome 
this difficulty by expressing r* in. the form 
r=a+b Ca+cT* (A5-4) 
where a, b and c are suitably defined constants. Although the method 
presented here is necessarily based upon: a linear rate expressions-the 
form suggested by (. 5.4) is the most general linear form which'permits 
analytical integration. The linearization of ris effected by express- 
ing r* as a Taylor series about r*(C f, T f) 
I 
s_p. 
Carrying out the 
required algebra leads to an assessment of the constants as band c$- 
i. e., 
b ci r : n. aA (A5.5) 
c= 
3r/TIz=O ä. 9. ag _. .. 
The approximation given by (A5.1, ) , 
is general y,. a poor one, and its 
range of application is ` restricted' on two counts. Firstly, the assump- 
tion with regard, to concentration dependence is: restrictive, although 
by no means as strong as the assumption ofpseudo-first order kinetics. 
Secondly and more' important, the range . of variation in temperature which 
can be covered is very limited for rarely does the reaction rate bear a 
linear dependence on temperature. 'Consequentlys'the-semi-analytic 
solution developed hers is likely to prove of quantitative_-value, only 
over'a region in the neighbourhood-of-the, bed inlet. 
it is, of course, 
difficult to'predict this region, a priori. ýTeverthe]. e s it is 3n the 
entrance region where numerical integration is seemingly unattractive. 
This approach does offers therefore, a basis for assessing the suite , 
bility of numerical exploration of, the bed inlet and offers itself as a 
starting policy in the event of the latter, proving unsatisfactory. ; 
Putting the - results of (A5.5) into (A5.4)-arid. substituting the 
expression for r* into the right hand sides. of: (A5.1) and (A5,2),,, two 
Linear equations arise., simultaneous in Cs* and Ts*. These may be solved 
with ease to give n r, 
C* = (1 + 
ö. a') . C* +. 
öb'. T* + 
S, 
c I (A5.6) 
Tý = 
S. a ý. Cf + (1 +S. b') T 
where at=bct=1 
and X =Sn -'. 8&S- 
/aA 
From (A5.3) and (A5.6) 
7). r *(C* Tý) -(a IC f+b IT f+c t) (A5. g) 
Substitution of equation (A5.8) into (7.5) and (7.6) produces a pair of 
linear but coupled parabolic equations:... .'- 
öT cic12Tf + 1. ZTfý + A. O + B. T +D (A5.9) 
az as2 s as 
öCf . c32Cf + l. cC*)f E. Cý, F; T H_" (A5.10), 
Where A, B, D, ES F and H are constants given -by, 
A. o2m l, B c2b t, D c2c t 
E= cýý', F= cob', H= c4c', " 
and the boundary conditions on (A5.9) -and 
(A5.10)'follow-from equations 
(7.9) to (7.14). 
A_ Ho hod of solution 
The 'pair of equations' given byy : (A5.9),. -arid' (A5.10) e' js ``susceptible to 
-A23-, 
analytical integration but the solutions are not easily evaluated..,, 
Basically, the approach is relatively straightforward (c. f.; FROrZ rr37). 
At the outset solutions to (A5.9) and (A5.10)': are assumed' in' terms of 
two Dini series which are made to fit the boundary conditions (7.9) to 
(7.14)-. Two transcendental equations arise . for the,: determination of the 
discrete but infinite set of respective eigenvalues. Substitution of 
tho assumed solutions in the-system (A5.9) and (A5.10) leads to a', doubly 
infinite set of differential equations for the eigenfunctions. 
Ict the assumed solutions be 
n=oo 
(As. 11) hn(z). Jo(mna)/Jo (ofn) 
n=0 
and 
n=oo 
1-Tf(z, s) gn(z). 309. tna) (A5.12) 
co) 
eigenfunctions. where hn(z) and c(:. ) are as yet unknown sets of 
ocn and/4n are corresponding eigenvalues. 
(a) dete aixtation of eiuenvaluess 
Partially differentiating equations (A5.11)-and (A5.12) with respect 
to s and setting s---O leads to the-satisfaction-'Of conditions (7.13) and 
(7.11) respectively. At the tube wall (s-1) the -following, -transcendental 
equations arise for the 'determination'of =the sets 
of rootsa-nýýlln needed 
in (A5.11) and (A5.12) . 
siný _0 
14n. Jlk) =X . ITo n 
(A5.14) 
Those equations follow from 
the partial derivatives--of (A5.7.1) and (A5.12) 
at e-1., and the boundary conditions 
(7.14)-and (7.12) respectively. 
Roots of (A5.13) and (A5.14) for integer values of A are to be found in 
the litorature104. Generally speaking, it-is necessary to äet up an 
iterative scheme to extract the roots of (A5.13) and (A5.14). 
(b) determination of einenfunctions - 
From (A5.11) and (A5.12), written at z0, and the conditions (7.10) 
and (7.9) it follows that 
hn(0) =0 (A5.15) 
n--co 
and 1 (0)"J "s) 
(A5.16) 
Introducing the Dini expansion of. unity, 
n=oo 
1=2. ). Jo 
n"s)/ 
ýn, 2. 
+A2) Jo 
n)] 
(A5.17) 
and using (A5.17) in (A5.16) . gives 
gn(0) =2 A/ 
2 fA2). öý, tn)]_ 1 
Defining a now function G1(z) by 
G1 (z) = gn(z)/gn(0), - equation (A5.12) may be written as 
Gn(z). Jons) 
2+)2 
'(A5.18) 
T (z, s) =12 
7ý7 
---, n 
)1o Si) 
n=0 
where Gn (0) =1-'_ (A5ý. 19) ` 
The determination of the eigenfunctions now follows by. substituting 
equations (A5.11) and (A5.18) into the system (A5. -9) andd. (A5.10). ß= To 
illustrate the procedure consider the evaluation ' of. the hn(z). - 
Writing down the required,, partial, derivatives of (A5.11)and 
using the results,, together with (A5.11) and ' (A5.18), in equation. 
(A5.10) leads to 
,. P25_ 
n=mý 
J 
n(zi, +2... 
dz 
(n 
"c3 "B). hn(z)" (F+H) 
n-o 
P=te 
Gp (z) Jo 
2F. il. (A5.20) 
P=O 
where, for convenience, index p is introduced in the right-hand:. sids. 
Multiplying both sides of (A5.20)_ by s. J0 (. s), and integrating over 
the range 0<s51 gives 
ýnx (+l, ýn2o3 ) ý(z> _ (F+}I) xO 
z 
7 
n=o 
äFA G (z) . ýso (A5.21) 
p2+j2)) Ap2_0 
c) 
Pýo 
whero the Kronecker 
S is given by 
=0 nkx) ý'ýx0=1 x=0" ) 
Snx n=x xo 
0x 0) 
Dofin© a now function Hl(z) by: 
H (z) =h (z) + F+H "Sn0 (A5.22) n 
From (A5,22), at z=0, and' _(A5.15) 
n (0) F+H "ýn0: (45 +23) 
Substituting (A5.22) into (A5.21), putting x identical, to n, and, equating 
coefficients of J. (o ) -gives 
the system-Of, -differential equations , for the 
unknown functions 1I (z) .-i. ©. 
Z). H dl(z)/dz +(n 
2c (z) OX2 -ýz n 3 2}K2) 2 2) 
(n=0, l, 2,... co) , ': `ý 
(A5.24) 
with initial conditions given by equation'-(A5.23)' ,, II 
-A26- 
A similar series of steps leads to the system of differential 
equations for the functions Gn (z) . 
The final result is 
dGG(z)/dz +Pn, 
2cl D) Gn(z) =K -- Ap 
2 
(n=0,1,2,... 00) (A5.25) 
where K=A. (F+H) - (B+D), Initial, conditions' on equation (A5.25) are E 
given by (A5.19). 
Integrated radial values of 
, 
C* andTf follow directly from the 
equations 
J 
. Cf(z)ds -- i, 
T(z) =2s. Tf(z)ds 0(z) =2s 
and (A5.22), (A5,18). 
= 
The final results are 
(z) = 
[H(z) 
-( 
H)] /, ) (A5.26) 
(z) 1- 4)2 Gn(z) (A5,27) .,. 
222 
n=0 n 
ALI Tactical difficulties 
For practical. purposes it isýnecessary: to truncate the system of 
o quations (A5.24) and, (A5'. 25). 
The question may now be asked: To what extent -is, 
the, system =. , 
truncated? It is impossible to give a'quantitative answer --a priori. 
However, an appreciation of some of the issues involved is forthcoming 
from the following numerical experiment: _ 
A=0.6265 E_ -0.58241 
B=2.8278 F-= -2.6287 
n=. 0.6265 H_. 0.52 
-A27- 
For =3 the first 6 eigenvaluas of equations "(A5.13),, and; (A5' 
are 
104 
5 16.4706 . 16.6499. 
At the tube wall it follows from (A5.11), (A5.22) , and 
(95.18) that 
n=opp _--,.. . 
0 (z, 1) (z) E) 
n 
n=oo 
and T f(z, 1) =1- 2 
G.., 
22 
n= 
For practical purposes the accuracy in computing Cf(z, 1) and 
T*(z., l) is only influenced by the degree-of truncation-of the infinite 
series appearing in (A5.28) and _(A5.29). 
It is true that-extraneous 
error is introduced as a result of numerical integration of -. the truncated 
system of ordinary differential equations for the H (z) and'_ Gý(z). .', 
However, this may be made small- by using. s. standard 1öwtruncation error 
integration formula. 
Tables A5.2 and A5.2 reflect , 
the influence of the- degree. of trun- 
cation of the infinite series upon' the accuracy of the, 'computed- solutions 
for C (z, l) and T*(z, 1) over the initial tenth of thenbed. 'I-: 'It is. 
apparent that even for 6-term Dina series.,, which "amounts . 
to a system of 
12 aimultanoou: differential equations-'for theH (z) and, G(z), the 
solutions for conversion and temperature ' at, the tube wall have not 
-A2ß-.. 
An., 
0 0 1.7887 
1 3.8317 4.4634 
2 7.0156 7.4103 
3 10.1735 10: 4566 
4 13.3237 13-5434 
5 16.4706 16.6499, 
convorged during the initial period of the integration. This is 
particularly noticeable for the case of -conversion where' the'spreadäin 
magnitude of the oigonfunctions, - H i(z), 
is narrow. This -behaviour` is, 
typical of that found in the operating systems discussed'in"'Chapters-9" 
and 10. As the computation progresses away from the=inlet fewer terms` 
can be used in the series: the result being that the size of the,, system 
of difforontial equations is considerably, reduced., ' 
Conversion 
No. of terms in series 
z (2) '(3) (4) (6). 
": 
" ".. _. 0101 0.478 0.508 0.513 0,510 08501'1 
0.02 0.929 0.963 -0.953 0.929 0. 
'903 
0,04 1.75 1.74 1.65 "1.56 1.49 " 
0.06 2.1 2.34 2.15 2.00 1.89 
0,08 3.10 2.80.2.50 "_2.29 
0.10 3.64 3,. 14 2.73 2.49 2.35 
Table A5.1 Influence of truncation upon, C f(z-l)" 
Tomneratura ". -.. . 
No. of terms in -series 
(2) (3)_ (4)" (6) 
0.01 0.307 0.223 0.18]. 0.159, 
0.02'' 0.314 0.237.0.204 00 g9.0,182 
0.04 0.327 0.265 0.244 0.237 -- " 0.235 -. " 
0.06 0.340 0.291 0.278 0.276_: ' 0.275. ,. _".. <. 
0.08 0.352 0.315 0.308 " 0.307 0.308 
0.10 0.365 
_0-336,. 
0.333 0.334',.: 
Table A5.2 Influence of truncation upon T f(z, l) 
The solution of a system of this kind is a standard problem - for 
which use is made of the Runge -ICutta-Pierson formula, with provision _,. 
boing mado for stop length adjustment. ' Integration'of' the truncated, ' 
versions of (A5.24) and (A5.25) is combined with calculation of Bessel 
functions in the radial space dimension to make known point values'-- of 
Cf and T Solid phase values., CS and Ts*, are then eväluated from 
(A5.6) and (A5.7)ß and integrated mean radial values, Cf änd. Tf*, are, ". 
found from equations (A5.26) and (A5.27). To -overcome the difficulties' 
involved in determining accurately Bessel l-functions of -large, argument-, 
from ascending series, the polynomial approximations for. Jo (x)ýandJZ(x) 
suggested by ALLEP1105 are utilized. These are of the form '- 
J (x) = x"' f aos ,8 
Jl(x) =x4fl Cosa, 
where the f Is and Ws form polynomials in (3/x). Absolute accuracies 
are given by ABRtXdOWITZ and STEGUN66 as 1.6 x 10_g_ and 4x_ 10 re spe c-' ý- 
tively. 
The first 20 roots of equation (A5.13) are tabulated together. 
with the first 6 roots of equation (A5.14) for certain integer values 
of ,,. 
104 For non-integer \ the roots of (A5.14) are', extracted... 
successively by iteration using ` the Newton-Raphson method. 'Initial 
estimates of the roots are suitably- based on the values corresponding 
to the nearest tabulated integer value Of A. The approximation ,. 
', 
.= 
fi 
n+i =In f 
7r (n=b,?, ..... 
) ,. 
proved a suitable starting value for determining the 7th, and subsequent 
roots.,. 
Since the main purpose of, pursuing this alternative -approach -is,, 
to furnish a chock on the results from numerical' analysis. of the non---: 
linear system) the rather delicate issue of improving -the computing , 

APPENDIX. 6 
DETAILS OF SO NtJIAERICAL EXPERIMENTS ON 
THE ý'rdATICAL MODELS"OF THE REACTOR 
A study is made here of the effects of increment size, type of finite 
difference scheme and convergence criterion-upon the accuracy and speed of 
computation of the numerical solution given in'detail in Chapter 8. 
A6.1 Increment sizes : type of' finite difference scheme, 
Some results, shown in Table A6.1,: demonstrate the influence of the 
axial space increment tz on, the, convergence of the numerical solution of 
MODEL 3 for the data presented in'Table 9.1. . 
For these particular data 
the values of Cý, do not vary appreciably'-with radial' position so the mean 
radial value 
f 
can be used to study the effect - of increment size in the 
longitudinal direction. Two types, of finite, difference scheme are 
considered in Table -A6.1 - i, e.; the Crank Nioolaon-type (Q a r) 'and 
the Laasonen or'-fully implicit -type . The values -given, for 
, &z = 0.01, &s =- 0.1 represent converged. 'vaiue. Reducing the 
step sizes further produces ". no noticeable " 'effect -, on the results for 
t 
It is evident that much' larger 'increments can-be taken in the 
direction for a given 'accuracy of , 
integration by, using the' Crank Nicolson 
scheme rather than-the fully implicit, version. Thus, ". the accuracy obtained 
with Crank and Nicolson's:, method using Az = 0.1 is similar to that of the 
.. ' fully implicit scheme, with, 
Oz = 0.01. _: "", This result , is . 
to be 
-expected on 
the. basis of the analysis of truncation error ; apresented in- Section 8.3.3, - 
-No restriction 'on 
the'axial; step length due to , the. convergence 
requirements on the 'starting policy of integration at -each a-atop was- 
experienced, with any'' of the: oases investigated. However, - Table A6.1 does' 
not' indicate an important consideration whioh'ý leads °to serious restriotiopa 
in the allowable axial' step compared with that incurred -by truncation,. 
2Q1 
z L\z = 0.1 Az 0.01- Az = 0.1 ._: 
Az 0.01 
0.1 1.17 1.13.0.955 1.11 
0.2 1.96 1.92 1.66 1.89 
0.3 2.55 . 
2.49 '2.20 2.16- 
0.4 3.00 -2.94 2.63' 2.91 
0.5 3.37 3.31 . 3.00 3.27 
0.6 3.69 _3.62 . 
3.31 3.59 
0.7 3.96 3.90.3.60 3.86 
0.8 4.21 4.15 3.85 4.11 
0.9 4.45 4.38 . 
409 ... 4.. 35 
1.0 4.66 4.60 '4.32,4.57. 
TABLE A6.1 Effect of axial-increment size- As upon % mean radial, 
conversion for MODEL 3. 
error alone. Notably', the discontin ityý in f/ aa at (0., 1). Fig A6.1 
shows the effects of increment. Size and E)- on the fluid temperature profile 
at the tube wall. For the "step, sizes As = 0.01, Qs 0.05, the maulte 
far the cases Qý =z an3 
Q= 
.1 are'virtually indistinguishable save far 
a slight oscillation, over the Brat - tenth of the reactor for 
Reducing, the axial and radial step sizes produced little effect` except to 
damp out completely the-slight oscillation. ' 
A rather interesting result -isf ound when, the"inorement aixes are 
increased, particularly the' axial step, Az. Increasing Az ' for, the Crank 
Nicolson scheme. oaused the onset of. appreoiable oscillation in the wa11.,, 
temperature profile. In all oases considered the error was damped'- as the 
' computation' proceeded away, from z 0s but for Az, = 0.1- aignifioant error 
_' still persisted 
by the send of the- computation-'at z =-1. This type _ of 
behaviour was-observed by PARIER and 
2 
and subsequently by )MAST 
- andNÜTCHELL83 for the linear' parabolic ", equation. The latter authors 
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showed that persistent errors could arise with Crank and Nioolson's formula 
under certain boundary conditions even though discontinuities were absent. 
Reference to Fig. A6.1 shows the oscillations are removed if ®=1, even 
for the course grid with jz = 0.1. However, the accuracy suffers to 
some extent by virtue of the larger truncation error, 0( p"z), in the axial 
direction. For the more non-linear case considered in Chapter 10, the use 
of increment sizes Az = 0.01, Qs = 0.05 proved satisfactory for Crank 
and Nicolson's method, even for MODEL'S I and 2 in which steep gradients 
were present in both axial and radial directions. 
The effect of integration step size on ounputing times for MOTEL 2, 
employing the data of Chapter 10, is summarized in Table A6.2. 
Qz ýs No. of mesh 
points 
Ccm uting time (seoonds) 
0.1 0.1 100 28 
0.05 0.05 400 63 
0.025 0.05 800 76 
0.01 0.05 2000 129 
0.005 0.025 8000 337 
TABLE A6.2 Influence of integration step sizes on computing time for 
MODEL 2 with 9=2. 
Improvement of the existing numerical technique is envisaged by 
(a) increasing the size of the jz step as the solution progresses away 
from the discontinuity, 
and possibly 
(b)-using the Crank Nicolson integration method in the domain 0[z. ip 
0<s<1, with a fully implicit scheme on the boundary, a=1. 
-A34- 
A6.2 Tolerenoe criterion 
The tolerence criterion employed to test for convergence of the 
iterations is of a relative error type given by equation (8.36). Some 
experiments are reported here on the influence of the magnitude of the 
£, of equation (8.36) on the accuracy of the numerical solutions and the 
speeds of computation, so that an "optimum" value might be chosen which 
leads to satisfactory convergence of the iterations in a reasonable time. 
The data of Chapter 10 are used in conjunction with MODEL 2 to investigate 
a highly non-linear system, in which it is reasonable to expect any effects 
due to an excessively large value of £ to show up to the greatest extent. 
Results are reported over a range of 1% relative error down to O. O1ýö, 
using integration step sizes Qz = 0.01 and Ls = 0.05 with (9)= . The 
convargence tests on the dependent variables were carried out at 6 equally 
spaced. radial positions, s= 0(0.2) 1, and at each axial step. Table A6.3 
shows the effect of C on the computing time. It is interesting to note 
that reducing the magnitude of P, one hundredfold only leads to a relative 
increase of 1.2 in the computing time. An indication of the quadratic 
100 x C om uti time 
seconds 
1 112 
0.5 113 
0.1 129 
0.05 131 
0.01 138.. 
TABLE A6.3 Influence of F_ on computing time for MODI, 2 employing 
the data of Chapter 10. 
rate of convergence of the quasilinearization Boheme is provided. in 
Fig. A6.2 which shows how rapidly the radial fluid conversion profile 
converges to, the final value for = 10-' in a region of the bed in which 
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FIG-A6.2 Ra}e of convey ence of radial fluid conversion 
prof i le for MODELS emýIoy i ng data of Chap-er 10. 
the initial assumed profile is not particularly accurate. Further, the 
numerical results for the two extreme cases, _ 10-2 and F= 10`4; show 
no disagreement at least up to the fourth decimal place of the output 
format employed in the computer program. 
It would seem that the problem of choosing a suitable value for 
is not a particularly difficult one. Even for a value as low as 10-4, 
convergence of the iterative process is extremely rapid from relatively 
inaccurate estimates of the radial fluid conversion and temperature profiles 
A6.3 The discontinuity : its influence on the numerical solution 
An attempt is made here to gain some insight into the difficult 
problem concerning the influence of a discontinuity in t)xf/ 6s at z=0, 
s=I on the solution of the finite difference equations. 
Methods of obtaining solutions to partial differential equations based 
on finite differences are inaccurate in the region of a discontinuity. 
Nevertheless, until recently, it was widely believed for equations of 
parabolic type that the errors die away fairly rapidly in a step by step 
process. Evidence to the contrary is presented by PAMM and CHAMý2 and 
KEAST and MITCF ?, L83 for the linear parabolic equation. Indeed, the latter 
authors showed that serious instability may arise with apparently stable 
difference formulae (e. g., Cranlc/Nioolson) for certain boundary conditions, 
even with no discontinuity present. 
In relation to the problem at hand there seems little that ow be 
achieved in the way of conventional numerical stability analyses. Instead., 
results from numerical integration are compared with those from the semi- 
analytic method presented in Appendix 5. It should be remembered that 
solutions fron the semi-analytic method only approximate those of the , non- 
linear partial differential-equations in the entrance region, so. that the 
comparison can only be legitimately carried to relatively small bed depths. 
Besides 'providing a partial check- on-the"numerical solution,, the, use of the 
-A36- .. 
semi-a_naaytia approach also yields valuable information on the utility of 
a linearized rate expression for exploratory design purposes. 
Results from MODEL 2 for the data of Chapter 9 are examined, and the 
relevant groups appearing in the semi-analytic method are summarized below: 
A=0.92-t, B=1.784, D= -0.927, E= -0.155, F= -0.298, H=0.155. 
Experiments showed that 6-term Dini series for oonoentration and temperatu, 'e 
were suffix ent to establish convergence. The first 6 roots of the 
transoendental equations 
n J1 
(^) =2 Jo(/t'tn) 
a1 («. n) =o 
e 04 
ar 
n /un °(, n 
0 1.5994 0 
1 4.2910 3.8317 
2 7.2881i- 7.0156 
3 10.3658 10.1735 
4+ 13.4719 13.3237 
5 16.591o 16.47o6 
Figs. A6.3 and A6. L;. ecmpare axial profiles of fluid temperature 
and conversion from the numerical and semi-analytic methods. Good 
agreement is obtained for bed depths up to z=0.1. Some disorepanoy in 
the fluid temperature profile at the tube wall, as determined.. numerioally, 
is in evidence. The error is dependent on the axial step length and can 
be removed providing a sufficiently small axial step is used. Table A6.4. 
demonstrates this effect. For the mild operating conditions considered 
here, the assumption of a linear dependence of reaction rate on temperature 
is satisfactory. Even at a bed depth, z=0.5, the semi-analytio method.: 
predicts the radial-temperature profile to "Min 50K of the result from, 
rnunerioal integration. The prediction of. - oonversion is, not so -satisfactory, 
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FIG. A6.4 Comparison of-numerical and semi/analy -k 
meFhods. Lon ikudinal fluid conversion profi Ics (%) 
for MODEL 2 mploying Fhe dal-4 of ChapFer 9. 
Numerica? Solution (0 = 127) 
S/Ara tic s= . 05 LA's = . 05 ý, s = .1 Z+ mnothoa j 
Az = . 001 &z = . 01 6z = . 02 
0.01 
! 
0.208 0.207 0.259 
0.02 0.276 0.275 0.249 0.338 
0.03 0.323 0.322 0.344 
0.04 0.360 0.359 0.345 0.333 
0.05 0.390 0.389 0.400 
0.06 0.416 Ö. 4.14. 0.4.07 0.433 
0.07 0.439 0.436 0.443 
0.10 0.496 0.491 0.488 0.498 
0.20 0.625 0.609 0.609 0.609 
TABLE A6.4 Comparison of numerical and semi-analytic methods. Fluid 
temperature profile at the wall (s = 'I), Tf(z; l); 
particularly near the tube wall where an appreciable temperature gradient is 
present. However, as far as z=0.05 radial oonversion profiles fron the 
two methods agree to within 'lam. Along the axis (s' = 0) agreement is 
better, as shown in Table A6.5. 
S/Analytic Numerical (E) = i) 
z 6-term 12-term 
Lý8 = . 05 &Z =.. O01 
las = . 05-'' 
(Sz = . 01 
0.01 0.177 0.157 0.156 0.156 
0.02 0.326 0.316 0.315 0.315'' 
0.03 0.480 0.477 o. 1+76 0.476- 
0.05 0.800. 0.801 0.801 0.800. 
0.07 1.11 1 . 11 1 . 11 1.11 
0.10 1.51 1 ., 51 1.52 1.52 
0.12 1.72 1.73 1.75 1.75 
0.15 1.98 1.98 2.03 . 
2.03 , 
0.20 2.23 , 2.23 2.40 2.40 
0.30 2.26 2.26 -,, "2.92, "2.92 
TABLE A6.5 Comparison of numerical and'semi-analytio methods. Fluid 
conversion (%) at the axis (s = 0)? 
Separating the rate expression into the form of the sum of terms 
linear in concentration and temperature can cause a maximum to exist in 
the axial conversion profiles (cf., Fig. A6.4). It is, of course, now 
possible for the reaction rate to be large when the temperature is high, 
even though the concentration is zero. An improvement of the representation 
of the rate is envisaged by giving it as a product of terms linear in 
concentration and temperature. However, it is difficult to take advantage 
of the improvement because this description of the rate is not linear in 
the concentration and temperature taken together and so cannot be 
incorporated into the analysis. Alternatively, the point about which the 
reaction rate is linearized might be updated successively as the calculation 
proceeds along the reactor, but this method would be of little use in oases 
where appreciable radial gradients are present. In its present form the 
semi-analytic method cannot be regarded as a serious competitor to the more 
flexible and very much faster (a factor of 10 in computing time) numerical, 
method. The usefulness of the latter method also lies in its easy 
extension to the more complex situation in which "pore" diffusion is 
present (of. Chapter 7). It is difficult to envisage the same ease of 
adaptation of the semi-analytic method. 
The results presented here show that the numerical scheme can be made 
to converge to the solution of the partial differential equations at least 
in the inlet region of the bed, providing the axial step Q, z is made 
sufficiently small. Little can be inferred about the numerical solution 
for large bed depths except to say that the computed results approximately 
satisfy the material and energy balance equations at a number of examined 
points. 
Further, the commonly used criterion for establishing convergence by 
gradually reducing the mesh size until the solution stops changing is 
adhered to, although there is, no guarantee that this is the correct antuet 
5. 
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NOMENCLATURE 
stoichiometry coefficient (a. <O is a reactant) a. 1 
ak coefficient appearing in the linearization process (equation 8.8, 
a(j)m) discretized form of ak (jL` z) m&) 
V surface to volume ratio of a catalyst particle (3/b) 
A reactant 
'-1., k' -A-2, k 
tridiagonal matrices (given on pages 119 and 121 respectively) 
A external surface area of a catalyst pellet p 
b particle radius 
bk coefficient appearing in the linearization process (eqn. 9.8) 
bk(j, m) discretized form of bk (jz, mVLs 
) 
B product 
Bl, k, 22., k diagonal matrices 
(see pages 120 and 121) 
3, 
B4 diagonal matrices (page 126) 
c dimensionless concentration, (0s/Cf) 
Cf mean specific heat of reaction mixture 
cfi concentration fluctuation 
co, cs value of c at y=0,1 respectively 
cj, c2 cce ficients in equation (7.5), (see page 100) 
c3, c4 coefficient in equation (7.6), (see pave 103) 
Cfi point molar concentration of reactant i in the fluid phase 
, 
(on volume fluid basis) 
Cfo inlet fluid concentration of reactant A, (x=-0) 
Cf, Cs 
i space-averaged, concentrations of, component i 
in the fluid 
and particulate phases 
-ý 
Cs vector of scalar intensive" space-averaged concentrations 
in the particulate phase 
Cfý C* dimensionless, fliid and solid' concentrations-respectively, 
Cfo - Cf(C) Cfo 
C* k 
the value of C* at the kith iteration 
dk coefficient appearing in the linearization process, (8.8) 
dk(j) m) discretized form of dk (j/\z, mJs) 
dp particle diameter 
d1 k' 
dz k column vectors 
(equations (8.28) and (8.29)) 
ss 
dl(j ), dc(j) column vectors (page 125) 
D fluid molecular diffusivity 
Df radial mass diffusivity 
D. 
i 
lteffective" diffusivity of species i in the particulate phase 
DÄ "effective" diffusivity of reactant A in the particulate phase 
DK if Knudsen 
diffusion coefficient (egna 9.5) 
D12 molecular binary diffusion coefficient (9.7) 
D12, 
eff 
"effective" bulk diffusion coefficient , 
(9,. 6) 
21k D2 k 
>>s 
column vectors (pages 120 and 122) 
D3 a column vector (page 126) 
e bed voidage 
E Arrheiius activation energy 
E°. 
E, ý 
(a) 
modified activation energy Co 
ex pi-v) dv 
exponential integral, E1(ß) = oý y 
g (z) n a set of 
functions ap earing in the Dini expansion 
of temperature (A5012) 
G (x) function defined by equation (6.1) 
G (Z) gn(z) / gn(G) 
Go superficial mass flow rate 
Gý actual mass flow rate vector at any point in the fluid field 
h film heat transfer coefficient between solid and fluid 
h0 outside film wall heat transfer coefficient 
h overall heat transfer coefficient between flixLd and solid ov based on mean temperature difference 
h apparentwall heat transfer coefficient 
h 
i(z) 
a set of functions ' appearing . 
in -the ; Dini expansion of conversion=(A5.11)" 
Hn(z) hn(z) + 
-FEH-. Sno (A5.22) 
I(cs) exact form of integral of eqn. (5.27) 
I*(cs) approximate form of integral, eqn. (5.36) 
j node value, z direction. 
eh jPr)2"3 jH j-factor for heat transfer, Gc 
of 
j j-factor for mass transfer, (SC) 
2 13 
G 
0 
J number of axial increments 
k! molecular thermal conductivity of fluid 
kA mass transfer coefficient of reactant A between fluid and solid 
ke effective rate constant (MODEL, 3) 
k, effective rate constant (MODEL 2) 
k. mass transfer coefficient of component i between fluid and so1»; ý,. 
I 
k surface reaction rate constant s 
k intrinsic reaction rate constant per unit gross volume of 
v catalyst pellet 
K constant characteristic of the packing only 
Kz radial "effective" thermal conductivity 
i 
Kp "effective" thermal conductivity of porous solid 
Ka thenmal conduc"U:; rity of u be weil 
cl 
1 characteristic pellet dimension 
1 tube wall thickness 
L reactor lengtii 
m node value, s-direction 
M number of radial bed increments 
n order of reaction 
unit vector 
Nu' modifiedNusselt number,. h dpAp 
Nu" Nusselt number based on"mean'temperature difference 
between solid and fluids hov dpA 
PeH Peclet number for heat transfer., GocfdP/K 
f 
Pc Peclet number for mass transfer öd'P/D Mf 
Pr Prandtl number (Table 9,2) 
r reactor radial co-ordinate 
10 
ro reactor inside radius 
Rg gas constant 
Rk+1 a separable function of Tf k+7 and Cf k+7 
(8.15) 
ss 
Rl, Rý pseudo-rates of production of species i and j per 
unit mass of catalyst 
Be' Reynolds number based on interstitial flow rate, G0 dp/e., g 
s dimensionless reactor radial co-ordinate, 
r/ro 
SV available pore surface per unit volume of porous solid 
Sc Schmidt number (Table 9.2) 
Shº modified Sherwood number., kAdp/DÄ 
t dimensionless temperature, 
Ts/*ff 
i value of t at = 0- 
s 
T coolant temperature 
a 
Tf fluid temperature 
T inlet fluid temperature 
_, o 
Tf space-averaged fluid temperature 
Ts space-averaged solid temperature 
T* Ts dimensionless fluid and solid temperatures, 
T£(T )-Tf /T -T fo s o a 
Ts k s 
the value of T* at the kith iteration 
U overall heat transfer coefficient between coolant and 
fluid adjacent-to tube-wall " 
Uk+l(j)m) discretized förm of Cf, k+1 
(ýnz, m(, s) 
Uk=O(J+1) aI""stärtingpolicy" vector"(egns. '8.33 andý8.35) 
Uk+l(j+') a column vector'(page 120) 
vl average of the absolute values of the lateral velocity 
fluctuations 
V superficial velocity 
0 
Vp volume of a catalyst pellet 
Vk+1(j, m) discretized form of Tf k{_1(jLz, m/. s 
) 
V" fluctuating velocity vector 
V' actual velocity vector at any point in the fluid 
V0 superficial velocity vector 
2k_O(j+1) a "starting policy" vector (eqns. 8.34 and 8.35) 
_k(j+1) a column 
vector (page 12-5) 
Vk=Q(j+1 a "starting policy" vector, (eqns. 8.33 and 8,35) 
V, 
t+1(j+1) a column vector 
(page 120) 
w radial particle co. -ordinate 
x reactor axial co-ordinate 
y dimensionless particle radial co-ordinate (w/b) 
z dimensionless reactor axial co-ordinate, A. 
Greek Symbols 
oc. Arrhenius frequency factor. 
o(n set of positive zeros of the Bessel function J1(x). 
(cCSv)' modified pre-exponential factor. 
15 thermicity --group, C f(--, 
6H)DA/K 
pTf. 
dimensionless dimensionless group defined on page 100. 
X32 dimensionless group of MODEM, 2 (A21). 
ii E = /Rg f 
(Chapter 4). 
= 
E/RgTfo (Chapter 7). 
central difference operator. 
dimensionless group of MODEL 2 (page A21 
1 for nx 
Snx Kronecker cu 
0 for nx 
_ expý 
2- 
,ts 
Chapter 5. 
_ To exPý8 
I5lo 
+*T5)3 s Chapter 7. 
AH heat of reaction. 
s grid size for rn merical solution (Fig. 8'. 2). 
Atex dimensionless film temperature -rise, t(y=1) 
Ltov dmen ionless overa7.1' temperature rise, t(y O) .. 1, 
Ate mwcLmum temperature rise 13 Shy permissible-between pellet and fluid, ----' 
Nu 
I 
'nit max max " 
tenperature. rise for special 
case, Sh = Nu' = -co , 
Qz grid size . 
for., numerical- solution (Fig. 8.2). 
_relative, ---change between successive iterations. 
71 effectiveness -factor.. 
8 time oo-ör&i. nate. 
Ta -Tf, ZI, 
i,, 0o 
a weigh ing factor, 0 C. ' OC1. 
a suitable mean free path. 
dimensionless group, Sh /Nu . 
a Nusset number, Ljro/K.,. 
Pn se of positive roots of the transcendental equation (A5.1 L) . 
:t 
ratio of Nu and Sh groups. 
fluid density. 
`B mass of catalyst/volume of bed. 
P apparent 
density of a catalyut pellet. 
a correction factor for the effects of pore geometry on 
diffusion rate inside a catalyst pellet. 
0 
C3 
9- 
t 
5 
x 
Thiele modulus, b kv4f'/DA 
a reaction-diffusion modulus, bVTO 
/ýAoC 
doh/Di 
dimensionless co-"ordina've, f(-1 y). 
"eff ectiv&' rani Rion constant. 
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